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SUMMARY

Within the last few years more and more attention in Québec is being

addressed by police administrators regarding their displeasure with an ever increasing

display of unethical conduct committed by a growing number of young police recruits.

Poor attitudes and judgment, poor stress management skills, and disrespect of both

police and public authourity are at the center of the problems identified. The

discontent of many members of the Québec Association of Chiefs of Police has lead

to pressure being placed upon the Quebec National Police Academy to modify its

selection process of candidates who mandatorily have graduated from a two or three-

year Québec College Police Technology Program. Particular emphasis on ethics

training during the 15-week Basic Training in Police Patrolling Program at the

academy is especially requested.

In the province of Québec anyone wishing to become a police officer must

first graduate from a two or three-year Police Technology program. With the college

degree in hand it is only then that one may apply to the Québec National Police

Academy. It is after successfully completing the Basic Training in Police Patrolling

Program may the graduate from the Québec National Police Academy apply to a

police department in Québec for a police recruit’s position. At this point, the graduate

is fully trained and qualified to become a sworn police officer. Based on a search of

the literature, it appears that Québec’s situation is unique in that an applicant for a

police recruit’s position in a police force is specifically educated and fully trained for

the position prior to being hired and sworn in as a police officer.
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Since ethics is such a predominant subject of interest on one hand, and

graduating from a two or three-year college Police Technology program is the first

step towards a police career in Québec on the other, this study will look at the ethics

of an incoming cohort of students in a two or three-year college professional Police

Technology Program. One of the aims will be to develop a profile of young people

wishing to pursue a career in policing.

Since one who wishes to become a police officer in Québec must proceed

through the first step that was previously outlined, which is to graduate as a student

from a two or three-year college Police Technology Program, and it is students

entering such a program that are the subjects of this study, a search of the literature

was done to ascertain whether or not studies have been done on the moral

development of “future” police officers before they are hired. The researcher found

that such a study was never done, thus this research project is breaking new ground.

This mixed-method study examined undergraduate Police Technology

students’ level of ethical reasoning and decision making at a Québec CEGEP. The

purpose was to determine if there is any significant measure of association between a

Police Technology student’s level of moral development in comparison with other

students in the general population of the college; if their locale of socialization

(whether raised in a rural or urban setting) has an effect on their moral development;

if there are gender differences in moral development; and if the moral development of

the students differ according to age.

The data required to address the hypotheses put forth was collected from two

sources: a paper-pencil questionnaire with open-ended questions based upon three

police-related dilemma scenarios, and a widely used measure of moral judgment

development based upon James Rest’s Defining Issues Test.
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Both the qualitative and quantitative data collected and the subsequent

analysis of that data showed that the measures of association were insignificant and

therefore did not support any of the hypotheses put forward. Nevertheless, a general

profile of an incoming Police Technology student reflected the expected moral

development, as described by Lawrence Kohlberg (1981) of age groups represented

in this sample. This information is useful in assessing where they are in their moral

reasoning.

Finally, the research results highlight the importance of increasing the

discussion of ethics both at the college level in general, and particularly at the

colleges’ Police Technology Programs as well as at the Québec National Police

Academy.



RÉSUMÉ

Au cours des dernières années, les autorités policières du Quebec, insatisfaites
face a l’augmentation des comportements contraires a l’éthique par un nombre sans
cesse croissant de jeunes recrues policières, se sont de plus en plus questionnés a ce
sujet. Une mauvaise attitude, un mauvais jugement, de graves lacunes dans la gestion
du stress et un non-respect des autorités policières et publiques sont au coeur des
problèmes identifies. Le mécontentement de plusieurs membres de 1’Association des
directeurs de police du Québec a mis de la pression sur I’Ecole nationale de police du
Québec afin qu’elle modifie son processus de selection des candidats diplômés en
techniques policières dans un programme collégial de deux ou trois ans. Une
emphase particulière sur la formation en éthique pendant le cours de base de
patrouille policière de 15 semaines est tout spécialement requise.

Dans Ia province de Québec, toute personne désirant devenir policier se doit,
premièrement, d’être diplômée en techniques policières dans un programme collégial
de deux ou trois ans. Diplôme en main, elle peut alors postuler a l’Ecole nationale de
police du Québec. Après avoir complété avec succès le cours de formation de base
en patrouille policière de 1’Ecole nationale de police du Quebec, le diplômé peut
soumettre sa candidature au poste de recrue policière au sein de tout service de police
du Québec. A ce stade, celui-ci a complété sa formation et est parfaitement qualiflé
pour devenir un officier de police asserrnenté. En se basant sur la recherche dans la
littérature, ii semble que cette situation soit unique au Québec.

Dans un premier temps, étant donné que l’éthique est un sujet d’intérêt majeur
et que, dans un deuxième temps, un diplôme en techniques policières dans un
programme collégial de deux ou trois ans est un prérequis pour une carrière policière
au Québec, cette étude se penchera sur l’éthique d’une cohorte d’étudiants d’un tel
programme. Un des huts de cette étude sera de determiner le profil des jeunes qui
désirent poursuivre une carrière policière.

Etant donné que toute personne qui desire devenir un policier au Québec doit
avoir les prérequis susmentionnés, c’est-à-dire détenir un diplOme en techniques
policières dans un programme collégial de deux ou trois ans, et que ce sont les
étudiants qui entreprennent un tel programme qui sont les sujets de cette étude, une
recherche littéraire a été faite afin de determiner si des etudes avaient déjà été
réalisées ou non sur le développement moral des <<futurs>> policiers avant leur
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embauche. Le chercheur ayant déterminé qu’aucune étude de ce genre n’avait jamais
été faite, ce projet de recherche est donc innovateur.

Cette étude a utilisé différents méthodes pour évaluer le niveau de
raisonnement éthique et le niveau de prises de decision des étudiants en techniques
policières au sein d’un cégep du Québec. Le but était de determiner s’il y avait une
difference significative au niveau du développement moral des étudiants en
techniques policières par rapport aux étudiants des autres disciplines du cégep, si leur
culture environnante de socialisation avait eu un effet sur leur développement moral
(qu’ils aient grandis dans un milieu rural ou urbain), et si le développement moral des
étudiants différaient selon leur age.

Les données requises pour analyser les hypotheses envisagées ont été
recueillies a partir de deux sources: un questionnaire papier-crayon avec des
questions a développement basées sur trois scenarios de dilemme policier et sur la
très répandue <<mesure de développement du jugement moral >> base sur le <<Defining
Issues Test>> de James Rest.

Tant les données qualitatives et quantitatives recueillies que les analyses
subséquentes démontrent que les mesures significatives sont insignifiantes et que, par
consequent, elles ne corroborent aucune des hypotheses envisagées. Néanmoins, le
profil général d’un futur étudiant en techniques policières reflète le développernent
moral attendu, tel que décrit par Lawrence Kohlberg (1981), pour les groupes d’âge
représentés dans cet échantillon. Cette information est utile dans l’évaluation de leur
niveau de raisonnement moral.

Finalement, les résultats de cette recherche mettent en evidence l’importance
d’accroItre les discussions d’éthique tant au niveau collégial en général, et
particulièrernent dans les programmes collégiaux de techniques policières, qu’au
niveau de l’Ecole nationale de police du Québec.
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INTRODUCTION

To become a police officer in the province of Québec, the first four

following requirements that are set out in Article 115 of the Québec Police Act

(R.S.Q., chapter P-13.l) must be met:

1. Be a Canadian citizen;

2. Be of good moral character;

3. Not have been found guilty, in any place, of an act or omission defined in
the Criminal Code (Revised Statutes of Canada, 1985, chapter C-46) as an
offence, or of an offence referred to in section 183 of that Code under one of
the Acts listed therein;

4. Hold a diploma awarded by the École nationale de police du Québec’ or
meet the standards of equivalence established, by by-law, by the school.

Before a candidate can apply to the École nationale de police du Québec

(ENPQ) [Québec National Police Academy], requirement number 4 above, he or she

must have graduated from one of the twelve Québec colleges offering the “Police

Technology” program. Contrary to the college programs where the courses are mostly

based on the “theory” aspect of policing, the ENPQ’s fifteen-week program is based

on the “practical” aspect of policing (defensive and pursuit driving, shooting, hand-

to-hand combat, etc.). It is once candidates have the Québec National Police

Academy diploma in hand that they can apply to a police department for a job. Thus,

police departments in Québec, with the exception of the RCMP, choose their recruits

from the pool made up of graduates from the Québec National Police Academy who

‘The translation from French of École nationale de police du Québec (ENPQ) is “Québec National
Police Academy”, usually referred to as <<Nicolet >> as this is the town where the academy is located.
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had previously completed the prerequisite two or three-year Police Technology

program in a Québec college.

As mentioned before, the Québec Police Act states that a prerequisite for

being hired by a police department is “to be of good moral character”. One step in the

application process for a police recruit’s position in all police departments is to pass

an interview. It is usually in this step that questions based upon a “dilemma situation”

are asked of the candidates. It is the answers given regarding what they would do in

these dilemma situations that influences the interviewer’s decision as to whether or

not the candidates meet the moral qualifications of that particular police department.

Article 115 of the Québec Police Act ( R.S.Q., chapter P-13.1) also states

that before anyone may apply for a job as a police recruit in any of the police forces

in the Canadian province of Québec, she or he must first have graduated from one of

the five recognized police academies in Canada: the RCMP Academy (Depot

Division in Regina, Saskatchewan), the Ontario Police College (Aylmer, Ontario), the

Atlantic Academy (Holland College, Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island), the

Criminal Justice Institute (Vancouver, British Columbia) and l’Ecole nationale de

police du Québec (Nicolet, Québec). In the province of Québec, any applicant to the

1’Ecole nationale de police du Québec (Québec National Police Academy) must,

according to the Québec Police Act, first have successfully completed a two or three

year Police Technology program from any one of the twelve general and professional

education colleges (10 French, 2 English) called CEGEPS (College d’Enseignement

Général et Professionnel [College of General and Professional Education]). These are

part of 48 autonomous public corporations that offer postsecondary education to

young people and adults. Having been created in the mid 1960s, subsequent to a

recommendation made by the Alphonse-Marie Parent Royal Commission of Inquiry

into Québec’s educational system, the CEGEP is the first level of higher education,

the second being university. The possession of a high school diploma is a requirement

for entrance into a CEGEP. A principle difference between the Québec CEGEP and
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the rest of the colleges throughout North America is that they are not a substitute for

university, but that they are a prerequisite to entering a university in Québec. A

second principle difference which makes Québec CEGEPS different from most

community colleges is that every program taught in the CEGEPs has a compulsory

“core” component comprised of courses such as languages, humanities, and physical

education, whose aim is to develop critical thought and cultural enrichment besides

just acquiring fundamental knowledge. Ethics is part of a required humanities course,

and, although it is rather generic, students are exposed to the notions of ethics. The

fact that there’s limited discussion of ethics in the General Education courses will be

briefly touched upon further in this report.

Schachhuber (2004) highlighted the fact that:

There is as yet very little help to the aspiring or serving police officer in terms of
teaching and learning of ethics, moral leadership by example, and continuous
growth and maturation in terms of moral strengths and ethical competence. (p. 3)

Although there isn’t a specific ethics course in the Police Technology

program at John Abbott College, it is addressed in some of the core-related courses

such as “Interaction with Clientele”, and “Interaction with Communities”. One half

of the sixty-hour “Police Organizations, Functions, and Ethics” course taught by this

researcher is dedicated to teaching ethics and it is hoped that the students in this

particular course will improve their critical thinking skills, learn about ethical

concepts and theories, and improve their ability to develop ethical judgment.

Only three of the ten public CEGEPs that have a Police Technology program

returned an answer to this researcher’s query as to how much ethics is taught in their

Police Technology program. All three said that, like our college, it is part of a

Humanities course. Each reported that very little in any specific course other than

looking at the Code of ethics for Québec Police Officers (Government of Québec,

1990) which is the provincial law regulating police behaviour (see Appendix A).
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The police departments operating in Québec choose the vast majority of

their recruits from a “pool” of trained candidates that are first created by the CEGEPs.

Knowing and understanding what the profile of their graduates and future police

recruit should be, and what qualifications he or she must posses to be selected as a

police recruit, it becomes imperative that the faculty educate their student trainees

accordingly while emphasizing ethical development in their Police Technology

program.

1. DISCERNING ETHICS, MORALITY, DISCIPLINE AND
PROFESSIONALISM IN THE QUÉBEC POLICE TECHNOLOGY
PROGRAMS

Webster’s dictionary defines integrity as “a firm adherence to a code or

standard of values”. Thomas J. Jurkanin (2006), Executive Director of the Illinois

Law Enforcement Training and Standards Board, best described “police integrity”

when he offered that it:

implied that police officers must maintain a set of personal and professional
standards that places them above compromise and that it guarantees their
commitment to honor, trust, and fairness; and that places duty and public service
above personal gain. (p. i).

Evans and Butcher (1998) consider two facets to integrity. Firstly, they state

that: “Personal integrity is action in accordance with values”. They immediately

follow up upon this statement by highlighting a problem that a person might act

according to their values whose essence has not yet been established. They ask if the

outcome might not be bad if the values are bad, such as “loyalty to a criminal” or “to

a colleague known to be doing something unethical”. Secondly, they state that:

A person with integrity is a person who is prepared to stand up for what he or she
believes in. Acting with integrity means speaking out when you see things that
are wrong, and it also means critically reflecting on your actions and the actions
of others and being able and willing to act appropriately and explain why you
act that way. (pp. 5-6).
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It is not an overstatement to say that the level of professionalism and

services provided by future police officers is significantly influenced by the quality of

the personnel hired.

After a thorough consultation of Québec police personnel of all ranks,

conducted by the Ministère de 1 ‘Enseignement supérieur et de la Science (Ministry of

Superior Education and Science), an Occupational Analysis Report regarding the

Québec Police Patrol Officer’s function (Folicière-Patrouilleuse — Policier

Patrouilleur (Patrol Officer) was published in December of 1992. This study was

commissioned in view of identifying the knowledge, skills and attitudes that a

graduate student of policing must possess in order to be an efficient police patrol

officer in Québec. Furthermore, the study — as proposed by the Direction générale de

/ ‘enseignement co/légiale (General Directorate of College Teaching) — had the task of

identifying the objectives and training goals to be developed for a revised version of

the Police Technology Program dispensed according to the competency-based

approach. Located in Appendix B is a distilled version of the 37 abilities identified in

the Occupational Analysis Report and presented in chart form. The objectives and

training goals are the same for all Police Technology Courses taught in the Québec

CEGEPs, however, how these objectives and goals are met is left up to the individual

college departments to establish when designing their courses. A look at the chart in

Appendix B indicates that “ethics” or “morality”, and even “discipline” is not

included in the inherent qualities that a student is either to possess, acquire, or

develop in the Police Technology Program as it presently exists. However, “honesty”,

“loyalty”, and “integrity” are qualities that have been identified, but how these moral

characteristics are to be taught are not built into the program in any specific course,

but rather as subjects or elements to be discussed “somewhere within the program”.

Generally, ethics, morality and discipline are regarded in the following

manner in the police culture: Ethics and morality are usually seen as the same (ethical

reasoning), and discipline is seen as a police officer’s “conduct” more from an
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administrative point of view. In reality, the majority of the Police Technology

Programs, when it comes to discussing ethics, principally limit their instruction to the

contents of the Code of Ethics of Québec Police Officers, which is a distinct law in

Québec (see Appendix A), as well as the administration of the application of this

particular law. When one analyzes this particular ethics code/law, one realizes that it

is more of a “discipline” code than an ethics code. Experience has shown that

students entering a Police Technology Program, like much of the public, do not see

much of a difference between ethics or morals and discipline. Because of the required

subject matter that is taught to Police Technology students regarding the Code of

Ethics of Québec Police Officers, these students jump to the conclusion that ethics for

police is more of a discipline code because of the approach that the legislator took in

writing this piece of legislation. Contrary to the code of ethics for medical

practitioners written by the Canadian Medical Association and which states all the

elements, policies, procedures which doctors must “do” for their patients, the police

ethics code states all the various elements or practices that police officers must “not

do” while accomplishing their mission. Students, like many police officers, see either

the Ethics Commissioner’s office or their police department’s Internal Affairs Unit

using the code to punish wrongfiul behaviour rather than a means to coach or direct

the police personnel towards a higher standard of professional service to the public

they serve.

The larger police departments in Québec have an internal discipline code

that their personnel must respect. In these codes we will find articles that deal with

issues of police conduct such as punctuality, dress, respect for administrative and

operational procedures, etc. However, because they also contain articles dealing with

comportment (politeness, honesty, gratuities, etc.), many police officers lump these

latter issues into conduct or discipline, and have difficulty differentiating discipline

from ethical conduct that is consistent with the norms that specify what is right or

wrong in human relationships in a civil society and acting for the greater welfare of

the public they will serve. Students who study these department discipline codes as
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well as the Code of Ethics of Québec Police Officers also easily jump to the same

conclusion. Therefore, the first problem students of policing should deal with is that

of understanding the concepts of ethics and discipline, and how each differs from the

other.

Once this first problem is addressed, then the student will be in a better

position to deal with the study of the various other dilemmas a police officer could

encounter in the field. These dilemmas are generally composed of problems an

officer will face when there is not usually a self-evident answer at hand. They are

often perceived as “damned if you do, and damned if you don’t” situations. These are

tricky situations where the police officer may have to decide in doing what’s right or

doing the right thing. Often the “right thing” is what their department requires, while

“what’s right” would be what is for the better good or welfare of the public — but

possibly at odds with departmental procedures or even policy — thus the dilemma.

1.1 Professionalism

Article 3 of the Code of ethics of Québec Police Officers (see Appendix A)
states:

This Code is intended to ensure better protection of the public by developing
high standards of public service and professional conscience within police
departments and to ensure the respect of human rights and freedoms including
those set olLt in the Charter of human rights and freedoms. (R.S.Q. c. C-12)

It is when studying this particular code of ethics and its application that the

students in the Police Technology program receive their first concrete exposure to the

concept of “professional conscience”. This compliments other concepts related to the

“ideals of professionalism” that the students will learn.

The debate whether policing is or is not a profession has become more of an

issue since the early 1900s. The debate becomes further fuelled when cases of police

misconduct are exposed. Dantzker and Mitchell (1998) discussed the matter of
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professionalism at some length. They began their discussion by first trying to define

the term “profession”. They referred to Webster’s [dictionary] definition which was

“an occupation, especially one requiring extensive education in a branch of science or

liberal arts.” They then quoted Black’s Law Dictionary which defined profession as

“a vocation or occupation requiring special, usually advanced, education and skill; e.g.

Law or medical profession.” The definition quoted from Black’s Law Dictionary

continues with: “The labor and skill involved in a profession is predominantly mental

or intellectual, rather than physical or manual.” Dantzker and Mitchell are quick to

state that “Neither definition is particularly fitting to policing.” They then quote other

authors like Swanson, Territo, and Taylor (1993) who are of the opinion that no

singular definition of “profession” exists, but offer that a profession is a collection of

elements which include (1) an organized body of theoretical knowledge; (2) advanced

study; (3) a code of ethics; (4) prestige; (5) standards of admission; (6) a professional

association; and (7) a service ideal. They add that “autonomy” can also be added as

an additional element (p. 215).

In 1924, the International City Managers Association2 (ICMA) set ten

standards which need to be met before the title of “professional” can be bestowed

upon any group. This was particularly important for the City Manager who would be

involved, as the city’s representative, in labor negotiations to be able to differentiate

between the “professionals” and other employees (e.g. blue collar workers) regarding

related clauses in the labor agreement. The second on their list of standards then was

that a code of ethics that is a commitment to the public and that everyone agrees upon

must exist for that group. They also adopted the Association’s thirteen tenet Code of

Ethics which described the professional standards ICMA members should follow in

order to assure their professionalism. In his book City Manager, White (1927) when

discussing the characteristics of a profession, also mentioned the necessity of having

a code of ethics (p. 272). Here again, students of policing are exposed to the concept

2 Founded in 1904 and is headquartered in Washington, DC (USA)
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of a marriage of ethics to professionalism. The other items in their list of what needs

to be met before the title of professional could be bestowed upon a group were

substantially the same as the previously mentioned collection of elements put forth by

Swanson, Territo, and Taylor. Though the ICMA has indicated that a code of ethics is

but one of ten standards necessary to bestow the title of “professional” upon a group,

one would logically agree that the single fact of having a police code of ethics does

not make a police force “professional”.

Cavanagh (2004) identified three qualities a code of ethics must have to be

considered more than just a document composed of high-sounding principles:

1. It must not be abstract or philosophical in nature as this will have little
meaning to the members of the organization. He gives as an example:
“Officers will live a life of integrity” is meaningless in contrast to: “There is
zero tolerance for dishonesty and corruption”;

2. To be meaningful, a code of ethics must be evenly enforced throughout the
organization. Too many officers do not take their code of ethics seriously
because they witness too many cases of inconsistent enforcement,
enforcement in certain cases only, due to political or media pressure, thus
surmising that their code is nothing but window dressing; and

3. An authentic code of ethics requires more than adherence by its members. It
requires members reporting observed violations to their superiors (pp. 29-30).

The first code of ethics used by police forces in North America was that

which was produced by the International Association of Chiefs of Police in 1957 and

revised in 1991 (see Appendix C). It contains the notions of honesty, both in public

and private life, and the restraint from including personal feelings, prejudices,

animosities and friendship in the police officer’s decisions. The aspect of the impact

of the ethics code upon a police officer’s private life was addressed in Evans and

MacMillan (2003). They refer to Hansen (1973) who observed that although police

officers have private activities and beliefs, and perhaps families, they really do not

have a private life (p. 306). Lauded as an improvement, this code was modified in

1991 (also in Appendix C), by adding the notion that one must behave in a manner as

to avoid bringing discredit to the police officer or of his or her department. A further
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concept of not condoning acts of bribery or corruption on the part of fellow officers

was also included.

In his book, Police Administration and Management, Sam Souryal (1977), a

professor of criminal justice and police administration at the Institute of

Contemporary Corrections and the Behavioral Sciences at Sam Houston State

University, suggests that a profession is:

An organized association in which specialized knowledge and learning is used
for the welfare of a population in accordance with advanced standards of
technical performance, ethics, and expertise. (p. 397)

In 1979 the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe adopted a

Declaration on the Police3,which lays the groundwork for a social contract between

the member states and their police officers. In the resolution adopting the declaration,

the Assembly notes that:

Being of the opinion that the European system for the protection of human rights
would be improved if there were generally accepted rules concerning the
professional ethics of the police.., it is desirable that police officers have the
active moral and physical support of the community they are serving..

Based on this declaration, the government of France, on behalf of the French public,

has officially concluded a social contract with its police officers. It has granted them

a special status which encourages a sense of membership in a professional

organization and creates a heightened awareness of their responsibilities. In return,

the police have agreed to respect high norms of ethical conduct.

As a result, the French government has adopted the National Police Code of

Ethics5which states:

Article 12: The minister of the interior shall defend officers of the national
police against threats, violence, assaults, injuries, defamation or flagrant insults
they may be exposed to in the exercise of their duties.

Resolution number 690; May 8, 1979.
Resolution number 690, articles 4 and 5
Decree No, 86.592, March 18, 1986
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Thus protection is balanced, though, by obligations and responsibilities,

including the requirement “to be accountable”:

Article 18: Every police officer shall give an account to the commanding
authority with respect to the execution of duties assigned to him or the reasons
why it is not possible to execute them.

Another element of the code, which is a privilege or a responsibility

depending on one’s point of view, is Article 11:

Article 11: Within the limits of judgment and discretion, and subject to the
regulations dealing with professional privilege and discretion, police officers may
freely express themselves.

The European style of social contracts made in France has not been adopted

in Canada.

1.2 Using Ethical Dilemmas as a Teaching Tool and a Screening Device

Jocelyn Pollock and Ronald Becker (1998), in writing about ethical

dilemmas in police work, state that “there is a growing body of literature in the

importance of teaching ethics in criminal justice curriculums” (p. 125). In particular

they refer to work by Kleinig, 1990; Pollock, 1994; Schmalleger and McKenrick,

1991; Silvester, 1990. They emphasize the importance of teaching ethics to police,

either in the college classroom or the police academy, based upon Kleinig’s (1990)

identification of the six issues which are particularly relevant to police: the

discretionary nature of policing; the authority of police; the fact that they are not

habitually moral; the crisis situations; the temptations, and the peer pressure. This is

best done by having the students discuss ethical dilemmas.

Birzer (2002), like many authors, states that most law enforcement agencies

do provide ethics training to their recruits during training while at their academies.

Birzer continues by bemoaning the fact that the ethics training in the United States

police agencies “is not uniform in either content or in the number of hours that are
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required”. Nevertheless he continues, “Most scholars and practitioners believe that

ethics training is important and should remain as part of the academy curriculum”

(Marion, 1998: Massey, 1993 Palmiotto, Birzer, & Unnithan, 2000; Schmalleger &

McKendrick, 1991) (p.81).

Marino (2008) quotes Rest (1986) to the effect that previous research

suggests that semester-long courses in ethics that focus on dilemma discussion

significantly affect the moral development of the students participating in these

courses (p.3).

This researcher regularly uses police-related ethical dilemmas to generate in-

class discussion on ethics. Lawrence Kohlberg’s theory regarding the Three Levels —

Six Stages — of Moral Development (see Appendix G) as well as material from both

the Institute for Law Enforcement Administration — Center for Law Enforcement

Ethics (Piano, Texas), and the Josephson Institute of Ethics (Los Angeles,

California), make up an important part of the ethics discussion. Responding to these

police-related dilemmas help students see where they fit in Kohlberg’s chart as seen

in Appendix G.

A critical reason why students must understand and accept that unethical

police conduct has to be eliminated in order for policing to remain effective is best

summed up by Deputy Chief Cuny (2002) who says: “When it comes to ethical police

conduct, the public expects it, the courts demand it, and the media will be scrutinizing

it.” (p. 11).

This research will include some instruments which present some ethical

dilemmas that are used to evaluate the level of ethical reasoning attained by the

population under study (see Appendix D, E, and F). As seen earlier in this document

(see p. 26), an ethical dilemma is a situation when one is faced with having to make a

decision regarding a complex problem and to which there seems to be no self-evident
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answer. Jones (2001) gives ostensibly the same definition. Students call these “no

win” or “damned if you do, damned if you don’t” situations. More specifically, an

ethical dilemma used in police training (which equally applies to the police officer in

the field) consists of any one or all of the following elements: (1) a situation where

the trainee does NOT know what the CORRECT course of action to take should be;

(2) a course of action chosen by the police officer who, although instinctively

believing is a WRONG one is still the one he or she is tempted to take; and (3) a

situation where the CORRECT course of action to take chosen by the trainee seems

to be a very difficult one to carry out. Evans and MacMillan (2003), however, go a

step further by adding that the police officer faced with an ethical dilemma will be

faced with making both “personal” and “professional” choices when responding to

the dilemma: 1) The “personal” aspect — commitment to career and caring for family.

2) The “professional” aspect — a “policy” dilemma where, due to professional duties,

the course of action taken will be decided on behalf of the agency or institution (p.

13).



CHAPTER ONE

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

1. THE PROBLEM

What originally motivated this research was a statement made during a

Police Technology Harmonization Committee meeting in mid May of 2005 by a

representative of the Association des directeurs de police dii Québec (Québec

Association of Police Chiefs) to the effect that police chiefs were noticing a rise in

unacceptable police conduct which was leading to more and more disciplinary

charges being laid against young police officers who generally had less than five

years seniority on the job. This representative informally requested that the Québec

Police Training Academy (ENPQ) as well as the Police Technology Chairpersons

present consider an increase in the teaching of ethics. He felt that the opinion of the

police chiefs was that the ethical standards of the younger generation of recruits were

not up to expectations. He further stated that many police chiefs were beginning to

voice their alarm at the seemingly increasing number of police officers in the

province of Québec that were being brought up on more serious charges for breaches

of articles in both the provincial Code of Ethics for Québec Police Officers

(Appendix A) as well as, even worse in his opinion, the Canadian Criminal Code.

Without quoting statistics, he stated that the problem was a growing belief among

police administrators that the younger generation of police officers being recruited

seemed to possess a set of values or standards that were well below that of previous

generations. Too many of these newly recruited police officers were being disciplined,

even fired, for acts that the vast majority of recruits of fifteen years earlier would not

even have ventured to seriously consider. Problems of theft, use of drugs and lack of
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respect for both the citizen and even departmental authority (respect for superiors)

seemed to be the norm rather than the exception to the rule. This researcher, like

many in authority, agrees with the opinion that is freely expressed; that the younger

generation has poor or no ethical values and actually believes that it is OK to commit

the derogatory acts that they are accused of.

Police officers must recognize that the public’s attitude towards them is

greatly influenced by their direct encounter with their police whether as a victim,

complainant or offender. The citizen’s response will be shaped by the quality of the

police officer’s response; politeness, efficiency, demeanor, fairness, etc. It is

proposed that if the recruits to policing have a high degree of ethical or moral

standards upon entering a college program, and should they be further exposed to

ethical training there and subsequently at the police academy, then fewer cases of

misconduct would occur. This needs to be investigated, and the results possibly

brought to the public’s attention. At the very least since the ministry realizes that even

though it is not all students that are wanting in moral principles, it is still requested

that the students be reminded to remain cognizant of the fact that misconduct,

however minor, can have devastating effects on their own and their police

department’s reputation. It is also suggested to reinforce the concept that higher

morals should be more easily embraced by college-level students whose aspirations

are to obtain ajob in a field that is public service oriented like the police.

Although they say that many of the transgressions are of a relatively minor

nature and based upon a lack of either good judgment or poor ethical standards, the

police administrators also complain that in today’s evermore informed population,

too many of the cases are now being highlighted on the evening news or in the

printed media. This is detrimental to both the police department’s image as well as its

relations with the public it serves. In the Montréal French daily newspaper La Presse,

an article appeared on March 17 of 2009 which quoted a Radio-Canada article of

March 16, 2009 stating that the admission criteria to the Québec National Police
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Academy would be changed by September 2009 because of pressure from many

Québec police forces who are complaining of recruits who “have poor value

judgment, attitude problems, and have difficulty managing their stress “i’. The article

also emphasized the fact that the Québec Association of Police Officers approve the

change, but question if the measures outlined will be sufficient to solve the problem.

Clearly, both sides of the equation — management and rank and file — agree that there

is a need to rectify the situation.

Ideally, the research should compare the level of ethical development of

those entering the police today to those that had joined ten years ago and even a

group of officers that joined twenty years ago. However, tests that would identify the

level of ethical development of those applying as police recruits were never carried

out, therefore such comparisons cannot be made.

Thus, this research will look at the problem using the Québec model which

obligates a police recruit to have completed a specialized technical program in Police

Technology, followed by 16 weeks of practical training at the Québec Police Training

Academy before being allowed to apply to a police department as a recruit. Since the

college-level Police Technology Program is the first step to becoming a police officer

in Québec then the [level of] ethics of an incoming cohort of students in a two or

three year college professional Police Technology Program will be studied.

2. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

Some research exists as to whether or not the academy training experience

has an impact on the ethical orientation of those who select police work as a

profession. Bennett (1984) suggests that the recruit training process does have an

impact on values. Catlin and Maupin (2002) studied recruits in training and compared

14 Translated from French <<Ainsi, certains corps policiers déploreraient des problémes de jugement et d’attitude
chez les nouveaux agents, qui auraient également de Ia difficulté a gérer leur stress. >> Source : http://www.radio

canada.caireuions!mauricie/2009/03! I 6/003-ecole-police-critere-revision nshtrnl
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them to a group of police officers with one year’s experience on the job. They found

that there was a statistically significant difference in the ethical orientation between

the two groups. Catlin and Maupin also conducted a study of two groups in 2001

where one group was evaluated during their academy training and then again at the

end of their first year on the job. A significant difference in the ethical orientation of

this group was noted between their recruit academy and their first year on the job.

The second group was only evaluated at the end of their first and then their second

year on the job. This second group did show a similar identifiable change, however, it

was not statistically significant. This 2001 study suggests a shift during the first year

on the job followed by a decrease in the degree of the change in the subsequent years.

Rokeach, Miller, and Snyder (1971) on the other hand concluded in their

study of the value patterns of less experienced and more experienced officers that said

value patterns were not a function of occupational socialization. Crank and Caldero

(2000) used the Rokeach Value Survey and found that “once hired, values don’t

change much. In other words, efforts to change the values of police officers after

they are hired (researcher’s emphasis) by modifying the socialization or training

process are not likely to be fruitful.” (p. 60). Zhao, et al. (1998) repeated the study by

Rokeach et al. (1971) in another police department and also found that the values of

officers “were very similar regardless of years of service” (p. 29).

It is noted, however, that the studies related to the topic of ethics, ethical

orientation, shifts of ethical orientation, etc., such as those mentioned above, were

conducted at the level of police recruits who were either already in a police academy

(having been hired by their police department) or already on the job in the field of

policing.

The goal of this research is to contribute to the discussion of ethics, ethical

values, and ethical orientation of young, emerging adults who are embarking on a two

or three-year program of college studies in Police Technology prior to attending a
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police academy. This research seeks to determine if the level of ethical reasoning or

the level of ethical values meets that which would be considered “required for

acceptance” into a police force. The results of this study could lead to improving

education in the area of ethics in the Police Technology Program, teaching, research,

publications, or presentations at educational conferences. The results may also lead to

pertinent recommendations being made to college registrars regarding the types of

student candidates they admit into their colleges’ Police Technology Program.

An important first step towards the aim of controlling police misconduct is

the proper recruitment of police personnel. If in Québec the first step to becoming a

police officer is to graduate from a college Police Technology Program, then at least a

concerted effort at teaching ethics must exist. It is here, at the college level, that the

level of ethical development possessed by the student will be built upon during their

trek towards becoming a police officer. Hopefully, each recruit candidate will possess

the ethical standards that police department recruiters look for. Thomas Jurkanin

(2002), Director of the Illinois Law Enforcement Training and Standards Board,

repeated the often quoted saying: “The ‘garbage in/garbage out’ philosophy also

applies to the hiring of police personnel” (p. 55).

Listed high on the list of the thirty-seven abilities seen in Appendix B are

“honesty”, “loyalty”, “integrity”, “good judgment”, and an attitude of being

concerned with wanting to set an example as a role model in the community. “Ethics”

(or morality) is not specifically identified as a quality to possess or an ability to

acquire or exercise. As mentioned earlier, the only aspects of ethics in the Police

Technology Program are seen during the study of the ‘Code of ethics of Québec

police officers’ (Appendix A). This code is a Québec law, and after discussing each

of the articles and the intent of the legislator in passing this particular law and the

individual articles therein, it is the “administrative application” of this legislation that

is required to be taught. This ethics code and its application procedure generally

represent approximately twenty-five percent (25%) to thirty-three percent (33%) of a
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sixty (60) hour course dealing with police organizations, ethics and discipline. It is up

to each teacher who teaches this course, and this could be three different persons per

college (if there are three different teachers who each teach one section) multiplied by

twelve colleges — thus potentially thirty six different teachers — to decide if and how

he or she will address ethics and to what extent. Although this element is not the

focus of this research, it has been mentioned at provincial-level harmonization

committee meetings in mid 2005 that ethics should be addressed to a much larger

extent, this subsequent to a request made by the Québec Association of Police Chiefs

to both the colleges and the Québec National Police Academy in Nicolet. No

decisions regarding curriculum changes have been forthcoming to date. Yet, the

police chiefs are still voicing concern over the fact that too many new recruits are

committing acts that are derogatory either to the provincial ethics code or to their own

internal disciplinary codes.

The purpose of this research was to discover the level of ethical development

of an incoming cohort of first semester Police Technology students entering a two or

three year Professional College Program. Knowing the standard level of ethical

development of incoming students might help us in better preparing students for their

future careers as police officers.

On November 27 and 28, 2001 over 200 persons from government,

education (both government ministries and universities), social scientists, researchers

and police chiefs attended a conference in Nicolet, Québec, hosted by the École

nationale de police du Québec (Québec National Police Academy). The results of the

proceedings were printed in booklet form by the Québec government (2002) under

the title ‘Col/oque sur les objectfs de recherché en matière policière’ (Conference on

Research Objectives in Police Matters). The theme of the conference was Research in

Policing. Mr. Serge Ménard, the then Minister of Public Security, spoke in his

address to the delegates of the Commission de laformation et recherche (the Training

and Research Commission). He explained that this Commission is under the
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authourity of the Québec Police Training Academy in Nicolet and is regulated within

the scope of the Québec Police Act. Minister Ménard highlighted the fact that one of

the eight major research objectives of this Commission was the “evolution of the

values and the importance of ethics for police officers” (p.37) ‘. During this

conference, the delegates had been divided into reflection workshops and round table

discussion groups. A recurring recommendation from these groups was to find

strategies that permit police officers to think critically during complex situations and

act in an ethically correct manner, with their social mission in mind, without fear of

internal or external political ramifications based on rigid sets of disciplinary codes.

Robert Roy (2002), a researcher and professor at the University of Sherbrooke,

commented — as a guest speaker during this conference — that:

Le but de I ‘éthique ne dolt pas être de contrôler / ‘ensemble des comportements
policiers mais bien de favoriser 1 ‘exercice responsable de leur jugement moral
dans les situations dfJIciIes qu ‘i/s rencontrent en réalisant la mission sociale
que notis leurs conflons. (the goal of ethics mustn’t be to control police practice
but rather to favor the responsible exercise of moral judgment during difficult
situations that police officers are faced with when carrying out their social
mission that we entrust them do). (p. 97).

It is in this vein that the researcher was motivated to conduct this study. An

attempt will be made to ascertain the level of ethical development of incoming

students — both for those in a Police Technology Program and those not in a Police

Technology Program — and to investigate whether or not gender, locale of

socialization, age, religiosity and mother tongue is an influencing factor amongst the

Police Technology students. thformation gleaned from this study may prove helpful

in developing curriculum that will foster the development of ethics in our Police

Technology students.

15 Our translation of << i ‘evolution des valeurs et de / ‘importance de / ‘éthique pour les policiers>>



CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

Ethical behavior is learned, and like all learned behavio, is
shaped by experience. In an environment where temptations and
threats are few, acting ethically comes easily, hi more hostile
environments, where temptations, insults and tin-eats are
commonplace, acting ethically poses a greater challenge. This is
the dilemma facing police. They work in a professional
environment that challenges the high ideals that draw new recruits
into policing.

David F. Sunahara (2004a)

1. UNETHICAL CONDUCT

Crank (1997) opined that “in the heart of every cop is a sense of morality,

strong in some and weak in others, but always present. In spite of all the statistical

chaff used as hiring criteria in the contemporary era, morality is the bottom line — if

they lack it they will not be hired, they will resign, or they will be weeded out” (p.

43).

In their article where they offer several reasons for the drastic decline of the

Los Angeles Police Department from its enviable position of being one of the greatest

police forces in the world, Golab and Walter (2005) explain how previously strict

screening and testing systems were dismantled in order to meet federal decrees aimed

at meeting hiring quotas for females and minorities. They argue that this headlong

rush for “diversity” created the situation where police recruits were hired when it was

acknowledged beforehand that ethical standards were not being met and that it was

known that in many cases some of these recruits had prior ties to street gangs or other

criminal activities (p. 425). Other large American police departments such as New
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Orleans and Miami were also cited as examples where subsequent illegal and

dishonest behavior of police officers who were hired under political pressure and

whose known lack of ethical behavior became the source of many country-wide

media news stories and a loss of confidence in the police force by the citizenry. In a

lecture where Richard N. Holden used a PowerPoint produced in May of 1999

entitled “Ethics in Policing” he quoted a statement made by Janet Reno in April of

1999. She was then the Attorney General of the United States and in a speech on

police misconduct she stated that “the perception of too many Americans is that

police officers cannot be trusted” (Sniffen, 1999). Goodman (2004), in stressing a

reality check to police officers in training and after quoting several media coverage of

unethical behavior on the part of police officers, states: “Unethical behavior has

become increasingly prevalent in what many are calling the ‘morally deficient

society’ we live in” (p.1). On the other hand, Carter and Stephens (1991) confirm that

in general the public have a high regard for the police. They say that the public tends

to view the police as honest, concerned, committed, working for the community, and

are fair in the enforcement of the law.

Researchers in the United States have studied the reasons for unethical

police behavior in some of their larger cities, notably Los Angeles, Miami and New

Orleans (Golab & Walter, 2005). In Canada, Sunahara (2004b) also studied the same

phenomenon as to the causes of unethical behavior on the part of Canadian police.

However, a search of the literature has not found that a comparable Canadian study

exists indicating that any of Canada’s police forces have suffered the same degree of

loss of confidence by the public they serve, as is seemingly the case in the United

States, even though many of these forces have become the subject of media coverage

regarding improper behavior by some of their personnel. Several cases of police

misconduct in Canada were the subject of such media coverage, cases such as: the

RCMP pepper spraying of APEC demonstrators in British Columbia in 1997; the

beatings of a suspect, Richard Barnabé in Montreal in 1993; Vancouver police

officers’ Stanley Park beatings in 2003; Saskatoon’s perceived practice of escorting
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and leaving unwanted persons — derelicts and drunks — outside city limits, regardless

of the cold winter weather, in 2000; the illegal activities of the members of the

Toronto Police Services’ narcotics squad; the tampering of evidence by the Québec

Provincial Police in a drug investigation that led to a full inquiry; and the Royal

Newfoundland Constabulary’s mismanagement of at least two homicide cases that

led to wrongful convictions. Regardless of these high profile incidents, polls — the

majority of which are commissioned by the police departments — still show that a

high percentage of Canadians are satisfied with the work carried out by their police

departments, and although these cases are serious, most agree that they are rare and

exceptional. However, the Police Technology teachers discussing police ethics with

their students can guide the students through a critical analysis of some of these

aforementioned examples of unethical conduct and their subsequent consequences

upon the various stakeholders involved in each of the cases analyzed. Could they see

themselves as a participant in any of those cases? Would they feel that if they were

such a participant, that they could face a TV camera, or worse, their family members

and be comfortable in “telling their story”?

Unfortunately, some officers become cynical or disillusioned over time after

perceiving their efforts of crime fighting to be unproductive. Criminals, when found

guilty, are not punished in relation to the harm they did to their victims, the criminals

are back on the streets before the paperwork is even finished, the criminals are

perceived as getting away with murder, and the police officer’s work does not seem

to put a dent in the crime problem. If these officers do not remind themselves of their

oath of office they made when sworn in as a peace officer, and remain cognizant of

the ethical code of conduct, then they often decide to adopt an attitude of “I’m the

Sheriff, this is my town, and it’s going to be my way or the highway!” thus leading to

acts that are contrary to professional police practices and seen as inappropriate

behavior by the public. Ericson (1982: p. 25) refers to such a situation as “developing

a recipe of rules”. This newly adopted attitude by this minority of police officers

tends to lead to a much higher use of their discretionary power. Police discretion
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exists when the officer has some leeway, or choice to act or not, in certain cases or

how to respond to certain situations. The fewer rules, laws or directives that exist for

an incident or situation, the more discretion an officer has. Full enforcement, where

all laws and rules are blindly enforced all the time is not a usual police practice nor is

it so desired. The public would also be against such enforcement, but they do expect

that the police use their discretionary power fairly and appropriately. Neither

assuming their responsibilities nor doing their work of law enforcement under the

guise of “exercising their discretionary powers” is both unethical and is simply a

dereliction of duty. However, doing what the public expects in the way of properly

exercising their discretionary power brings about situations where a critical thinking

skill required during a situation where the police officer is faced with a dilemma now

often arises.

In teaching ethics to future police officers in the Police Technology Program,

this researcher requires that the students use a grid as a training aid to help come to

the best decision when faced with an ethical dilemma (Appendix P). Many of the

ethical dilemmas which are presented as “ethical questions for discussion” are based

upon unethical behaviors like those mentioned above.

Forcese (1999) in discussing the police and the public offers that “there are

extreme and diverse views of the police in Canadian society” (p. 40). On one hand he

speaks of first generation immigrants who fear the police because of practices in

totalitarian European or Latin American states where the police are agents of

government suppression, and on the other hand he states that certain segments of the

Canadian public have lost confidence in their police because of their lack of meeting

exaggerated expectations. He states that this is especially so in major cities like

Montreal and Toronto (pp. 40-42). It is the concern within Canadian police forces, as

voiced by the Québec police chiefs in this province, that efforts must be targeted

towards avoiding the loss of the public’s confidence in their police departments as
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has been reported to have happened to some of our neighboring American police

forces to the south.

Probably the very first dilemma or introduction to a situation where the

possibility of misconduct presents itself would be when a new recruit police officer

will face the decision as to whether or not, in protecting the community, to “bend” a

rule, law, by-law or article of the ethics code in order to “get the bad guy off the

streets — at all costs” of his or her jurisdiction. This concept is known as “The Noble

Cause” in criminal justice literature (Roberg et al, 2009, p.335). However lofty the

term “noble cause” might sound or appear, its root lies in the fact that actions are

committed for “noble reasons” in the police officer’s view, but always at the expense

of breaking a law or an article of the ethics code which in turn only diminishes his or

her professionalism. Caldero and Crank (2004) take a reverse approach to defining

“noble cause” by defining the “corruption of noble cause”: “It is corruption

committed in the name of good ends, corruption that happens when police officers

care too much about their work. It is corruption committed in order to get the bad

guys off the streets, to protect the innocent and the children from the predators that

inflict pain and suffering on them. It is the corruption of police power, when officers

do bad things because they believe that the outcomes will be good.” (p. 2).

In a democratic society it is imperative that the public have confidence in,

and work with, their police department. Repeated cases of misconduct or deviance

can erode this level of confidence. Hare (1993) in his book Without Conscience. The

Disturbing World of the Psychopaths Among Us, offers a definition of “psychopaths”

in his Preface and Acknowledgements. He describes them as “social predators who

charm, manipulate, and ruthlessly plow their way through life. . . Completely lacking

in conscience and in feelings for others, they selfishly take what they want and do as

they please, violating social norms and expectations without the slightest sense of

guilt or regret” (p. 7). Policing as in any other segment of society will have their share

of such psychopaths whose self-serving actions will tarnish their profession. But why
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do some people who are not psychopaths and who possess high values and noble

aspirations such as to help the helpless, fight crime, serve the public, etc. when they

join n occupation like policing change and “go bad”? DeLattre (2002) in pondering a

similar question states that:

Good practical judgment means being able to tell what justice, courage,
temperance, and other aspects of character excellence require in specific
circumstances”. “It amounts”, he continues, “to acting on an occasion with
consideration for the right persons, in the right degree, in the right way, at the
right time, for the right reason.”(p. 138).

Sunahara (2004b) in the Executive Summary of his research paper offers an

answer to this question:

Feeling alienated from the general public, one’s police service, and from the
police officer role was also found to be damaging to an officer’s ethical
standards. Officers who were estranged from society, their police service and
the police role were more likely tolerant of unethical behavior than officers
who remained connected (p. i).

Tepperman (2006) offers that deviance and conformity are universal, that

people have always been different and changed over time as anthropology can attest

to, and “the struggle to achieve stable uniformity — an absence of deviance — is an

unending effort that can never succeed and never has succeeded. The benchmarks for

what constitutes deviance are constantly changing, as are the limits of tolerable

difference. Moreover, they vary both over time and from one place to another.” (p. ix).

Sunahara (2004b) in the above mentioned research which he conducted for

the Canadian Police College into a search for causes as to why some police officers

adopt unethical behavior also offers another aspect to the problem: he found that

many police officers over time adopt a “sense of entitlement” (p. 21). “Because of

harsh working conditions and the often existing enervating organizational conditions

found in police organizations, some police officers come to feel that they are

victimized and thus are entitled to special treatment as compensation” (p. i).
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1.1 Defining the Meaning of Ethics

Still dealing with students’ level of moral values, Jones (2005) quotes Derek

Bok (1998) who, while President of Harvard University and writing an article about

higher education fostering higher morals, optimistically stated that: “...most young

people arrive at the university with decent instincts and a genuine concern for others.”

(p. 5). Jones agrees with Bok and adds that in his opinion, the same is equally true for

those in college justice departments as well as those in police and corrections training

facilities (p. 5). Cuny (2002) states: “With reference to liability issues resulting from

complaints, college-educated officers also tend to receive fewer citizen complaints as

shown by Wilson in his study of over 1,700 officers (Wilson, 1999)” (p.11). We can

assume that these officers received advanced schooling and are aware of the

interpretation of ethics, and know and abide by the rules of conduct that their

organizations expect them to follow.

Goodman (1998) lends to this interpretation when she defines ethics as

“principles of accepted rules of conduct for a particular individual or group as

mandated by law, policy, or procedure” (p. 3). Other authors such as Boylan (2000)

and Bjorkquist (2002) see ethics as referring to judgments on the part of police

officers, and recognizing on their part a standard of conduct in a profession. Boylan

sees ethics as “the science16 concerning the ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ of human action”

(p. 2). Bjorkquist takes a similar stance in defining ethics as “the study of the values

and principles that generate the norms that specify what is right or wrong conduct in

human relationships in a civil society” (p. 14).

In the province of Québec, police organizations use the term déontologie

(deontology) when referring to their internal discipline codes or the provincial Code

of Ethics of Québec Police Officers. Yet, if one looks at the origin of the word

“deontology”, it comes from two Greek words: deos which means “duty”, and logos

which means “to study”. Therefore, deontology really refers more to çjjy than to

16 Boylan defends his definition of ethics as being a ‘science’
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discipline or ethics/morals. Braswell, McCarthy and McCarthy (1998) in their book

refer to the German philosopher Immanuel Kant as the most famous deontologist and

who stated that the key to morality is human will or intention, not consequences.

These authors give as an example a man who sees an elderly lady, who seems rich

because of the fur coat she is wearing and the luxury car she is driving, struggling to

change a flat tire. Thinking she might give him a tip or reward for helping her, he

helps her change her tire. Then they go on to say that a lady who sees a similar

situation, with a rich and elderly person struggling to change a flat tire on a luxury car

says to herself that she had better go help that person who seems to be in trouble.

They say that Kant would consider that there is a moral difference between the first

and second case regardless of the fact that the consequences in both cases are

identical. He would agree that they both “did the right thing” by helping the elderly

woman, and their action produced the desired outcome of producing the greatest good

for the greatest number. Kant would not agree though that the man “did what’s right”

or acted morally. In the first case, the man wants to help because he is expecting a

reward, while in the second case the woman acted out of a sense of duty. Thus,

according to Kant and his professed belief that “the key to morality is human will or

intention, not consequences”, he would consider then the man was immoral, that his

action had no moral worth because his act was not carried out because of a sense of

duty but because of selfish reasons, contrary to the woman’s intent of helping for an

altruistic reason (pp. 16-17)

On the other hand, Evans and MacMillan (2003) avoid offering a definition

of ethics by stating in the introduction in their book that any definition they would

give “would be so broad as to be unhelpful or so specific that it would be highly

contested” (pp 3-4). However, they do go on to discuss “ethical principles” which

they define as precepts or concepts that “inform or underlie what is considered to be

good, bad, right, or wrong conducts” (P. 6).
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Jones (2005) asks if there is a difference between ethics and morals. He

follows by answering his own question and defined ethics by reverting to the

derivation of the word from the ancient Greek word ethos meaning “character”. He

stated that ethics refers to the “study of morals and morality, about what’s good or

bad, right or wrong.” (pp. 18-19). He went on to say that ethics also refers to the

practice of “thinking philosophically about morality”. In regards to morals, Jones

takes the view that they simply refer to human behavior, how individuals relate to

each other and their environment. The source of this definition he derives from the

Latin word mores which refers to “social habits” or “behaviors”. He does, however,

agree with the authors who say that people, especially including those in the field of

policing, tend to use these two terms interchangeably. Waluchow (2003) also asks a

similar question. He ponders if “ethical theory” differs from “morality”. He sees

ethical theory as a branch of philosophy that attempts to understand, interpret and to

some extent guide, “the practice of morality”. He sees morality as philosophically

thinking about, analyzing moral problems or dilemmas and concepts, and the making

of moral judgments.

Caldero and Crank (2004) offer the opinion that “values are carried from

broader society to police work by a process called ‘value transmission” (p. 55). They

then quote Pollock (1998), who in her book Ethics in Crime and Justice: Dilemmas

and Decisions, provides a way to think about the process of value transmission from

early upbringing to the working police environment. Morality, she observed, “is used

to speak of the total person, or the sum of a person’s actions in every sphere of

life.. .Ethics, on the other hand, is used for certain behaviors relating to a profession.”

Caldero and Crank suggest differently that “morals represent the values that a person

is taught during their upbringing, and are learned from parents, schools, and other

important social institutions.”
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2. SOME FACTORS AFFECTING ETHICS OF YOUNG PEOPLE

2.1 Locale of Socialization and Religiosity

There have been a number of studies that have investigated the possible links

between locale of socialization (rural versus urban) [(Baker and Jedwab, 2003;

Wright, 1971; Robinson, 2004; Greenberg et al, 2001, and Lasley et a!, 1997] and

moral values.

This research will look at this variable — the place (“locale”) of socialization.

It is felt that many people believe that it is reasonable to state that people who are

raised in a rural environment have better moral ethics due to their strong commitment

to the community than those raised in an urban environment. Be it because they are

living in a less stressful or hectic environment, at present it is an assumption that

needs to be investigated. In the present research, ethical standards of those rural

students entering the two or three-year Police Technology program as a first semester

cohort will be evaluated and compared to those originating from an urban

environment.

An Environics study commissioned by the Association of Canadian Studies

was analyzed by Baker and Jedwab (2003). This study addressed a concern that

Canadian policy-makers had regarding the extent to which the population of Canada

shared common values and ideals. This telephone survey of 2,002 Canadians who

were 18 years or older found that between the years 2000 and 2003, Canadians

indicated that language and region of residence seemed to have little bearing on

common values. However, though the study noted that generally Canadians believe

that there is an important difference in values based on whether one is an urban or

rural dweller, this belief was strongest in Ontario and the Western provinces. Those

from Québec and the Atlantic provinces voiced the opinion that there was less

difference in values whether a person was from an urban or rural environment. When

discussing the “language spoken at home” and given the statement: “Canadians
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basically have the same values regardless of whether they live in urban or rural areas”,

the French had the lowest number of “strongly agree” responses.

Robinson (2004) carried out a study regarding academic cheating in a rural

college and published the findings in the College Student Journal. The results of this

particular study showed that the students in the rural Central Appalachian university

were no different than those in the urban universities. The quantitative analysis of the

data from the 118 students tested mirrored the results from similar studies of urban

university students where four out of five students admitted to cheating in some way

or other (p. 1).

The W.K. Kellogg Foundation (2001) commissioned Greenberg Quinlan

Rosner Research to conduct a study to see how rural, urban, and suburban Americans

viewed rural life in America. This study was based upon two hundred and forty-two

in-depth telephone interviews. Important among the findings of this study was that

rural people had “different values” from their urban brethren wherein respondents

claimed that rural communities symbolize “America” because they “revolve around

families committed to religious values and the liberal traditions of self-reliance and

self-sufficiency” (p. 1). One suburban who was a former rural respondent answered:

“We were taught to have strong moral and ethical values. You didn’t try to cheat or

hurt somebody else. I was taught if you couldn’t help, you don’t hurt. You do an

honest day’s work for an honest day’s pay. You try to live a good moral, decent

respectful life.” (p. 7). The study indicated that rural inhabitants valued family life

more than urban ones did.

Contrary to the positive findings of the Kellogg study, another study funded

by the United States Department of Agriculture’s Rural Business-Cooperative

Service came up with negative evaluations of rural business ethics of members of

agricultural cooperatives. In a study entitled Strengthening Ethics Within Agricultural

Cooperatives, the researchers (Lasley, Baumel, Deiter, and Hipple, 1997) explain the
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importance agricultural cooperatives are to rural farmers and how trust lies at the

heart of cooperation, and that it is difficult for people to trust each other when there is

no commitment to ethical principles. Although, as previously stated, people assume

that rural inhabitants are more ethical than urban dwellers, their study outlines how

“in the distant past unethical behavior was woven into the very fabric of rural culture.

Horse traders, land speculators, frontier justice based upon the one who shot best, the

person who could afford the best lawyer, who could best influence a judge, or who

could buy a jury were cited as examples of historical rural misconduct.” (p. 1).

It is a commonly held opinion that business ethics differ from that which is

practiced at home, church, or other social gatherings. Thus, it is a mistake to think of

ethics as a unique code of rules with universal applicability. Yet, many argue that

some rules apply to everyone in every situation (Henderson 1992, Soloman 1985 in

Lasley, Baumel, Dieter, and Hipple, 1997, p. 4).

A commonly believed maxim is that rural inhabitants, especially farmers,

have higher ethical values in business dealings than urban dwellers, and that those

rural communities symbolize “America” because they revolve around families

committed to religious values and the liberal traditions of self-reliance and self-

sufficiency (Greenberg Quinlan Rosner Research — 2001) (p. 1). When examining if

“ethical standards have changed”, Knorr (1991), quoted the results of a Farm Futures

Poll wherein more than one half of 900 farmers that were polled agreed that

“producers’ ethical standards had declined” (p. 15). In the Iowa Farm and Rural Life

Poll (1993), where 2,390 randomly selected farmers were interviewed, 88% of the

respondents clearly indicated that there was an erosion of ethics in the agricultural

sector. Furthermore, 91% agreed that: “at one time a person’s word was as good as a

signed contract; now you must first get it in writing.” (p. 15). Both of these polls

clearly indicated that there was an erosion of ethics in the agricultural sector. This

change in rural ethical standards was documented even earlier. Boehlje (1987)

observed that: “There seems to be changing standards in rural communities compared
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to earlier years. The “your word is your bond” attitude is no longer standard. Rural

people are not necessarily becoming blatantly dishonest, but they are more willing to

accept the gray area between right and wrong and accept less than pure business

decisions.” (p. 372).

Another popular assumption that is commonly held is that people in the rural

setting attend church services to a higher degree than urban dwellers. (Some may

describe “rural” as being a homogeneous community and “urban” as being

heterogeneous.).

There are many religions out there, and each suggests a different

understanding of the divine. Each will have rules of conduct or norms that their

adherents are expected to follow. Some of these norms relate to obligations to a

divinity which amount to “religious duties”. Others are norms related to ceremonial

practices or rituals which amount to “ritual duties”. Still others are related to duties

towards their fellow man, thus amounting to “social duties”. In the North American

culture, it’s these last “social duties” that are the most important when studying ethics

(Bjorkquist, 2002, p. 24). When incorporating religion into ethics Boylan (2000)

states, similar to Ladd (1973) when he discussed ethical relativism: “the idea of a

single ethical theory that applies to all people at all times and places might be

hopelessly muddled.” (p. 143).

Wright (1971) quotes several studies (Chesser (1956); Dedman (1959);

Gorer (1955); Klinger, Albaum, and Hetherington (1964); Middleton and Putney

(1962); Thornton, Webb and Weir (1964); Wright and Cox (1967b); and Ruoppila

(1967) that confirm his opinion that “people who express strong commitment to

Christian belief and who attend church fairly frequently have more stringent and

exacting moral beliefs than non-believers; they judge more actions wrong, judge them

more wrong, and are less ready to recognize extenuating circumstances.” (p. 183).
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2.2 Changing Youth Culture

In an article on the Catholic Education website Christina Hoff Sommers

(1998), a professor of philosophy at Clark University in Worcester, Massachusetts,

asks “Are We Living in a Moral Stone Age?” In her article she gives examples of

answers that were given to Jay Leno regarding questions he would ask young people

of college and university age when conducting his “man-on-the-street” interviews.

When asking questions about the Bible, he asked one person: “Can you name one of

the Ten Commandments?” One replied “freedom of speech.” To another he said:

“Complete this sentence: Let he who is without sin...” The response was “Have a

good time?” To another he asked: “Who, according to the Bible, was eaten by a

whale?” The confident answer was “Pinocchio.” Although this makes for light

hearted television, Sommers emphatically states that the underlying reality is not

funny at all. She states that conceptually and culturally, today’s young people live in

a moral haze. She further states that, as a teacher of ethics, she often meets students

who are incapable of making a single confident moral judgment, and that things the

students say are more and more unhinged. She recalls a recent incident in which

several of her students objected to philosopher Immanual Kant’s principle of

humanity — the principle that asserts the unique identity and worth of every human

life. She says that these students told her that, if faced with the choice between saving

their pet or a human being, they would choose the former.

Sommers goes on to give another example where a college teacher who was

discussing Shirley Jackson’s (1948) short story The Lottery (a tale about a small

farming community that seemed normal in every way, but carries out an annual

lottery in which the “winner” is stoned to death) was astonished to see the change

over time of her students’ view of the story’s message. In the past most students

understood the warning regarding mindless conformity, but now her students were

saying it was “neat” or “cool” and that they would not go out on a limb and take a
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stand against human sacrifice. She claims that these students are “conceptually

clueless”, that they are suffering from “cognitive moral confusion”.

She asks what can be done; how can their knowledge and understanding of

moral history be improved; how the confidence in the great moral ideals can be

restored; and how can they be helped to become more articulate, morally literate, and

morally elf-confident?

To these questions she advocates encouraging and honoring colleges that

accept the responsibility of providing a classical moral education to their students.

She claims that since the 1980s there has been a steady erosion of knowledge and a

steady increase in moral relativism and is partly due to the diffidence of many

teachers confused by all the talk about pluralism. Such teachers actually, in her

opinion, believe that it is wrong to “indoctrinate” our children in our own culture and

moral tradition.

Sommers goes on to offer the opinion that the problem can best be addressed

and repaired by teachers who are willing to confront the moral nihilism that is the

norm for so many students. She claims that schools at all levels can improve the

moral climate of society. They can help restore civility and community if they

commit themselves to have the courage to act. She says that the literary classics must

be taught; that the best political, cultural, and moral heritage must be transmitted.

Children have the right to their moral heritage. They should know the Bible; they

should be familiar with the moral truths in the tragedies of Shakespeare and the

political ideas of Jefferson, James Madison, and Abraham Lincoln. She suggests

another basic reform: that teachers and professors, as well as other social critics,

should refrain or at least moderate their attacks on our culture and its institutions.

Great literary works are to be seen as literature and not as reactionary political tracts.

She says that too often in classes today teachers are encouraging students to

“uncover” the allegedly racist, sexist, and elitist elements in the great books. She
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further offers the opinion that if these problems are addressed in education that the

result will show that the lives of the morally enlightened children will be saner, safer,

more dignified, and more humane.

2.3 Doing the Right Thing or Doing What’s Right

Today, police rank and file often question if the underlying prescription of

ethics, morals, and discipline of “doing the right thing” or “doing what’s right” by

following the dictates of the ethics codes as they understand them, is the way to go.

Sometimes “doing what’s right” over “doing the right thing” is seen as risking the

wrath of one’s superiors at least, or at worst being disloyal to the ethics code.

Cavanagh (2004), in discussing the importance of police officers acting ethically,

identified the six places a police officer will “stay out of’ by “taking the road of

‘doing the right thing”: the boss’s office, the Internal Affairs office, the criminal

courts, the civil courts, the unemployment office, and prison (p. 6).

The few who would be willing to take the risk of “doing what’s right” could

find themselves on the outside of the main stream. As Machiavelli (1513) said in his

book The Prince:

A man who wishes to make a profession of goodness in everything
must necessarily come to grief among so many who are not good.
Therefore it is necessary for a prince, who wishes to maintain himself,
to learn how not to be good, and to use this knowledge and not use it,
according to the necessity of the case. (Chapter 15)

The person who prefers to “do what’s right” is one who prefers to take the

high road regarding morality. Thus, morality is a form of social control.

3. ETHICS AND GENDER

Although Carol Gilligan’s (1982) work is the one which is most often cited

when discussing ethics and “gender”, this researcher did find some other studies that
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have studied female ethical behavior in comparison to that of their male counterpart’s

either while in policing in general or in general research.

Waluchow (2003) devotes the entire last chapter of his book to feminist

ethics. He refers to Sherwin (1993) who advocates that the view of most feminist

ethicists is that “traditional theories do not constitute the objective, impartial theories

that they are claimed to be; rather most theories reflect and support explicitly gender-

biased and often misogynist values.” (p. 223). He looks at history and points out that

woman’s roles were predominantly relegated to the private sphere of home and

family. Women were seen as naturally more emotional and less rational, as well as

more caring and nurturing, than men. Feminists all agree on rejecting this portrait of

women and their role within society. Where many disagree, however, is on the issue

of whether or not women’s virtues and values are different from those of men, usually

because of the expectations of their gender. Are these gender roles not learned

through the socialization process? Most share the concern about seeing women’s

nature as essentially different from men’s. Feminists point out that there is a

difference between “sex” and “gender”. Sex is a biological category, pertaining to

chromosomes, hormones, and anatomical features. Gender, on the other hand, is

largely or entirely constructed at the social or cultural level. Our notions of what roles

may be appropriate for females are generated by the culture we live in. Up until the

early 1970s, it was the rare exception to find women in policing. Up until then, those

that were, were never doing the same work as the male police officers. The situation

changed in the early seventies when women were actively sought out as police

recruits. In 1972 there were less than 15 female police officers in the Montreal Police

force which then numbered 6000. This representation of .25% (15 female officers)

has grown to 27.3%, that is, 1150 female officers in a force of 421 1 by 2004. Besides

this important growth in female personnel, several of these women have attained

senior management posts within the department. The question now becomes: “Do

these female police officers, particularly while on the job, view ethics differently or
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act differently than their male colleagues when faced with ethical dilemmas

themselves or judging a subordinate’s alleged misconduct or deviance?”

Carol Gilligan (1982) advanced the thesis that women and men do in fact

tend to reason differently about moral questions. Her conclusions were made

subsequent to a critical study of Lawrence Kohlberg’s theory of the six stages of

moral development of children (Appendix G). She disagreed with Kohlberg’s

findings — at least from her point of view — that women scored lower, or were inferior

to men. Similar to Kohlberg, Gilligan, who had worked with Kohlberg at Harvard as

a researcher, conducted her own psychological study using the same questions

pertaining to a moral dilemma (“Heinz and the drug”; Appendix E) that Kohlberg

used, but she arrived at a radically different analysis of the responses from her group

of female children. Gilligan interpreted her findings as confirming that females try to

find a mutually satisfactory resolution to the problem between them and the druggist.

The male looked for a solution in abstract principles governing property, applying the

law, and the value of human lives, i.e. in “justice” matters. The female looked for

solutions through mediation, communication, compromise and the personal

relationship between Heinz and the druggist, i.e. in the realm of “care”. Both

Kohlberg and Gilligan agree that the male and female subjects of their study reasoned

differently on the moral perspective. Where they differ in opinion and interpretation

of the results is that Kohlberg states that the female did not advance to the same

(higher) level of moral reasoning as the male had. As previously stated, Gilligan does

not interpret the results of the female as being inferior or less advanced than the male.

She sees the female appealing to what feminist philosophers call “ethics of care”. She

is adamant in stating that she does not find the males different from the females, only

that they reason differently when faced with an ethical dilemma. Berryman et al

(2002) state that Gilligan suggests that differences in upbringing (boys being

encouraged to be concerned with independence and justice; girls to think about the

welfare of others) affect moral reasoning. She argues that instead of one type of
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reasoning being better than the other that they are simply different and complement

each other (pp. 189-190).

Pojman (2006) also quotes Gilligan’s research in his book. He adds that it is

clear in his mind that Gilligan is not saying that female values are better than male

values or that there are two moralities, one for males and one for females, but rather

he thinks it’s clear that she is concluding that we should recognize that females are

socialized differently than males. He does admit, however, that there are some

females who are deeply concerned with justice and rationality while on the other hand

there are males that are deeply sensitive to others (p.174). He concludes that both

love and empathy are as necessary as justice for a full moral system and a full moral

life.

Tune! (2002) states that drawing gender distinctions in morality, the

orientation of females has been described in ways that closely resemble the

characterizations of collectivism, and the orientation of males is characterized in

individualistic ways (p. 177). Thus the source of stating the two types of morality:

“morality of care” (associated with females), and “morality of justice” (associated

with males). However, studies by Gilligan & Attanucci (1998) when looking into the

variability in the extent of judgments of one type by either males or females has

found that most people use both types. In other words, their findings led to the view

that the two orientations coexist, and that there is a substantive concern with justice

also on the part of females. Tune! goes on to say that these findings lend support to

the argument, which is voiced especially by women scholars, that depicting females

as primarily oriented to care and interdependence reflects a longstanding stereotype

(Abu-Lughod, 1991; 0km, 1989; Pollitt, 1992). Pollitt has argued that this stereotype

is disseminated by men because, as being most often in positions of power, it serves

to benefit them that women are concerned with care because they, as well as children,

are the main beneficiaries of women’s nurturance (p. 178).
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Derek Wright (1971)’ discusses gender under different topics in his book

The Psychology ofMoral Behaviour. On the topic of “temptation”, he confirms that it

is often stated that girls have a stronger conscience than boys and gave a reference to

the fact that the delinquency rates were much lower for girls. However, he goes on to

state that the results of tests by persons such as Hartshome and May (1928) found

that there was no overall differences between the sexes. One of their principle

findings was that “girls are more strongly motivated to ‘appear’ good, and therefore

are more likely to be dishonest when this is the only way of maintaining or gaining

the approval of others.” Crandall and her associates in studies carried out in 1969,

1966, and 1965 confirmed this interpretation (Wright, p. 56).

Gump, Baker and Roll (2000) studied the moral judgment of Mexican-

American and Anglo-American college students. Their research showed, as expected,

that the females would score higher than the males on the “care” measure. However,

unexpectedly, they found that on the justice measure, no differences were obtained

between the two genders.

Studies in the 1960s in the United States and Norway found that when sex

differences were found, they always favored the girls (Brock and DelGiudice, 1963;

Medinnus, 1966a; Sears, Rau and Alpert, 1966; and Ward and Furchak, 1968). This

was pursuant to a research wherein the investigators constructed a children’s social

desirability scale in which the subjects were required to answer “true” or “false” to a

number of statements. These statements were phrased such that the subjects were

tempted to present a socially acceptable image of themselves, but only through being

palpably untrue. Statements like “I have never felt like saying unkind things to

anyone”, or “When I make a mistake, I always admit I am wrong.” were used.

However, on the topic of tests regarding “cheating” Wright refers to other authors

Derek Wright was a professor of psychology at Leicester University since 1962. His principal
interest in both teaching and research were mainly in the fields of child development and the
psychology of religion. He was an Emeritus professor in the School of Education at the time of his
death in December, 2006.
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(Burton, Allinsmith, and Maccoby, 1966; Cocking, 1969; Grinder, 1962; Grinder and

McMichael, 1963; Shelton and Hill, 1969; Silverman, 1967; Walsh, 1967) who failed

to find any differences between the sexes (p. 67).

When Wright discussed the topic of “altruism”, he again stated that because

girls were more socially responsible and more involved in their personal relationships

than boys, one should expect girls to show stronger altruistic tendencies, especially

since social pressures at work in our society (England and North America) tend to

prepare girls for the more nurturing and self-sacrificing roles in life such as

motherhood and nursing. Studies by Ugural-Semin (1952) and Handlon & Gross

(1959) found no differences between the sexes. A thorough review of the data on

altruism by Krebs (1970) found that out of seventeen studies, no sex differences were

found in eleven of them. Again, here, when differences were found they tended to

favor the girls (pp. 144-145). From the altruistic point of view, Hartshome and May

(1928) found in their study that girls had a very marked tendency to score higher on

tests of helpfulness and service than boys. They also had a much higher reputation

among teachers regarding consideration for others and for general social

responsibility. This was confirmed by Bronfenbrenner (1961). Sugarman (1970)

reported that girls “displayed stronger altruistic attitude than boys on his

questionnaire measures.” (p. 145).

4. MORAL DEVELOPMENT

Probably the two most discussed theorists regarding “moral development”

are Kholberg and Gilligan. However, the foundations for these discussions were laid

by others before them.

Jean Piaget (1932) a Swiss developmental theorist and psychologist

developed a theory that Wade and Tavris (1990) qualified as a “revolution” (p. 467)

while working with Alfred Binet at the Grange-Aux-Belles Street School for Boys in

Paris. While correcting some of Binet’s intelligence tests he noticed that young
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children made the same pattern of mistakes to certain questions that the older boys

did not. Thus, he theorized that a young child’s thought or cognitive process was

intrinsically different from that of an adult. He theorized that children, when solving

problems, showed a link between the child’s current development state and their

experience in the world (p. 467).

Piaget’s influence was principally in both early childhood education and

moral education. He theorized that children in early childhood education developed

best in a classroom where emphasis was placed on peer interaction. In the area of

moral development, he theorized that children developed their moral values in four

stages, and that children were able to make their own idea of the world.

It was building upon and revising Piaget’s ideas about cognitive

development that Lawrence Kohlberg came up with his theory of [levels] of moral

development, to be discussed below. (See Appendix G).

In 1950, Erik Erikson published his most influential book Childhood and

Society. His book deals with the relationships between childhood learning and

cultural development, the infantile and the mature, the modern and the archaic

elements in human motivation. This work became a classic in the study of social

significance in childhood

In Chapter 7 of his book, Erikson advances the theory that every human

being will go through eight stages between birth and death in order to reach their full

development. His eight (8) life-stage virtues, in the order of the stages in which they

may be acquired, are discussed by Wade and Tarvis (1990). It is stages 4 and 5 that

are most relevant to this study:

4. Entrance into life. (Around age 6 to puberty). “Industry versus Inferiority”:

the child is learning to make things, use tools, and acquire skills for adult life.
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5. Ego identity. (Teenager). “Identity versus Role Confusion”: questioning of

self. Who am I, how do I fit in? Where am I going in life? Erikson believes

that if the parents allow the child to explore, they will conclude their own

identity, but if they continually push him/her to conform to their views, the

teen will face identity or role confusion.

From birth on, humans progress through a physical, psychological, and

ethical development. Several researchers have put forward theories that identify

ethical or moral development in “stages” based on certain age groups.

4.1 Kohlberg’s Six Stages

Lawrence Kohlberg (1981) believed that moral development grew in

sequence from a First Level (Pre-conventional) forward towards a Third Level (Post-

conventional). He further divided each of the levels into two “Stages”, thus his theory

is referred to as “Kohlberg’s Six Stages of Moral Development” in the literature18.

Kohlberg posits that no steps or levels are skipped during one’s moral development.

Kohlberg’s refers to the fist level of development as “Pre-conventional

Morality”. In this level, he subdivides it into two stages identified as: “Stage 1:

Respect for power and punishment”. Here a child of approximately four to ten years

old will do what is right according to authority figures such as parents and teachers in

order to avoid punishment. The physical consequences of an act will determine the

goodness or badness of that act. Motto for Srage 1: “Might makes right”; “Stage 2:

Looking out for #1”. Here, a child (at the elementary school level) acts in a manner

that is self-serving. Right actions are those that instrumentally satisfy one’s own

needs. People are valued in terms of their utility. They lack respect for the rights of

others but may give to others on the assumption that they will get as much or more in

return. Motto for Stage 2: “What’s in it for me”?

18 Kohlberg numbers the stages. For the purpose of this study the author has given each stage a title.
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Kohlberg’s second level of moral development is referred to as

“Conventional Morality”. Again, this level is divided into two stages that are

subsequent to stage 2: “Stage 3: Being a good boy or a nice girl”. In this stage, one

aims for interpersonal conformity. The right actions are those that conform to the

behavioral expectations of one’s society peers. Here people who are usually

adolescents have moved from pleasing themselves to pleasing important others. They

seek approval and conform to someone else’s expectations. Motto for Stage 3: “I

want to be nice”; “Stage 4: Law and order thinking”. Here we are dealing with

sixteen year olds and older who have internalized society’s rules about how to behave.

The right actions consist of doing one’s duty, showing respect for authority and

maintaining the given social and institutional order for its own sake. Motto for Stage

4: “I’ll do my duty”.

The third level of moral development (for those who are usually of adult age)

is identified by Kohlberg as “Post-conventional Morality”. In it are the two following

stages: “Stage 5: Justice through democracy”. In this stage behavior is guided by a

sense of obligation because of a social contract to make and abide by laws. Laws and

duties should be based on a rational calculation of overall utility: “the greatest good

for the greatest number”. Motto for Stage 5: “I’ll live by the rules or change them”;

“Stage 6: Deciding on basic moral principles by which you live your life and relate to

everyone fairly”. This stage is based upon universal ethical principles. Right actions

are defined in terms of universal moral principles such as justice, equality of human

rights and respect for the dignity of beings as individuals. Motto for Stage 6: “I’m

true to my values”. (Appendix G). Kohlberg’s research subjects were all male.

As noted earlier, Carol Gilligan who was a researcher with Kohlberg at

Harvard University became one of his critics and conducted a similar research with

female subjects in the same age groups as Kohlberg and she came to different

conclusions.
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5. SUMMARY OF RELEVANCE

As stated earlier, a graduate of both a college Police Technology Program

and a subsequent sixteen week Police Patrolling Program at the Québec Police

Academy, must prove he or she is of “good moral character” before he or she can be

hired by a police department in the Province of Québec.

Researchers both in Canada and the United States have looked at unethical

police practices. Many people want to know the reasons why such misconduct arises.

Is it related to the person’s gender, locale of socialization, religiosity, or new values

of a youth culture? Is it related to the process of moral development? These are issues

raised by reviewing the literature. The literature review reveals that ethical

misconduct is a problem that needs to be addressed.

Some of the literature can help us with answering the variability of ethics

amongst police officers and students studying Police Technology. These factors

include locale of socialization, religiosity, changing youth culture, gender and moral

development of the adolescent and young adult.

The literature available on the subjects discussed in this literature review

permit us to formulate the hypotheses and questions regarding ethical development

which will be presented in Chapter Three.



CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY

1. RESEARCH AIM

In September of 2003, Québec’s Institut de la statistique (Statistics Institute)

reported that enrolment in Québec CEGEPs had declined by 14.8% during the five

years between 1997 and 2002. The opposite was seen in Police Technology Program

where a growth of interest in the field of policing saw student applications to the

program actually increase from 1997 to 2002. Today, this is such a popular program

that John Abbott College is conducting skill-based entrance exams (Running,

Swimming, Flex arm hangs, Dips, and Computer skills) in addition to high school

grade averages to choose the students they will admit to the program. Furthermore,

two of the CEGEPs actually increased their incoming cohorts by sixty students each,

and a new Police Technology Program was added to an English CEGEP in the private

sector, bringing the total number of CEGEPs presently dispensing the Police

Technology Program to twelve. College administrators and educators share the same

desire as the government and police manager which is to ensure that the graduates

from these Police Technology Programs are as qualified as possible to meet the

demands of the job they have studied and trained for. The reputation of a democratic

society rests upon a foundation of trust and confidence that the public has in its police

force.

The high visibility of the police officer in uniform sets him or her apart from

the rest of society. Fairly or unfairly, the public expects more from their police by

holding them to a higher standard of integrity and ethical standards both in their

private as well as in their professional life. Thus, an isolated incident of individual
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misconduct or incompetence is not usually viewed by the public as being associated

with one specific police officer, but rather it becomes symbolic of the entire police

department. Even witnessing small abuses such as obtaining a “professional

courtesy” from a fellow officer by not being issued a ticket for a parking or traffic

violation, or receiving free coffee or a discounted meal becomes magnified and

angers the citizens who in turn are obligated to obey the laws and pay full price for

their coffee and meals. It is the ever-increasing number of these lower profile

transgressions to the police ethics code that are being brought to the attention of both

the Québec Ethics Commissioner and the police chiefs that is being voiced as a

concern.

Since the police forces in Québec recruit their candidates from the pooi of

graduates from the twelve CEGEPs having a Police Technology Program, and who

subsequently graduated from the Québec National Police Academy, it is important for

these colleges to recognize and ensure that their graduates must meet acceptable

ethical standards. Although some discussions of ethics concepts are interspersed in

the Police Technology Program, graduates should be able to show that they possess

the abilities or character traits related to ethical standards such as honesty, integrity,

responsibility, etc., and thus be better prepared to face those more antagonistic

environments in policing where insults, threats and temptations are omnipresent, and

where acting ethically poses a greater challenge. Being so prepared, they should be

less inclined to commit the transgressions mentioned above.

The purpose of this study was to examine the level of moral development of

college students entering a professional college-level Police Technology Program.

This study will also attempt to determine if there is any significant measure of

association between a student’s religious practice, gender, age, and locale of

socialization (their environmental upbringing) and their level of moral development.
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Students in this mixed methods study were given dilemma scenarios and

were asked to respond as to the correct behaviour expected of an officer. The

standards of moral development as reflected in their answers were measured by using

Lawrence Kohlberg’s “Three Levels (Six Stages) of Moral Development” (Appendix

G), as well as James Rest’s “Defining Issues Test” (Appendix F). The study also

attempts to see if there is a correlation between the level of moral development of

Police Technology students and those from the general population of the college. An

attempt will be made to discover if language, gender, locale of socialization, age and

religious practice have an impact on said moral development.

Police departments oftentimes test their officers in regards to their level of

moral development, but this is always done once the officer has been hired.

Sometimes the officers tested come from the field with some experience already

gained while others are still in their department’s training academy (Birzer, 2002).

This study is breaking new ground because no example of testing the moral

development of students studying “for a possible police career and who have not yet

been hired by a police agency” has been found.

The research questions that this study will address are:

(1) What is the level of moral development of students entering a

college level professional Police Technology Program?

(2) Is the average level of moral development of students

entering a college level professional Police Technology

Program different from that of students in the general

population of the college entering other programm?

(3) Is the location of their socialization, urban or rural, a

determining factor in the ethical standards that the student
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entering a college level professional Police Technology

Program will have?

(4) Is gender a determining factor in the ethical standards that the

student entering a college level professional Police

Technology Program will have?

(5) Will older students entering the Police Technology Program

have a higher level of moral development than the younger

ones?

(6) Will students who attend religious services more often have a

higher level of moral development than those who attend few

or no religious services?

A first glance at all the “General Variables Forms” (appendix I) showed that

an insignificant number of the subjects stated they attended any religious services.

One subject (a 20-year-old female) stated she attended religious services less than 10

times a year. A second subject (an 18 year-old male) wrote “1 per year on a good

year”. All the other subjects answered to the effect of “never” attending religious

services and added the comment at the bottom of the form, some even after drawing a

box with the “never” qualification. Therefore, from this point on when it was realized

that religious service attendance was next to non existent, this researcher eliminated

the question of religiosity from the study.

Research aim: This study will attempt to test the following hypotheses:

Hi: First semester students entering the Police Technology Program will

have a higher level of moral development than students entering other

program in the college.
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Rationale 1: Since most applicants to police departments tell a

recruiter when asked “why they want to be a police officer?” they

answer that it is for altruistic reasons, that they want to help the

public, especially those who can’t help themselves, etc, it is

presumed that these applicants would have a higher level of moral

development than those not seeking a career in public service.

H2: First semester students entering the Police Technology Program

who were raised in a rural setting will have a higher level of

moral development than those raised in an urban setting.

Rationale 2: Besides it being a popular belief on one hand, some

studies found that the values of citizens living in a rural environment

differed from those dwelling in an urban area on the other (Baker and

Jetwab, 2003).

H3: First semester female students entering the Police Technology

Program will have a higher level of moral development than

their male counterparts.

Rationale 3. Some studies found that girls did display ethical

development at a level equal to boys, but were socialized differently

(Gilligan, 1982; Pojrnan, 2006; Gump, Baker and Roll, 2000), or

were more socially responsible than boys regarding “altruism”

(Wright, 1971). Krebs (1970) noted that girls had a marked

tendency to score higher than boys on the test of helpfulness and

service.

H4: The older students entering into the Police Technology Program

will have a higher level of moral development than the younger

students in the same program.
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Rationale 4: Kohlberg’s theory of moral development (Appendix G)

posits that as one grows older, one progresses from a lower level

(“Pre-conventional” morality) to the higher one (“Post-conventional”

morality), while passing through the middle level “Conventional”

morality, and this without skipping any stages along the way. Since

the students in the two year program are older it is reasonable to

presume that they will have gained some added life’s experiences

over the younger people in the three year program. (The difference

between students in a two-year program and a three-year program is

explained below.)

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

2.1 Research Sample

Two convenience samples were used to conduct this research. One sample

consisted of students in the Police Technology program of John Abbott College. Both

instruments outlined in part 2.3 below were used with this particular sample. The

second sample is made of various students from the general population of the college.

This second sample had only one instrument (the DIT test) administered to them.

The subjects in the first sample who were chosen for this study were fifty-six

(56) students in the incoming cohort of ninety students who were registered in the

“Police Organizations, Functions & Ethics” course in John Abbott College’s Police

Technology Program. These student respondents had not yet received any exposure to

ethics training in general or to the framework of the Code ofEthics for Québec Police

Officers or any other laws such as the Québec police Act (Articles 115, 119, 260)19

which regulate a police officer’s conduct. This first semester, sixty-hour, fifteen-week

9 Bill 86 Loi sur lapolice. Article 115 stipulates that: “a person who has been found guilty of a criminal
offence cannot become a police officer”, and Article 119 stipulates that “a police officer who is found
guilty of a criminal offence is automatically dismissed”; finally, Article 260 stipulates that: “a police
officer who witnesses another police officer committing a breach of the discipline or professional
ethics code is obligated to inform his/her director of the police department”.
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course was taught in September of 2006. Thirty-four (34) of the students were in the

three year program while twenty-two (22) students were in the two year program.

These 56 Police Technology students wrote both the “Elements of Police

Socialization” (bstrument #1, Appendix D) and the “DIT test” (Instrument #2,

Appendix F). However, 18 new Police Technology students from the same cohort but

a different class later volunteered to write the DIT test, bringing the total number of

Police Technology students participating in the DIT test (Instrument #2, Appendix F)

to 74. After the analysis of the DIT tests was completed by the Center for the Study

of Ethical Development, 6 Police Technology Students were purged, thus leaving a

total of 68 Police Technology students’ data for SPSS analysis in this study.

Note that there are two streams in the Police Technology program: the

“three-year” stream consists of students coming directly from high school; the “two-

year” stream consists of students who enter the program either with another three-

year college degree, a university degree, or some university courses already

completed, in hand. Appendix H contains the Course Sequence Charts for both the

two and three year program of the Police Technology Program.

The program-specific courses in both the two and three year programs are

identical. The difference between the two and three year program is that those in the

two year program do not have to take the “general education” courses as they have

already taken them before applying to the Police Technology Program. These

“general education” courses were taken while they were in another CEGEP program

(i.e. Social Science, Aircraft Maintenance, Nursing, etc.), thus are credited when

accepted into the Police Technology Program. The result is that the students accepted

into the two year program are usually older than those entering the program straight

out of high school. Those accepted into the two year program after having attended

CEGEP and university are even older.
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The students who are admitted into the Police Technology Program are those

whose score in several physical tests, an observation skills test, and a computer skills

test meet the program’s minimal acceptance level. Doing so foretells the possibility

for the students to reach the Québec National Police Academy’s minimum entrance

requirements before graduating from the program. After these specific tests, the

students’ prior academic grade average is then considered before final acceptance or

not into the program. A student’s ethical standards or level of moral development is

not considered in the admissions process to this program, nor has it found to be in any

other such program. It is hoped that this research might lead to the serious

consideration of implementing an assessment instrument which measures a student’s

level of moral development as part of the admissions process just described above.

For the sake of convenience, students who were not yet eighteen years old

(minors) were not permitted to be part of this research because of the college’s policy

regarding the necessity of having to obtain these younger students’ parent’s

permission to participate in the study. All the other students who participated did so

after receiving a full explanation of the objectives and the instruments used in this

research as well as their clearly understanding that no-one was ever obligated to

participate if they did not want to. If the student agreed to participate, then they were

given an entire “participant’s package” by the invigilator. Each “participant’s

package” contained the appropriate “Police Ethics Research Project Consent Form:

‘Elements of Police Socialization’ for the qualitative instrument”, and the “DIT

consent form” for the quantitative instrument (see Appendix I).

2.2 Research Method

To address the seven questions mentioned above an incoming cohort of first

semester Police Technology students was given two tests. The first test (qualitative),

consisting of three open-ended questions each and based upon typical ethical

situations or encounters (scenarios) in normal police operations, was administered to

this same incoming cohort (Appendix D). This test was not administered to the
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sample chosen from the general population of the college because the questions were

specific to students of policing and regarded “police-based” dilemmas.

A second test (quantitative), the “Defining Issues Test” (DIT) which is an

objective, validated, “self-reporting’ measure of moral reasoning is based on

Lawrence Kohlberg’s moral stage theory which has its genesis in child psychology. It

consists of standard questions on particular dilemmas. The scoring of this DIT was

based on a “P% score” provided by an analysis of the responses to the DIT questions.

It is interpreted as “the relative importance a subject gives to principled moral

considerations in making a decision about moral dilemmas”20.In the “Supplement

Guide for the DIT-l” (the DIT test), the Center for the Study of Ethical Development

(1998) explains that:

Education Level. In general, the DIT scores of Junior High students average in
the 20s, Senior High students average in the 30s, College students in the 40s,
students graduating from Professional School Programs in the 50s, and Moral
Philosophy/Political Science Doctoral students in the 60s. In heterogeneous
samples, the level of formal education (Junior high, Senior high, college,
graduate) accounts for 30% to 50% of the variance in DIT scores. (p. 9)

The Center for the Study of Moral Development’s (the developer of the test

instrument) Website explains the DIT in the following manner:

The DIT is a device for activating moral schemas (to the extent that a person
has developed them) and for assessing them in terms of importance judgments.
The DIT has dilemmas and standard items; the subject’s task is to rate and rank
the items in terms of their moral importance. As the subject encounters an item
that both makes sense and also taps into the subject’s preferred schema, that item
is rated and ranked as highly important. Alternatively, when the subject
encounters an item that either doesn’t make sense or seems simplistic and
unconvincing, the item receives a low rating and is passed over for the next item.
The items of the DIT balance “bottom up” processing (stating just enough of a
line of argument to activate a schema) with “top down” processing (not a full line
of argument so that the subject has to “fill in” the meaning from schema already
in the subject’s head). In the DIT we are interested in knowing which schemas
the subject brings to the task (are already in the subject’s head). Presumably
those are the scheinas that structure and guide the subject’s thinking in decision
making beyond the test situation.

20 Rest, James R. Revised manual for the Defining Issues Test. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota
College of Education, 1979 (p. 5-2)
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Source:
http://www.centerforthestudyofethicaldeveloprnent.net/Tnstruments.%2OServic
es.%2Oand%2OMaterials.htm

In order to compare the Police Technology sample to that of the sample from

the general population of the college, the same DIT test was also administered to a

group of first semester students in programs other than those in Police Technology.

See Appendix F for a copy of the DIT test.

There are four main reasons for using the DIT test:

(1) It is easily administered to a group within a 60-minute time limit;

(2) Scoring of the DIT is completely objective;

(3) An internal consistency check enables one to detect the subjects
who either didn’t understand or follow the instructions, or who
checked their responses randomly; and

(4) The test yields data on subjects’ developmental stage and gives a
‘P score’ for “principled morality”.

2.3 Instrumentation

A mixed-method design was used in this research project, where both

qualitative and quantitative approaches were used.

2.3.1 for the Qualitative Approach

A researcher-designed instrument consisting of three police-adapted

scenarios was administered to fifty-six (56) students in the incoming cohort of first

semester Police Technology students. The students answered three police-oriented

dilemma situation questions which were then coded and analyzed in order to

determine the level of moral development displayed by the student’s response. Refer

to Appendix D for a copy of the three dilemma questions. The questions were taken
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from Goodman (2004) with permission from Prentice-Hall21.With regards to the

qualitative instrument (Appendix D), the answers to all three questions for each of the

research subjects in the Police Technology Program were printed — as exactly written

by the respondents — onto an 8W’ X 51/2’ colour-coded research data card, blue for the

male subjects and yellow for the female subjects. A sample of the research data card

is available in Appendix J.

The respondent was identified on the card by an identifier entered in the top,

left-hand box on the card, i.e. “A-I”, “A-2”, “B-i”, “B-2”, etc. In order to assure

anonymity for the respondent, the researcher did not have the means to establish a

link between the identifier and the name of the respondent.

The information gleaned from the respondent’s answers to the three

“Elements of Police Socialization” questions was placed in the center box of the

research data card (Appendix J).

The data on the card was then subjected to content analysis and coded in

order to establish the level of moral reasoning of the students in responding to the

scenarios. It was decided that in the case where a respondent would respond in a

manner that more than one code could be given to their response, in order to assure

consistency it would be the first code identified that would be given for that particular

response.

The coding system designed is based on Lawrence Kohlberg’s three levels of

moral development, which are divided into six stages, thus is usually referred to in

the literature as “Kohlberg’s Six Stages of Moral Development”. Refer to Appendix

G for the Kohlberg’s six stages of moral development, and Appendix K for a copy of

the coding charts developed by the researcher and used for each of the three police-

21 Goodman, Debbie J. Enforcing Ethics: A Scenario Based Workbook for Police & Corrections Recruits,
Officers and Supervisors, 2 Edition, © 2004. Reprinted by permission of Pearson Education Inc.,
Upper Saddle River, N.J.
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related dilemma questions in this particular research instrument. These three

questions formed the research instrument called “Elements of Police Socialization”

(the dilemmas) that was administered to the volunteer subjects in this qualitative

component of the research.

The essence of the answer was coded according to the coding charts found in

Appendix K. The code identified was directly linked to one of Kholberg’s six stages

of moral development (Appendix K). Note: specific terms were adopted for this study.

The corresponding “stage (number) of moral development according to Kholberg” is

then indicated in the appropriate box on the upper portion of the research data card.

One research data card is filled in for each of a subject’s response to the three

dilemma questions. Thus, one hundred and sixty-eight (168) cards were analysed.

2.3.1.1 Interrater Reliability. A teacher-colleague from another college who is

familiar with the Police Technology Program, but not a member of a Police

Technology faculty, agreed to act as a rater for this qualitative instrument. She was

given a detailed explanation of the aim of this particular instrument, the three open-

ended questions, and the charts found in Appendix K. She was then given a

complete set of the cards containing the respondent’s identifier, the

information/answers gleaned from the “Elements of Police Socialization” test and

added onto a research data card. She selected 40 cards at random from the pile of

168 cards and coded the respondent’s answer by indicating which “stage”, according

to Kohlberg’s level of moral development seen in the charts in Appendix K that she

felt represented the essence of the respondent’s answer fell into. She entered her

choice by placing an “X” in one of the boxes identified as “Stage 1” to “Stage 6” on

the respondent’s card.

After analyzing her coding results with those of this researcher, it was found

that this test for bterrater Reliability showed an agreement of 90%.

I
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2.3.2 for the Quantitative Approach

James Rest’s Defining Issues Test (DIT) was used for this component of the

research. It consisted of the HEINZ AND THE DRUG’ et al scenarios that were

designed by James Rest who, before his death in 1999, was the founder of the Center

for the Study of Ethical Development which is associated with the Department of

Educational Psychology at the University of Minnesota. Its rating in regards to

reliability and validity has been well established since it was first developed in 1979

and subsequently used by a very large number of researchers. The DIT test is

regularly administered to incoming students in medical and legal programs, amongst

others, throughout the world. The results of this test indicate the measure of moral

development or reasoning based on Lawrence Kohlberg’s six stages of moral

development which had its genesis in child psychology. Refer to Appendix F for a

copy of the DIT test used in this research. A sufficient number of copies of this test

were purchased from the Center for the Study of Ethical Development at the

University of Minnesota22. The Center also scored the test results after they had been

administered. Fleisher et al, (2003) reporting on the results of a pilot study of the

Defining Issues Test in the Canadian Medical Association Journal stated that “The

center has shown that higher scores are linked to positive valuing of democratic ideals

and to community and civic responsibility” (p. 1145). It was also stated in this pilot

study that research by others in the medical field such as Baldwin et al (2003) that

“orthopaedic surgeons with higher EDIT] scores had a significantly lower risk of

malpractice claims.” (p. 1146). Likewise, it is hoped that Police Technology students

who score higher on this quantitative test instrument would less likely be subjected to

discipline or ethics charges because of exhibiting unethical conduct in their future

policing activities.

22 Center for the study of Ethical Development, 206 Burton Hall. 178 Pillsbury Drive, University of
Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN. USA 55455 (Phone: 612-624-0876)
[http://www.centerforthestudyofethicaldevelopment.net!]
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The DIT test was first administered to fifty-six (56) Police Technology

students as well as to 38 students in the general population from other programs in

the college. Subsequently, 18 other Police Technology students from another class

volunteered to write the DIT test, bringing the total number of Police Technology

students who wrote this test to 74. In all, eight (8) Police Technology students were

purged from the study by the Center for the Study of Ethical Development. In the

case of the Police Technology students, this DIT test was administered and

invigilated by a teacher-colleague. This colleague had also agreed to execute the

necessary controls that would ensure the anonymity of the respondents to the

researcher by adding the identifiers mentioned previously. In the case for students in

another program, a teacher in an introductory psychology class and teachers in the

English and Humanities courses also agreed to allow the same invigilator to

administer the tests to their classes who represented the general population of the

college. These teachers were satisfied with the controls that would ensure the

anonymity of their student-respondents.

The results from the DIT test administered to the students were analyzed,

using an independent sample t-Test to determine if relationships exist between the

variables of (1) gender, (2) locale of socialization (urban/rural upbringing), (3) age

(for the Police Technology students only) and (4) moral developments among the two

groups: “Police Technology” students and those “from the general population of the

college”.

2.3.3 Research Instrument Package

The instrument was given as a package to each participant. The first page of

the package consisted of the “Consent Form”, the “Elements of Socialization” form

for the Police Technology subjects and the “DIT” form for both the Police

Technology subjects and the subjects from the general population of the college. This

was followed by the “General Variables” form for the subjects of both sample groups.

See Appendix I for a sample of each of these forms. The last portion of the instrument
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package consisted of either the “Elements of Socialization” three-question test for the

Police Technology subjects or the “DIT” questionnaire and answer sheet for both the

Police Technology subjects and the subjects from the general population of the

college. The tests were always administered in less than one hour including the

explanations of the research objectives and the contents of the research instrument

package.

2.4 Protection of the Human Subjects (Research Ethics)

The researcher solicited help from other teachers in the college in obtaining

an hour of their classroom time to administer the research instruments. Those that

agreed gave up the last hour of a class for their students’ participation in the research.

On the chosen day, the invigilator explained the nature and objective of the research

and explained how anonymity would be guaranteed. After the explanation was given,

it was reiterated that those that did not want to participate could leave the class. It was

also emphasized that only those who were 18 years of age or older could participate.

All students who decided to participate in this research were then required to sign an

informed consent form (Police Ethics Research Project Consent Form) as reproduced

in Appendix I. This form was the top page of the Research Instrument Package given

to each of the student volunteers being tested. Following this page was the “General

Variables Form” which was then followed by the particular test (“Elements of Police

Socialization” — Appendix D, or the “DIT” test — Appendix F) that the student wrote.

On the test instrument itself was a unique number that was used as the subject’s

identifier, but whose name is not known to the researcher. The member of the faculty

who was invigilating the test removed the top consent page while the student was

writing the test and securely wrapped them for the researcher who will securely store

them for five years after which they will be destroyed. The researcher then received

the completed tests that only had the unique identifier number on each and were then

available for analysis purposes. Confidentiality and protection of the human subjects

is maintained by allowing the researcher to match the students’ responses to a
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“unique number” rather than a “name”. These numbers appear in the research data as

well as are used for SPSS purposes, but said data documentation and SPSS files will

also be kept confidential and stored in a secure manner for a period of five years after

which they will be destroyed by the college’s secure shredding procedures.

Permission required by John Abbott College administration to use the

college facilities andlor student body as human subjects was obtained during a

meeting with the college’s Research Development Committee held on September 13,

2006 and was subsequently approved by Academic Council.

Permission to use the DIT tests as a research instrument is automatically

granted by the University of Minnesota when these tests are purchased from their

Center for the Study of Ethical Development.



CHAPTER FOUR

PRESENTATION OF THE FINDINGS

In order to find if there existed any obvious differences between the

populations studied, analysis of the data using descriptive statistics and bar charts was

done first. See Appendix L for “Demographics of Police Technology Students at John

Abbott College”, Appendix M for “Comparison of Means for Stages of Moral

Development Based on Responses to Ethical Dilemmas (Hypotheses H2 and H4)”,

Appendix N for “Demographics of Two Cohorts Responding to DIT Test: Sample of

Police Technology Students at John Abbott College and Sample of the General

Population at John Abbott College”, and Appendix 0 for “Comparison of Mean

Scores of DIT Tests”.

In the case of the dilemma questions a check using the SPSS Paired Samples

t-Test for any statistical differences between the three qualitative police-adapted

scenario dilemma questions was done. Following this One Sample and Independent

Sample t-Tests were used to check for statistical differences between the results.

When using the Independent Samples t-Test to search for any differences

between means, it also tests for variance for the two distributions in order to see if

they are equal or different. This is accomplished through the use of Levene’s Test for

Equality of Variance. In the Levene’s Test, if the significance — which is expressed as

a p value — is greater than 0.05 (5%), then the two variances are NOT different (thus

equal variances are assumed) and the data on the top row of the independent-samples

t-Test table is used. On the other hand, if the results of the Levene’s Test show a
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significance of 0.05 or LESS, then, because equal variances are NOT assumed, the

second (bottom) row of the independent-samples t-Test data row is used.

1. DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES IN DATA COLLECTED FROM
ELEMENTS OF POLICE SOCIALIZATION FORM (INDEPENDENT
VARIABLES)

A summary of the descriptive statistics of the independent variables gathered

for the qualitative study involving responses to scenarios are presented in Table 1.

More details on each of the variables can be found in Appendix L. Fifty-six samples

were included in this study. For hypothesis H2, H3, and H4, all 56 samples were

included in the analyses. Hypothesis H1 could not be tested with the sample used to

collect responses to scenarios since all students belonged to the Police Technology

Program.

Table 1

Descriptive Statistics of Demographic Variables

Variable Total Options Number Percent

3-year programme 34 60.7%Groups 56
2-year programme 22 39.3 %

Urban 49 87.5%Locale of Socialisation 56
Rural 7 12.5%

Female 20 35.7%Gender 56
Male 36 64.3%

18 to 22 years old 39 69.6%
Age Groups 56

23 years old and older 17 30.4%

Onceaweek 0 0%

Twice a month 0 0%Religiosity 56
Three times a month 0 0%

Less than 10 times a year 56 100%

English 16 28.6%
French 22 39.3%

Mother Tongue 56
Bilingual 12 21.4%
Other 6 10.7%

English 28 i 50.0%
Mother Tongue 56

Non-English 28 50.0%

Groups: The population consists of two groups: the first consisting of 34 Police

Technology students registered in the 3-year program, representing 60.7% of the

sample, and the second group consisting of 22 Police Technology students registered

in the 2-year program, representing 39.3% of the population, cumulating to a total of

56 students.
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Locale of Socialisation: There are two areas of socialisation: Urban and Rural. The

Urban Locale of Socialisation group consisting of 49 students and represents 87.5%

of the population while the Rural Locale of Socialisation group consists of 7 students,

representing 12.5% of the population.

Gender: There are a total of 36 Male students representing 64.3% of the population

and 20 Female students representing 35.7% of the population.

Age Groups: Age is divided into two groups: 18 to 22 Years Old and 23 Years Old

and Older. The younger age group consists of 39 students representing 69.6% of the

population while the older age group consists of 17 students representing 3 0.4% of

the population. The majority of the older students are registered in the 2-year program.

Religiosity: As stated in the previous chapter, religiosity was removed from the study

due to the fact that only one person stated her attending religious services less than 10

times per year; while all other subjects stated they never attended religious services.

Language: Language was required as a check to ensure that non-Anglophones clearly

understood the dilemma questions on one hand and/or were able to respond clearly

enough to be understood by the researcher during the coding exercise on the other.

Language was not intended to be used in the actual research from a cultural

perspective, but the researcher did want to avoid cultural bias. Since non-English

students were progressing satisfactorily through their respective programs in English

and demonstrated the ability to understand and properly respond to the dilemma

questions, there was no need to translate the test instruments in order to assure

linguistic equivalency.
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2. RESPONSES TO ETHICAL DILEMMA QUESTIONS (DEPENDENT
VARIABLES)

Table 2 is a summary table of descriptive statistics of the dependent

variables (the means of responses to ethical dilemma questions). Specific details on

these variables can be found in Appendix M.

Table 2
Descriptive Statistics: Dependent Variables (Means of Responses to Ethical

Dilemma Questions)

Std.
N Minimum Maximum Mean Deviation

Question 1 Stage of MD 56 1 4 2.98 .301
Question 2 Stage of MD 56 3 4 3.43 .499
Question 3 Stage of MD 56 3 4 3.21 .414
Mean Stage for 3 Questions 56 233 3.67 3.2083 .25076
Question 1 total word count 56 8 91 40.36 20.022
Question 2 total word count 56 7 98 42.05 22.030
Question 3 total word count 56 6 78 36.07 16.079
Total Word Count for all Questions 56 37.00 228.00 11 8.4821 45.12649
Mean Word Count for all Questions 56 12.33 76.00 39.4940 15.04216

Questions: The first research instrument “Elements of Police Socialization” (see

Appendix D) is constituted of three dilemma-based questions. These particular

situations or types of questions are frequent sources of either “ethics” or “discipline”

discussions/teaching in practically all police departments in North America as well as

educational institutions having a police-related program.

Stages: These represent the six stages of moral development as identified by

Kohlberg (see Appendix G). The responses to each of the three “dilemma-based

questions” found in the first research instrument were coded and its “coded level of

moral development” for each response was then indicated on the Research Data Card

(see Appendix J).

Word Count: This variable was included in the data to ascertain if the reading and

writing communication skills of the non-Anglophone respondents were such that

possible second language difficulties would result in their reading andlor using more
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words to either understand and/or accurately express their answers to each dilemma

question. Since this did not appear to be the case or the problem, this variable was

discarded from the research.

Coded Data: Some Examples: On the following page, a chart is presented that

illustrates examples of possible responses elicited for Dilemma Question number 3.

Only key phrases are presented. Note the way in which the phrase is coded using the

corresponding letter in the far right column. For examples of the three coding charts

used for the three questions, see Appendix K.

3. STATISTICAL COMPARISON OF THE THREE QUESTIONS

The resulting Mean Stages of Moral Development (Figure 1) for each of the

dilemma questions are compared to see if they are statistically similar or different

from each other. Comparison is done first using the SPSS One-Sample t-Test (see

Table 8 in Appendix M).

The results of this comparison indicates that the assigned Stages of Moral

Development for the three questions and the mean Stage of Moral Development

calculated for all questions are statistically different from each other (p = 0.000 in all

cases).

Figure 1: Mean Stage ofMoral Development Calculatedfor Each Question and
Average Stage ofMoral Developmentfor All Three Questions
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Coding Chart for Dilemma #3

Dilemma #3: The Fellow Officer
There are sevemi tmffic accidents at the intersection of Mont Royal and Cote Stc-Cathcrinc Road. An analysis ofthe past accident repcrts for this intersection
indicates that the principle cause ofthe accidents is the thct that drivers who are turning left frcan Cote Ste. Catherine onto Mont Royal are not giving the
ritht ofway to oneon-ting tmffic, that is thr they am cutting them off and thus causing the accidents. Your Sergeant tells you to olerve that intersection
between 10:00 and 11:00 touon-ow morning, the hour thri niwt accidents occur. The next day, working alone, you park your patrol car in a pcsition to lx
able to observe the intersection. Ten minutes later, you notice a red Toyota van that cuts offan oncoming car in order to make a left turn. You decide to chase
the van ckava and pull the cfriver over. Afterpulling the driver over, you learn that it is aouthcr police officer from the ndghbouring police distrmi. SIx says
that she rcmembn.s seeing you around and hoxs you will extend a “professional cornea)” by not issuing her— a ltd low officer — a traffic violation (ticket).
What would you do?

Lawrence Kholberg’s Stage Sample elements from the students’/subjects’ submitted dilemma CODE
ofMoralDevdopment —- responseswhichrelatetoaspecificcodeused — - Used

“F’ = Fear of rooercusstons (from ‘authourity’ figures). Avoidance of
physical pain. Respect for power and pitnishment. (Stage I)

I My supervisor told me to give tickets at that intersection,T will do my job. F
> It’s not worth losing your reputation beeause you didn’t give a ticket or do your

job.

“U” = Un I tty (dotng sonxthtng and getting sonethtng out of tt). Satts1ying one’s
2 owa needs or values by using’ others. Looking out for #1. (Stage 2) U

L > Since I wouldn’t want a fellow police officer to give nx a ticket, I won’t give
one in this case.

“A” Acanmcxlattng Ftnding “a way out of this nxss”! Being a ‘ good boy’ or
‘nice girl’. (Stage 3)

— I’d tell her to go on her way and say “I didn’t see the infraction”.

>. “C” = Peer Conformity: Conforming to society’s or peers’ hehavioural
expectations. (Stage 3)

3 AorC
> Not give aticket.
?‘ Issue a [‘verbal’]waming or a warning ticket.

I’dlethergo.
Let her offwith a warning.
Giveherabreak.
Giveherachanee.

C.)
“RILO” = Reliance on mles; Law and Order: Following the rules to avoid

chaos. Law and order thinking (Stage 4)
4 R

‘ I’dgiverheraticket.
If I catch her again’Next tinx. . give her a ticket

> Issue her a ticket to teach her_a lesson.
“SC” = Social Contract “The greatest good for the greatest mrrnber.” JUiCC

, through doniocracy. (Stage 5)

5 > Explaintoherwhylamobservingthisinterseetion. SC
> Tell her that she should be setting a good example.

Makeherrealizewhatshedidiswmng
> Tell her that what she did is dangemus for other poople.

You are not above the law and should lead by example.
“M” = Moral Risoning. Relying on universal miral principles. ciding on basic

moral principles by which you will live your life and relate to everyone
fairly. (Stage 6) M

C 6
°‘ > If I don’t give the ticket, I would inform my Sergeant that I have a difficulty in

this type of situation and ask for guidance because 1 do want to he fair.

2008-06-25
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Following this comparison, SPSS Paired Samples t-Tests are done to

compare each of the questions to each other to see if any of the questions results in

similar values for Stage of Moral Development (see Table 9 in Appendix M). These

tests indicate that the resulting Stages of Moral Development measured by any one

question is statistically different from the other two questions. This will be further

discussed in the following chapter.

4. SUMMARY OF HYPOTHESES’ TESTS RESULTS

Table 16, a Summary Table of Hypotheses Results of the research, can be

found in Appendix M. Only Hypotheses H2, H3, and H4 could be tested using the

responses on the ethical dilemmas. Hypothesis H1 requires that the Police Technology

students be compared to the general population and no data on the general college

population was gathered during this first phase of the research. Hypothesis H1 is

tested during the quantitative (DIT) portion of the research, when the DIT test is used.

4.1 Hypothesis 112 (First Semester Students Entering the Police Technology
Program Who Were Raised in a Rural Setting Will Have Higher Moral
Values Than Those Raised in an Urban Setting.)

The independent data on locale of socialisation was gathered using the

General Variables form (see Appendix I).

The mean results for each of the dilemma questions and the average mean

for all three questions, for the different locales of socialisation is shown in Figure 2.

Noting that there were only 7 respondents from the rural locale of socialisation

compared to 49 from the urban, this disparity had an effect on the results and this will

be discussed in greater detail in the next chapter.
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Figure 2: Stages ofMoral Development by Locale ofSocialisation

Using the SPSS Independent-Samples t-Test, testing for hypothesis H2 was

conducted with Local of Socialisation (Urban or Rural) as the independent variable

and the Mean Stages of Moral Development for each of the three questions and the

average of the Means for all three questions as the dependent variables. The 2-tailed

results of the independent t-tests were for: Qi: p = 0.869 ; Q2: p = 1.000

Q3: p = 0.630; and the average mean of all three questions: p = 0.740, indicate that

no significant differences in the moral development of the first semester incoming

students by Locale of Socialisation was found (see Table 11, in Appendix M).

According to the analysis of the qualitative data, first semester students in the Police

Technology Program who were raised in a rural setting will not have higher moral

values than those raised in an urban setting. More detailed tables related to hypothesis

H2 can be found in Appendix M.

4.2 Hypothesis H3 (First Semester Female Students Entering the Police
Technology Program Will Have a Higher Level of Moral Development
Than Their Male Counterparts.)

The data on gender was also gathered using the General Variables form (see

Appendix I). The mean results for each of the dilemma questions and the average

Mean for all three questions, for the different genders’ analysis is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Stages ofMoral Development by Gender

Using the SPSS Independent-Samples t-Test, testing for hypothesis H3 was

conducted with Gender (Male, Female) as the independent variable and the Mean

Stages of Moral Development for each of the three questions and the average of the

Means for all three questions as the dependent variables. The 2-tailed results of the

independent t-tests were for: Qi: p = 0.666; Q2: p = 0.666; Q3: p = 0.753; and the

average Mean for all three questions: p = 0.635, indicate that no significant differ

ences in the moral development of the first semester incoming students by Gender

was found (see Table 13, Appendix M). According to the analysis of the qualitative

data, first semester female students entering the Police Technology Program will not

have a higher level of moral development than their male counterparts. More detailed

tables related to hypothesis H3 can be found in Appendix M.

4.3 Hypothesis 114 (The Older More Mature Students Entering Into the
Police Technology Program Will Have a Higher Level of Moral
Development Than the Younger Students In the Same Program.)

The independent data on age was also gathered using the General Variables

form (see Appendix I). Using this information, the researcher placed the participants

in the appropriate age group. The mean results for each of the dilemma questions and

FIn8I r.19i
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the average of the Means for all three questions, for the different age group analysis is

shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Stages ofMoral Development by Age Group

Using the SPSS Independent-Samples t-Test, testing for hypothesis H4 was

conducted with Age Group (18 to 22 Years Old, or 23 Years Old and Older) as the

independent variable and the Mean Stages of Moral Development for each of the

three questions and the average of the Means for all of the three questions as the

dependent variables. The 2-tailed results of the independent t-tests were for:

Q1:p=O.772; Q2: p=O.459; Q3:p=0.805; and the average of the means for all

three questions: p = 0.8 12 , indicate that no significant differences in the moral

development of the first semester incoming students by Age Group was found (see

Table 15 in Appendix M). According to the analysis of the qualitative data, the older

more mature students entering into the Police Technology Program will not have a

higher level of moral development than the younger students in the same program.

More detailed tables related to hypothesis H3 can be found in Appendix M.
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4.4 Summary of Data Collected on Stages of Moral Development of Police
Technology Students

According to the analyses of the results, there is no significant difference

occurring between any of the tested groups. Locale of Socialisation (Urban, Rural),

Gender and Age Group have no effect on the Mean Stage of Moral Development of

incoming first year Police Technology students. All differences that do occur in the

average responses to the dilemma questions by the different groups are occurring by

chance.

5. DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES IN DATA COLLECTED FOR TIlE
DJT TEST (INDEPENDENT VARIABLES)

A summary of the descriptive statistics of the independent variables

(demographics) gathered for the quantitative study is presented in Table 3. More

details on each of the variables can be found in Appendix N. Although 114 samples

were gathered, only 106 were usable. Eight samples were “purged” during the

processing of the DIT test. When the DII test is scored, a series of reliability

verifications are done on the data and if the participant does not meet the required

standards the participant is “purged” from the calculations. For hypothesis H1, all

106 samples are used in the analyses. For hypothesis H2, H3, and H4, only the 68

Police Technology participants are analysed.

Table 3
Descriptive Statistics of Independent Variables (Demographics)

Variable Total Options Number Percent

Groups 106
Police Technology 68 64.2%
General Population 38 35.8%

Locale of Socialisation 68
Rural 12 17.6%
Urban 56 82.4%

Gender 68
Female 18 26.5%
Male 50 73.5%

Age Groups 68
18 to 22 years old 52 76.5%
23years old and older 16 23.5%
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Groups: The population consists of two groups: the first consisting of 68 incoming

first semester Police Technology students registered in either the two or three year

program, comprising 64.2% of the population; the second group consisted of 38

incoming first semester students from the General Population of the College

comprising the other 35.8% of the population.

Locale of Socialisation: Only Police Technology students are included in the Locale

of Socialisation variable. There are two areas of socialisation: Urban and Rural. The

Urban Locale of Socialisation group consisted of 56 students and represents 82.4% of

the population while the Rural Locale of Socialisation group consisted of 12 students,

representing 17.6% of the population.

Gender: As with Locale of Socialisation, only Police Technology students are

included in the analysis that uses “Gender” variable. There are a total of 50 Male

students representing 73.5% of the population and 18 Female students representing

26.5% of the population.

Age Groups: This variable also only includes Police Technology students. Age is

divided into two groups: “18 to 22 Years Old”, and “23 Years Old and Older”. The

younger age group consists of 52 students representing 76.5% of the population while

the older age group consists of 16 students representing 23.5% of the population.

6. MORAL JUDGMENT SCORES OBTAINED FROM DIT TEST

A summary table (Table 4) of the descriptive statistics for the dependent

variables for the quantitative component of the study is given below. Specific details

on these variables can be found in Appendix 0.
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Table 4

Descriptive Statistics: Dependent Variables (Moral Judgments)

N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation
PScore (Post Conventional) 106 5.00 65.00 29.9371 11.97865
N2Score 106 1.23 61.12 30.0313 11.66261

P% Score: This is the original variable used by the DII test to index moral judgment.

It is interpreted as the relative importance that participants give to principled moral

considerations, (Stage 5 and 6) in making a moral decision (Rest et al, 1997, p. 498).

This number was converted during the processing to have a base of 100 and can

range from 0 to 95. Note that “PScore” and “P% Score” are the same and used

interchangeably in the literature.

N2Score: This is a newer variable used by the DIT test to index moral judgement. A

complex calculation that includes both the prioritising of higher stages and the

discrimination between the scores on the higher stages (Stages 5 and 6) and the lower

stages (Stages 2 and 3) is used to calculate N2Score. The N2Score has been shown to

outperform the P% Score in most situations (Rest et al., 1997)

7. SUMMARY OF HYPOTHESES’ TESTS RESULTS

Table 29, a summary table of the results of the qualitative analyses of the

research can be found in Appendix 0. Since Hypothesis H1, included both Police

Technology and General Population students, the data for all 106 participants was

analysed. For Hypotheses H2, H3, and H4 only the data for the 56 Police Technology

students was required and analysed.
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7.1 Hypothesis H1 (First Semester Students Entering the Police Technology
Program Will Have a Higher Level of Moral Development Than
Students Entering Other Programs in the College.)

The independent data on Group (Police Technology, General College

Population) was gathered using the General Variables form (see Appendix I) placed

as a second page on the DIT instrument package. The mean results for the two

variables that indicate overall Index of Moral Development are shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Index of Moral Development by Groups

Using the SPSS Independent-Samples t-Test, testing for hypothesis H1 was

conducted with Groups (Police Technology or General College Population) as the

independent variable and the mean values for the PScore and N2Score as the

dependent variables. The 2-tailed results of the independent t-tests were for:

PScore: p 0.835; and N2Score: p = 0792; indicating that no significant differences

in the moral development of the first semester incoming students by Group was found

(see Table 22 in Appendix 0). According to the analysis of the quantitative data, first

semester students entering the Police Technology Program will not have a higher

level of moral development than students entering other programs in the college.

More detailed tables related to hypothesis H1 can be found in Appendix 0.
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7.2 Hypothesis 112 (First Semester Students Entering the Police Technology
Program Who Were Raised in a Rural Setting Will Have Higher Moral
Values Than Those Raised in an Urban Setting.)

The independent data on Locale of Socialisation was gathered using the

General Variables form (see Appendix I). It is relevant to note that as with the

qualitative data, the number of students living in a rural area of socialisation (12) is

much smaller than the number of students living in an urban area of socialisation (56).

The mean results for the two variables that indicate overall Index of Moral

Development are shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Stages ofEthical Reasoning by Locale ofSocialisation

Using the SPSS Independent-Samples t-Test, testing for hypothesis H2 was

conducted with Locale of Socialisation (Urban or Rural) as the independent variable

and the mean values for the PScore and N2Score as the dependent variables. The 2-

tailed results of the independent t-tests were for: PScore: p = 0.954; and N2Score:

p 0.769, indicating that no significant differences in the moral development of the

first semester incoming students by Locale of Socialisation was found (see Table 24,

in Appendix 0). According to the analysis of the quantitative data, first semester

students entering the Police Technology Program who were raised in a rural setting
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will not have higher moral values than those raised in an urban setting. More detailed

tables related to hypothesis H2 can be found in Appendix 0.

7.3 Hypothesis 113 (First Semester Female Students Entering the Police
Technology Program Will Have a Higher Level of Moral Development
Than Their Male Counterparts.)

The data on Gender was also gathered using the General Variables form (see

Appendix I). The mean results for the two variables that indicate overall Index of

Moral Development are shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Index ofMoral Development by Gender

Using the SPSS Independent-Samples t-Test, testing for hypothesis 113 was

conducted with Gender (Male, Female) as the independent variable and the mean

values for the PScore, and N2Score as the dependent variables. The 2-tailed results of

the independent t-tests were for: PScore: p = 0.947 ; and N2Score: p = 0.704

indicating that no significant differences in the moral development of the first

semester incoming students by Gender was found (see Table 26 in Appendix 0).

According to the analysis of the quantitative data, first semester female students

entering the Police Technology Program will not have a higher level of moral

development than their male counterparts. More detailed tables related to hypothesis

H3 can be found in Appendix 0.
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7.4 Hypothesis 114 (The Older More Mature Students Entering Into the
Police Technology Program Will Have a Higher Level of Moral
Development Than the Younger Students in the Same Program.)

The independent data on age was also gathered using the General Variables

form (see Appendix I). The mean results for the two variables that indicate overall

Index of Moral Development are shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Index ofMoral Development byAge Groups

Using the SPSS Independent-Samples t-Test, testing for hypothesis H4 was

conducted with Age Groups (18 to 22 Years Old, or 23 Years Old and Older) as the

independent variable and the mean values for the PScore and N2Score as the

dependent variables. The 2-tailed results of the independent t-tests were for:

PScore: p = 0.878 ; and N2Score: p = 0.602 , indicating that no significant

differences in the moral development of the first semester incoming students by Age

Group was found (see Table 28 in Appendix 0). According to the analysis of the

quantitative data, the older more mature students entering into the Police Technology

Program will not have a higher level of moral development than the younger students

in the same program. More detailed tables related to hypothesis H3 can be found in

Appendix 0.
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7.5 Summary of Data Collected on Mean Scores of DIT Tests

According to the statistical analyses of mean scores of students taking the

DIT test, there is no significant difference occurring between any of the tested groups.

There is no difference in the Stage of Moral Development between Police

Technology students and students registered in other college programs. Similarly the

Locale of Socialisation (Urban, Rural), Gender and Age Group have no effect on the

Mean Stage of Moral Development of first year Police Technology students. All

differences that do occur in the mean responses by the different groups are occurring

by chance.



CHAPTER FIVE

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

1. OVERVIEW

It is essential for students interested in a policing career to understand the

importance of ethical decision making in an occupation where the public they will be

serving demand standards of performance that are higher than the average occupation

and on a level which they consider must be professional. The purpose of the study

was to determine the level of ethical development of an incoming cohort of first

semester Police Technology students entering a two or three-year program.

Specifically, the study was done to determine, by using both qualitative and

quantitative test instruments, if the level of moral development of this first semester

college-level “police” cohort was higher than that of a first semester cohort from the

general population of the college.

Secondarily, the researcher was interested in determining if, among the

Police Technology sample, the females had a higher level of moral development than

their male counterparts; if their locale of socialization, i.e. whether the student

originated from a rural versus an urban environment, had an effect on their level of

moral development; and finally if age was an identifier of moral development.

2. RESULTS

The PScores and N2 scores on the Defining Issues Test indicated the

students’ ethical reasoning abilities or level of moral maturity (moral development).
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Each of the hypotheses was examined; the observed significance level (or p value) is

at 0.05. Testing was done using standard independent samples t-Tests.

2.1 Police Technology versus General Population

Hypothesis 1: (First Semester Students Entering the Police Technology Program Will
Have a Higher Level of Moral Development Than Students Entering Other Programs
in the College.)

A difference was noted when comparing the number of respondents from the

Police Technology Program to those from the General Population of the college. The

researcher was comfortable with the size of the student samples, i.e. 68 Police

Technology students and 38 students from the General Population of the College.

However, the difference was not found to be as significant as in the other hypotheses

analysed.

Two types of tests were conducted, one to obtain a P score and another to

obtain the N2 score. The findings (Table 21, Appendix 0) show that mean P scores

are 29.75 for Police Technology and 30.26 for General Population students. The

mean N2 scores are 29.78 for Police Technology and 30.47 for General Population

students. A comparison of the two results (Table 22, Appendix 0) indicates that there

is no significant difference in the P and N scores of both groups.

Therefore, since there is no significant difference noted in the moral

development between the two populations studied; and since the fact that there were

more Police Technology students in the research than students from the General

Population did not have an effect on the results; the null hypothesis is accepted.
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2.2 Locale of Socialization

Hypothesis 2: (First Semester Students Entering the Police Technology Program Who
Were Raised in a Rural Setting Will Have a Higher Level of Moral Development
Than Those Raised in an Urban Setting.)

A large difference was noted when comparing the number of respondents who

identified themselves as being brought up in an urban environment compared to those

who stated they were raised in a rural one: 87.5% urban versus 12.5% rural.

Neither the qualitative nor the quantitative analyses saw any differences in

moral development between the Urban and Rural groups. In the qualitative analysis

all three questions and average of the questions show no difference (Table 10 and

Table 11, Appendix M) and this is supported by the quantitative DIT test results

where the overall moral development as indicated by the by the P score, 29.58 for

Rural and 29.79 for Urban students’ locale of socialization (see Table 23 and 24,

Appendix 0). The mean N2 scores are 30.57 for Rural and 29.62 for Urban students’

locale of socialization.

Thus, since there is no significant difference noted in the moral development

between the two populations studied regarding the setting in which they were brought

up, and since the fact that more students in the research originated from the Urban

setting compared to those from the Rural setting did not appear to have an effect on

the results, the null hypothesis is accepted.

2.3 Gender

Hypothesis 3: (First Semester Female Students Entering the Police Technology
Program Will Have a Higher Level of Moral Development Than Their Male
Counterparts.)
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A difference was noted between the number of males (50) and females (18)

in the samples analysed of those entering into the Police Technology Program.

Again neither the qualitative nor the quantitative analysis showed any

difference between the levels of moral development of incoming first semester male

and female students in the Police Technology Program. As it will be explained later

in sub-section 3.3, question 2 is taken more seriously than either of the two other

questions by both groups (qualitative analysis). The quantitative overall moral

development results (DIT test) for both P (29.91 for the female respondents and 29.70

for the male respondents) and N2 scores (30.57 for the females and 29.50 for the

male students), support no differences in overall moral development. Refer to Tables

12 and 13, Appendix M and Tables 25 and 26 in Appendix 0.

Since there is no significant difference noted in the moral development

between the females and males entering the Police Technology Program, and since

the fact that having considerably more male students in the research than females did

not have an effect on the results, the null hypothesis is accepted.

2.4 Age

Hypothesis 4: (The Older Students Entering Into the Police Technology Program Will
Have a Higher Level of Moral Development Than the Younger Students in the Same
Program.)

A difference was noted when comparing the number of respondents who

were in the 1 8-to-22 year old group (52) to those from the 23 years and older group

(16).

As with the other two variables, Locale of Socialization and Gender, neither

the qualitative nor the quantitative results for age show any differences in the moral

development between the two age groups. The means for all three questions and the
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average of the three questions for both age groups are considered to not be

statistically different. This is also supported by the DIT test results where the P score

(29.87 for the 18-to-22 year olds and 29.38 for the 23 years old and older respondents)

and the N2 score (30.14 for the 18-to-22 year olds and 28.62 for the 23 years old and

older respondents) of both age groups are not considered to be different (Tables 14

and 15, Appendix M). This is also supported by the DIT test results where the P score

(29.87 for the 18-to-22 year olds and 29.38 for the 23 years old and older respondents)

and the N2 score (30.14 for the 18-to-22 year olds and 28.62 for the 23 years old and

older respondents) of both age groups are not considered to be different (Tables 27

and 28, Appendix 0).

Since there is no significant difference noted in the moral development

between the younger students and older students entering the Police Technology

Program, and since the fact that having considerably more younger students in the

research than older students did not have an effect on the results, the null hypothesis

is accepted.

3. EVALUATION OF THE STUDY

3.1 Procedures

Overall, the researcher was pleased with the procedures used in carrying out

the study. The colleagues who volunteered to administer and invigilate the test

instruments carried out their responsibilities with much appreciated adeptness. In the

case of the Police Technology students, it was their first exposure to police-related

dilemmas (Instrument #1) and they found it a fascinating exercise and expressed

interest in seeing more during the remainder of the semester. Many students found the

DIT test emotionally challenging. After speaking of the test instruments to students in

a third Police Technology class, 18 of them came forward, offered to volunteer as a

subject and were accepted in the sample. However, they were not permitted to write
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the “Elements of Police Socialization” test (Tristrument #1) because the administering

of it was over and was being discussed too much amongst the Police Technology

student body. They were permitted to write the DIT test (Instrument #2) since the

researcher did not think the integrity of the test was jeopardized.

After the DIT test had been administered the researcher discovered that the

sample consisting of the incoming cohort of first semester students from the general

population of the college was quite small. In the classes where a non-police

technology teacher allowed time for the instrument to be administered, a little more

than half of the students in the classes actually participated. The non-police

technology teachers had given a brief explanation of what the study was about and

how the students’ anonymity would be guaranteed. This teacher also stated that no-

one was obligated to participate if they did not want to. When the invigilator gave the

instructions after the non-police technology teacher left the room, and repeated that

participation was voluntary and not open to students who were younger than 18 years

of age, approximately half of the students left the classrooms. In addition, several

others (at least 10) handed in their DIT test before finishing it. The majority of these

students claimed that they were uncomfortable with the decisions they were required

to make in some of the scenarios, especially the “Heinz and the Drug” dilemma.

However, when examining the sample composed of the Police Technology students,

it was found that none had abandoned the test procedures. This leads the researcher to

question if in the case of the cohort from the general population of the college, was

there a certain “type” of person who wanted to participate in this study. If so, did that

influence the results? In the case of the Police Technology cohort, the researcher

questions if some of the students thought that the invigilator, who would know who

did or who did not participate, might later be biased towards those students who did

not participate. This could possibly be the case because the invigilator was a Police

Technology teacher — the same teacher who had invigilated the administering of all

the instruments in this study. Obviously, any of these factors could influence the

validity of the research.
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Although the researcher does not question the validity of the DIT test, if it

were to be repeated it is suggested that only the same person (invigilator in this case),

who is unknown to all the subjects, both give all the information and instructions as

well as invigilate the test writing procedure.

The 56 students in the Police Technology program represent 21% of the

students in the program. The 38 students from the general population of the college’s

6000 students represent .6% of the general population who participated in the study.

Although the low percentage represented by the general population is mathematically

usable for SPSS analysis, the researcher feels that it does limit the overall

representability of that sample population.

3.2 Instrument Validity

For the qualitative instrument no problems were identified. The three

dilemma questions were straightforward and amongst a group of similar questions

that have been and still are used by many teachers and police instructors in many

college Police Technology Programs as well as in Police department training. These

particular questions were taken with permission from Debbie Goodman’s (1998)

book Enforcing Ethics: a Scenario-Based Workbook for Police and Corrections

Recruits and Officers.

To establish interrater reliability, the rater randomly chose 40 Research Data

Cards from the 168 responses from the sample who completed Instrument #1:

“Elements of Police Socialization”. After coding the cards using the coding system

developed by the researcher the rater disagreed in 4 of the 40 with the codes decided

upon by the researcher. This means there was 90% concordance.

Although 90% agreement satisfies this researcher’s goal of establishing

reliability for this instrument, sometimes the coding process was not always clear cut.

Many of the responses, especially in those from the non-English subjects, were long
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and although they started off by saying one thing their long explanation of their

position would sometimes lead to an interpretation of their saying or meaning

something else:

Subject A-I (18 year-old male); regarding the Hamburger and Fries:

Even if I should pay the meal I got, I would probably put a few dollars on the
table to cover my plate like $5 and pretend it’s her “T.I.P.”. I would also go and
see Yvonne to be sure about the things I was told about gratities [sic] and
everything. If it happened to be true and that she really don’t want any money,
then I would probably not pay anymore or when I want to pay or I would give
her $5 more often than not give her.

Subject A-31 (20 year-old female); regarding The Cheater:

If I decide to discuss it, they will ask me “what were you looking at, to saw
constable doe cheat”. The only proof of evidences I can have is that I heard doe
and smith in the hallway. Plus doe might already erased [sic] all his notes in his
electronic dictionary. It’s hard to tell what I would do. I would tell. Even if the
evidences I got is not enough, at least now they know and maybe next time he
will be more watch and they can also redo the test for everybody and compare
the results. [French student]

Subject B-12 (23 year-old male); regarding the Fellow Officer:

Technically, I should enforce the law because police officers don’t get special
treatment but since I wouldn’t want a fellow officer to give me a ticket, I would
let her go with a warning.

Therefore, the decision was made to code the “first interpreted answer” to

the question when it appears and then disregard the rest of the answer in the coding

process. A future researcher using this type of instrument might find that as well as

asking the participant to explain their reasoning, supplying a range of answers to each

question from which the subject chooses a response may prove easier for the subject

to respond to as well as easier for the researcher to code and reach internal

consistency. This would also allow the reliability to be established using the

Coefficient Alpha method.

Regarding the quantitative instrument there were no problems identified.

This is due to several factors: (1) any problem response by a subject is purged from

the analysis by the Center for the Development of Moral Development; (2) the
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situation in which the test was given was uniform; and (3) the instrument which was

analysed by the Center for the Study of Moral Development. The validity and

reliability of this instrument has been established from continuous use throughout the

world over more than 25 years by different groups studying the ethical development

of its research subjects. There are more than 800 studies and 400 published articles

and books on the DIT (Venezia, 2008).

Finally, the researcher feels that question 6 on the “General Variables” Form

which regarded religiosity needed to be clarified. The choice of “Less than 10 times a

year” should have been replaced with “Less than 5 times a year” and a box with a

“Never” choice should have been added. Most of the subjects penned an added

comment to the list to the effect of “never” attending religious services”. One

student added the comment: “Once a year in a good year”. Since so little reliable data

was received for this variable, it was removed from the analysis in this study.

3.3 Analysis of Qualitative Data

Analysis of the responses to the three questions indicates that the questions

measure the moral stage of development differently. Examining Figure 15 and Tables

7 and 8 in Appendix M indicates that the moral questions are seen as “different

degrees of seriousness”. For example, it appears that Question 2 is seen as a more

serious offence than question 3, while question 1 is seen as being even less serious

than the other two. hi looking at the responses to the questions the subjects appear to

be indicating that they have less tolerance for cheaters, but are a little more

comfortable with not giving a ticket to a fellow police officer, and even more willing

to accept a free meal while in uniform. Review samples of transcripts of the

responses to these questions below:

Question 2: The Cheater

You have been a patrol officer for 7 years. You have always been fascinated with
drug investigations. An information bulletin has been posted on the police station
bulletin board announcing that there will be an exam for two positions in the
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Drug Squad. The notice states that the 5 police officers who scored best on the
exam will be invited for an interview with the Commanding Officer of the Drug
Squad. The two best results after the interview will get the transfer to the Drug
Squad. You write the exam, and when the results are posted, you learn that you
came in third. Constables Smith and Doe came in first and second. During the
exam, you saw that Constable Doe had an electronic dictionary into which he
had added notes about the exam. You saw him consult the dictionary when
answering some of the questions. You even heard him tell Constable Smith in
the hallway after the exam that his “trick worked” and it helped him “ace the
test”. Two months later you are sitting in front of the Commanding Officer of the
Drug Squad for your interview. You haven’t discussed this cheating with anyone
yet. What would you do?

Subject B-17 (23 year-old male):

I would tell the C.O. of the drug squad that CST Doe has cheated, if a CST is
willing to cheat and be dishonest to get a position, he does not deserve that
position and I will not feel any feeling of guilt or treason for reporting him. If he
is able to cheat to get a position, what could happen when he will be posted to
the drug squad could be even worse. [French student]

Subject B-8 (27 year-old female):

I would speak with the commanding officer because it is very un-ethical to cheat
on such an exam. He is not only punishing himself, but he is putting other people
at risk. This is an important job, and if the person doing it doesn’t know how to
do it properly, everybody (citizens, fellow-officers) could be in danger

Subject A-17 (20 year-old male):

I would still go through the interview and keep my head up however, I would
still mention what I had witnessed concerning constables smith and doe, and this
is because of the strong belief and mentality that there is absolutely no room for
cheaters in policing.

Question 3: The Fellow Officer

There are several traffic accidents at the intersection of Mont Royal and Cote
Ste-Catherine Road. An analysis of the past accident reports for this intersection
indicates that the principle cause of the accidents is the fact that drivers who are
turning left from Cote Ste. Catherine onto Mont Royal are not giving the right of
way to oncoming traffic, that is that they are cutting them off and thus causing
the accidents. Your Sergeant tells you to observe that intersection between 10:00
and 11:00 tomorrow morning, the hour that most accidents occur. The next day,
working alone, you park your patrol car in a position to be able to observe the
intersection. Ten minutes later, you notice a red Toyota van that cuts off an
oncoming car in order to make a left turn. You decide to chase the van down and
pull the driver over. After pulling the driver over, you learn that it is another
police officer from the neighbouring police district. She says that she remembers
seeing you around and hopes you will extend a “professional courtesy” by not
issuing her — a fellow officer — a traffic violation (ticket). What would you do?
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Subject 8-15 (22 year-old male):

I would make it quite obvious and emphasize that as a police officer you are not
above the law and that you should lead by example. I might not issue a ticket but
I think the person would be responsible enough not to do it again.

Subject 8-4 (22 year-old female):

I would use my discretionary power and not issue her a ticket. But would make
sure she understands what is the infraction and what are your objectives of the
day. I would also let her know the next time, it will be a ticket. [French student]

Subject A-7 (18 year-old male):

I would explain to her why it is important to yield and what problem this street is
causing and how it affects my job. I would continue talking making sure to talk a
]g time and keep her there for a long time so that she understands. In the end I
wouldn’t give her the ticket, showing courtesy.

Subject A-13 (23 year-old male):

I would judge how bad the driving was. If it almost caused an accident I would
give a ticket if not I wouldn’t.

Subject A-24 (18 year-old female):

I would give the officer a ticket because what she did was really dangerous and
could have caused an accident. And also the way she tells you she hopes you will
not give her a ticket would make me give her one. My supervisor told me to give
tickets at that intersection, I will do my job.

Question 1: Hamburger and Fries

This is your first day on the job as a patrol officer. You are working with a 7 year
veteran who is acting as your training officer. Your lunch break is approaching.
After obtaining permission from your dispatcher to have your lunch ‘outside the
police station’, your partner says to go to Yvonne’s Hamburger House — a local
restaurant — because it’s a clean, quiet place to eat and it’s a good place to be
seen amongst the community. You order a cheeseburger, fries, and a diet cola.
You sit at a table with your partner and two other patrol officers who are also on
their lunch break. After your meal you reach for your money in your pocket.
Your partner tells you: “It’s OK, put your money away. We always eat for free
here. Yvonne’s daughter is married to a fellow cop and she likes to see the police
in her restaurant because it makes her feel safe.” You answer that you were
taught at John Abbott that accepting a free, or even a discounted, meal was
considered a gratuity and was unethical. You add that it’s even against the
provincial ethics code. The other officers tell you that you are now in the ‘real
world of policing’ and not that of the ‘John Abbott School of Theory!”. What
would you do?
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Subject B-6 (18 year-old male):

I would shut my mouth and do as the others! I do not agree with free food but
discounted is OK. As a newbie, I would go along with the seniors.

Subject B-21

I would accept the free meal and enjoy it. I would always offer to pay and then
leave a good tip.

Subject A-6 (18 year-old female):

I would leave about $5 of “tip” so if ever this comes against me, I could say that
I did leave money on the table to pay for my meal.

Subject A-il (21 year-old male):

In the “real world” nothing is by the book. In a situation the answers are only
20% black and white the other 80% in the shades of gray. On the “street” it’s not
about being “book smart” meaning you leam from experience. I would do what
the officers said in this instance.. .but they won’t stop me from leaving a big tip.

Subject A-8 (18 year-old male):

I would choose to pay this time and talk to the supervisor about that. If the
supervisor were to tell me that it is okay, then it would become his problem.

Although this interpretation of the data is an interesting observation, it was not one of

the research objectives. It is suggested that it could be an objective of future research.

4. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1 Concluding Comments

The focus of the study was on a first semester incoming cohort of students in

a two or three-year Police Technology Program whose ultimate goal, it was assumed,

was mainly to become a police officer. A few go to Customs, private security or other

peace officer vocations. It is imperative that they progress to a higher level of ethical

reasoning in order to be capable of making judicious ethical decisions when faced

with an ethical dilemma while on the job. Various tests, such as the Minnesota

Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI), California Psychological Inventory (CPI),

Inwald Personality Inventory (IPI), face-to-face interviews, etc., which are
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administered during the police recruiting process would certainly be looking at the

applicant’s level of moral reasoning.

Due to the importance placed on the acquisition of a high level of ethical

reasoning by police personnel on one hand, and the fact that this study showed that

there was no significant difference in the level of moral development between the

incoming cohorts of Police Technology students and those from the general

population of the college on the other, the researcher feels that more emphasis must

be placed on ethical training for police students. Using police program-specific

dilemmas that would later be seen in the field has been seen as an important and

effective teaching tool towards this end (Pollock and Becker, 1998, p. 125; Kleinig,

1990; Pollock, 1994; Schmalleger and McKenrick, 1991; Silvester, 1990). It is

certain that a police recruiter will discuss ethics with a recruit applicant during an

interview. During this interview the recruiter will pose two or three dilemmas to the

applicant and judge the level of moral development in the responses. Two or three

years of specialized academic training could be for nothing if the applicant is not

hired because he or she could not demonstrate the acquisition of a higher level of

moral development or reasoning in the responses given.

Schachhuber (2004) pointed out the paucity of help available for aspiring

police officers in the learning of ethics, moral leadership and maturation in terms of

moral strengths and ethical competence (p. 3). Birzer (2002) also discussed the fact

that the number of hours of ethics training was not uniform where it did exist and

referred to other authors who stated the belief that ethics training is important and

should remain part of an academy training (p. 81). This researcher agrees and offers

that this is also applicable to an undergraduate, professional, college Police

Technology program.

The above-cited authors have found that by using scenarios as teaching tools,

morality is improved in young people. This study showed that the students
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participating in this research study were at Kholberg’s “Conventional” Level (Stage 3

or 4), but the goal should be to move on and help students to progress up to Stage 5 of

the “Post Conventional” Level thus making them a desirable candidate for a police

recruiter.

Goodman (1998) reminds us that police officers are viewed collectively

rather than individually. Therefore, if a citizen has a negative encounter with a police

officer, that citizen will view all police officers in a less-than-favourable manner (p.

2). If the negative encounter relates to unethical conduct, then the damage will not

only be to the individual police officer but to the entire police department. Ethics

training in general and police-related scenarios in particular, are designed to teach

students of policing, as well as sworn police officers, to think critically and carefully

about their actions. Once a person understands the importance of ethical behaviour

and the consequences of inappropriate ethical behaviour, it is safe to say that this

realization would be a deterrent for future inappropriate behaviour. However, should

they not come to this understanding, would repeated inappropriate behaviour not

most certainly lead to a feeling of alienation? It is worth repeating what Sunahara

(2004b) said earlier when addressing this phenomenon:

Feeling alienated from the general public, one’s police service and from the police
officer role was found to be damaging to an officer’s ethical standards. Officers
who were estranged from society, their police service and the police role were
more tolerant of unethical behaviour than officers who remained connected. (p. i).

An officer who becomes more tolerant of unethical behaviour will often find

it easier to act unethically. The acts will become more frequent with time. One should

be reminded of the “Boiling Frog Syndrome” when a police officer accepts to act

unethically, especially in a recurring manner. Placing a frog in a pot of boiling water

will cause it to jump out immediately. However, placing the frog in a pot of cold

water, and then heating up the pot, the frog will remain in the pot until it perishes.

Hopefully, students of policing would realize that this would not be the desired

outcome of a police career.
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4.2 Recommendations

4.2.1 Admission

Since the comparison analysis between the older students in the Police

Technology Program (mostly in the two-year program) and the younger ones (mostly

in the three-year program) did not show any significant difference in moral

development, it is suggested that the 200 student applicants to the Police Technology

Programs who possess the highest grade average be given an easily administered and

assessed test (such as the DIT test, Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory, etc.).

Those who score best on these tests and who already enjoy a high overall grade

average and meet the medical and physical requirements should be given priority

access to the Police Technology Programs by the college Registrars.

4.2.2 Curriculum

Specific instructional pedagogies and instructional methods, possibly using a

common training aid such as the Template for the “A.C.T.” Ethical-Making Process

(see Appendix P), should be developed for teaching faculty of all programs and who

would be instructed on how best to teach students in general — and those in Police

Technology in particular — on how to recognize unethical actions and deal with

dilemma issues.

4.2.3 Continued Research

It is suggested that a longitudinal study be conducted to see if there is a

progression to a higher degree of moral development for Police Technology students

between the first and third year of their educational training. Testing would be done

towards the end of each year. Schemas (character traits) of the subjects should also be

examined individually looking at the test results in this future study with the view of

identif,’ing those who possess the desired traits such as maintaining norms,
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humanitarianism, or other traits that fall within Kohlberg’s 4th and 5th stage of moral

development. A small comparison group in the same cohort from the general

population could also be examined in order to determine if the ethical training the

Police Technology students receive is making a difference to their decision making,

to see if the training they are receiving does have them operating at a higher level of

moral development overall, and if it encourages the development of preferred traits

such as, for example, the maintaining norms trait.

It is hoped that this study has contributed to the research that has been done

on teaching ethics in police technology at the college level, and will contribute to the

thinking of future research efforts, particularly in the field of education.
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Québec
© Editeur officiel du Québec
This document is not the official version.

Latest version available
Including the Gazette officielle of 10 September 2008

c. 0-8.1, r.1

Code of ethics of Québec police officers

Police Act
(R.S.Q., c. P-13.1, s. 127)

DIVISION I
GENERAL

1. This Code establishes the duties and standards of conduct of police officers in their
relations with the public in the performance of their duties.

It applies to every police officer. It also applies to every special constable, every highway
controller and every person having authority over highway controllers, with the necessary
modifications.

0.C. 920-90,s. 1; S.Q. 2004, c. 2, s. 79.

2. In order to promote the quality of the police department in its relations with the public, a
police officer shall promote, to the extent of his capabilities, the development of his
professions through the exchange of knowledge and through participation in upgrading
courses and training programs.

0.C. 920-90, s. 2.

3. This Code is intended to ensure better protection of the public by developing high
standards of public service and professional conscience within police departments and to
ensure the respect of human rights and freedoms including those set out in the Charter of
human rights and freedoms (R.S.Q., c. C-12).

0.C. 920-90, s. 3.

4. Any failure or omission concerning a duty or a standard of conduct provided for by this
Code constitutes a derogatory act hereunder and may result in the imposition of a penalty
under the Police Act (R.S.Q., c. P-13.1).

0.C. 920-90, s. 4.
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DIVISION II
DUTIES AND STANDARDS OF CONDUCT OF A POLICE OFFICER

5. A police officer must act in such a manner as to preserve the confidence and
consideration that his duties require.

A police officer must not:

(1) use obscene, blasphemous or abusive language;

(2) fail or refuse to produce official identification when any person asks him to do so;

(3) fail to carry prescribed identification in his direct relations with the public;

(4) commit acts or use injurious language based on race, colour, sex, sexual orientation,
religion, political convictions, language, age, social condition, civil status, pregnancy, ethnic
or national origin, a handicap or a means to compensate for a handicap;

(5) be disrespectful or impolite towards any person.

O.C. 920-90, s. 5.

6. A police officer must avoid any form of abuse of authority in his relations with the public.

A police officer must not:

(1) use greater force than is necessary to accomplish what is required or permitted;

(2) make threats, intimidate or harass;

(3) knowingly bring a charge against any person without grounds;

(4) abuse his authority in order to obtain a statement;

(5) detain any person who is not under arrest, in order to interrogate him.

O.C. 920-90, s. 6.

7. A police officer must respect the authority of the law and of the courts and must
collaborate in the administration of justice.

A police officer must not:

(1) prevent or contribute to preventing justice from taking its course;

(2) conceal or fail to pass on evidence or information in order to benefit or harm any
person.

O.C. 920-90, s. 7.
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8. A police officer must perform his duties with integrity.

A police officer must not:

(1) maliciously damage or destroy property belonging to any person;

(2) illegally dispose of property belonging to any person;

(3) knowingly file a false or inaccurate report or recommendation concerning any person.

D.C. 920-90, S. 8.

9. A police officer must perform his duties disinterestedly and impartially and must avoid
putting himself in a conflict-of-interest situation liable to compromise his impartiality or to
adversely affect his judgment or fairness.

A police officer must not:

(1) directly or indirectly solicit, accept or demand from any person a gift, a reward, a
commission, a kickback, a discount, a loan, repayment of a debt, a favour or any other
advantage or consideration liable to compromise his impartiality, judgment or fairness;

(2) pay, offer to pay or agree to offer a gift, a reward, a commission, a kickback, a
discount, a loan, repayment of a debt, a favour or any other advantage or consideration liable
to compromise the impartiality of that person in the performance of his duties;

(3) recommend the services of a particular attorney to any person, especially an accused
person, with whom he has been in contact in the performance of his duties;

(4) put himself in conflict of interest in soliciting or collecting money from the public
through the sale of advertising or tickets, or otherwise for the benefit of a person, an
organization or an association.

D.C. 920-90, s. 9.

1 0. A police officer must respect the rights of any person in his custody and avoid any
indulgence towards that person.

A police officer must not:

(1) provide to a person in his custody alcoholic drinks, drugs, hallucinogens, narcotic or
anesthetic preparations or any other substance liable to cause drunkenness, weakness,
impairment of faculties or unconsciousness, unless that person has a medical prescription;

(2) be negligent or lack concern regarding the health or safety of a person in his custody;

(3) obtain or attempt to obtain an undue advantage for a person in his custody;

(4) except where necessary, search a person of the opposite sex, be present during the
searching of such a person or have a person in his custody searched by a person of the
opposite sex;
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(5) interfere in communications between a person in his custody and that person’s
attorney;

(6) use greater force than necessary on a person in his custody;

(7) permit the incarceration of a minor with an adult or of a female person with a male
person, except in cases provided for by law.

D.C. 920-90, s. 10.

11. A police officer must use judgment and exercise care in using a weapon or any other
piece of equipment.

A police officer must not:

(1) show, handle or point a weapon without justification;

(2) fail to take the necessary measures to prevent the use of a service revolver by anyone
other than a police officer.

D.C. 920-90, s. 11.

12. Where he discovers or is informed of the presumed commission of an act derogatory to
this Code, the director of a police force must notify in writing the citizen concerned of the
rights granted by the Police Act (R.S.Q., c. P-13.1) and must send a copy of that written
notification to the Police Ethics Commissioner.

D.C. 920-90, s. 12.

1 3. This Code replaces the provisions concerning police ethics in the Regulation
respecting the code of ethics and discipline of members of the SUreté du Québec (D.C. 467-
87, 87-03-25), in the Regulation respecting the ethics and discipline of the policemen of the
Communauté urbaine de Montréal (D.C. 92-=90, 90-06-27). It also replaces any other
standard concerning police ethics established by a municipality.

D.C. 920-90, s. 13.

14. (Omitted).

D.C. 920-90, s. 14.

D.C. 920-90, 1990 GO. 2, 1760
S.Q. 2004, c. 2, s. 79
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Qualities

• Honesty
• Loyalty Integrity
• Resourcefulness
• Flexibility

Leadership
Autonomy
Sociability
Open Mindedness
Empathy
Good Judgment
A Sense of Observation
A Concern for Details
Self-Confidence

Abilities

• Keen Analytical Mind
• Intellectual Rigor
• Abilities to Work In

Teams
• Good General

Knowledge
• Awareness of Cultural

and Social Problems
• Ability to Listen

Actively and
Communicate
Effectively

• Knowledge of French
and English

Cognitive Skills

• Knowledge of The
French Language

• Writing Skills,
Grammar and Syntax,
including Handwriting

• Application of Legal
Knowledge

• Application of
Criminology Concepts

• Application of
Sociology Concepts

• Application of
Computer-Related
Knowledge

• Application of Medical
Knowledge

• Application of
Criminalistics Concepts

• Problem-Solving
Strategies

Motor Skills

• Weapon Handling*

• Preventative and
Emergency* Driving

• Self_Defense**
Techniques

Interpersonal
Communication Skills

Personal Skills

• Stress Management
Technique

• Quality Of Life Aspect
(how to keep a budget,
etc.)

Attitudes

• Show Good Team Spirit
• Be Open to Change and

Accept Criticism
• Be Flexible
• Be Firm
• Be Responsible
• Show a Sense of

Impartiality and
Objectivity

• Show Concern for
Details

• Be Able to Criticize
Oneself

• Show A Desire to Learn
and Improve Oneself

• Be Concerned with
Setting an Example and
Being a Role Model

• Be Disciplined
• Be Concerned in

Maintaining Stability In
One’s Life

• Be Watchful and Avoid
Considering One’s
Work as Routine

Habits

Stay In Good Physical
Condition

• Use One’s Equipment in
a Safe Manner

• Work Safely and
Methodically* *

Inherent Qualities, Traits Skills To Be Acquired General Behaviors To Be
And Abilities Acquired

Traits

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Eat Well

* This ability is mastered after training at the Nicolet Police Academy
** This ability is introduced during the college program and perfected at the Nicolet
Police Academy
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Cont’d
Cognitive Skills • Mastery of the French Language

• Working Knowledge of the English Language
• Application of Legal Knowledge
• Application of Criminology Concepts
• Application of Sociology Concepts
• Application of Psychology Concepts
• Application of Computer-Related Knowledge
• Application of Mathematics Concepts
• Application of Medical Knowledge
• Application of Cnminalistics Concepts
• Problem-Solving Techniques

Motor Skills • Weapon Handling*

. Preventative and Emergency* Driving
• Self-Defense Techniqucs**

Personal Skills • Stress Management Techniques to face the high level of
stress of the work (domestic violence, murder, hostage
taking, state of crisis) and prevent burn-out

- identify the main stress factors
- how to protect against these factors
- use of relaxation techniques
- assertiveness. (provided persons learn to know and accept

their limitations) To be in touch with emotions, their
personal space and internal stability

• Maintenance of a good quality of life techniques (ex: manage
a personal budget)

Interpersonal • Communication with partners, with clientele, co-workers,
Communication and supervisors

Skills • Ability to discuss, negotiate, communicate information,
question, interview and diffuse critical situations

• Appropriate use of the terminology used in police work
• Knowledge of terminology used in certain circles to facilitate

interventions (ex: bikers, drug addicts, prostitutes...)
• Learn how to talk in public and lead group meetings in

gatherings and briefings
• Learn to testify in court in order to increase the level of

efficiency at work
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Cont’d
Legal Knowledge • Good Knowledge of the main laws and regulations, and in

particular:
- the Criminal Code and related case law
- the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms
- the Québec Charter of Human Rights
- the Code of Penal Procedure
- the Civil Code
- the main municipal by-laws
- the Highway Safety Code
- the Young Offenders Act
- the Mental Patient Act
- the Police Act
- the Police Code of Ethics
- the alcohol laws (LIMBA)

• Basic knowledge of the law system and in particular, how to
distinguish civil matters from criminal matters

• Knowing where and how to get legal information needed

• Applying various legal concepts during the course of their
occupation

• Overall view of the judicial process since they act as
witnesses before the Courts

• Global knowledge of the most important laws as well as
specific knowledge of the authorities and obligations each of
these laws impart to police officers

Source: Ministère de l’Enseignement supérieur et de la Science, Occupational
Analysis Report- ‘Patrol Officer’, (1992)
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Police Code of Ethics
As adopted by the International Association of Chiefs of Police

(1957)

As a law enforcement officer, my fundamental duty is to serve mankind;
to safeguard lives and property; to protect the innocent against deception,
the weak against oppression or intimidation, and the peaceful against
violence or disorder; and to respect the constitutional rights of all persons
to liberty, equality and justice.

I will keep my private life unsullied as an example to all; maintain
courageous calm in the face of danger, scorn, or ridicule; develop self-
restraint; and be constantly mindful of the welfare of others. Honest in
thought and dead in both my personal and official life, I will be
exemplary in obeying the laws of the land and the regulations of my
department. Whatever I see or hear of a confidential nature or that is
confided to me in my official capacity will be kept ever secret unless
revelation is necessary in the performance of my duty.

I will never act officiously or permit personal feelings, prejudices,
animosities or friendships to influence my decisions. With no
compromise for crime and with relentless prosecution of criminals, I will
enforce the law courteously and appropriately without fear of favor,
malice or ill will, never employing unnecessary force or violence and
never accepting gratuities.

I recognize the badge of my office as a symbol of public faith, and I
accept it as a public trust to be held so long as I am true to the ethics of
police service. I will constantly strive to achieve these objectives and
ideals, dedicating myself before God to my chosen profession.. .LAW
ENFORCEMENT.
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Police Code of Ethics
As adopted by the International Association of Chiefs of Police

(The 1957 Code, Modified in 1991’s)

As a law enforcement officer, my fundamental duty is to serve the community; to
safeguard lives and property; to protect the innocent against deception, the weak
against oppression or intimidation and the peaceful against violence or disorder; and
to respect the constitutional rights of all to liberty, equality and justice.

I will keep my private life unsullied’6as an example to all, and will behave in a
manner that does not bring discredit to me or my agency. I will maintain courageous
calm in the face of danger, scorn or ridicule; develop self-restraint; and be constantly
mindful of the welfare of others. Honest in thought and deed both in my personal and
official life, I will be exemplary in obeying the law and the regulations of my
department. Whatever I see or hear of a confidential nature or that is confided in me
in my official capacity will be kept ever secret unless revelation is necessary in the
performance of my duty.

I will never act officiously or permit personal feelings, prejudices, political beliefs,
aspirations, animosities or friendships to influence my decisions. With no
compromise for crime and with relentless prosecution of criminals, I will enforce the
law courteously and appropriately without fear of favour, malice or ill will, never
employing unnecessary force or violence and never accepting gratuities.

I recognize the badge of my office as a symbol of public faith, and I accept it as a
public trust to be held so long as I am true to the ethics of police service. I will never
engage in acts of corruption or bribery, nor will I condone such acts by other police
officers. I will cooperate with all legally authourized agencies and their
representatives in the pursuit ofjustice.

I know that I alone am responsible for my own standard of professional performance
and will take every reasonable opportunity to enhance and improve my level of
knowledge and competence.

I will constantly strive to achieve these objectives and ideals, dedicating myself
before God to my chosen profession. . . law enforcement.

1 .In 1989, the IACP code was updated but not accepted by all member police departments until 1991
subsequent to further updates.

16 Without disgrace; clean, unsoiled or untamished
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INSTRUCTIONS

I. Following are 3 scenarios. Carefully read the scenario then answer the question that follows the scenario.

2. Please answer truthfully as to what you would do if you were the person in the scenario.

3. Please PRINT your answers so that you would not be identified by your handwriting.

1. Hamburger and Fries

This is your first day on the job as a patrol officer. You are working with a 7 year veteran who is acting as your
training officer. Your lunch break is approaching. After obtaining permission from your dispatcher to have your
lunch ‘outside the police station’, your partner says to go to Yvonne’s Hamburger House — a local restaurant —

because it’s a clean, quiet place to eat and it’s a good place to be seen amongst the community. You order a
cheeseburger, fries, and a diet cola. You sit at a table with your partner and two other patrol officers who are also on
their lunch break. After your meal you reach for your money in your pocket. Your partner tells you: “It’s OK, put
your money away. We always eat for free here. Yvonne’s daughter is married to a fellow cop and she likes to see the
police in her restaurant because it makes her feel safe.” You answer that you were taught at John Abbott that
accepting a free, or even a discounted, meal was considered a gratuity and was unethical. You add that it’s even
against the provincial ethics code. The other officers tell you that you are now in the ‘real world of policing’ and not
that of the ‘John Abbott School of Theory!’

What would you do?

2. The Cheater

You have been a patrol officer for 7 years. You have always been fascinated with drug investigations. An
information bulletin has been posted on the police station bulletin board announcing that there will be an exam for
two positions in the Drug Squad. The notice states that the 5 police officers who scored best on the exam will be
invited for an interview with the Commanding Officer of the Drug Squad. The two best results after the interview
will get the transfer to the Drug Squad. You write the exam, and when the results are posted, you learn that you came
in third. Constables Smith and Doe came in first and second. During the exam, you saw that Constable Doe had an
electronic dictionary into which he had added notes about the exam. You saw him consult the dictionary when
answering some of the questions. You even heard him tell Constable Smith in the hallway after the exam that his
“trick worked” and it helped him “ace the test”. Two months later you are sitting in front of the Commanding Officer
of the Drug Squad for your interview. You haven’t discussed this cheating with anyone yet.

What would you do?
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3. Fellow Officer

There are several traffic accidents at the intersection of Mont Royal and Cote Ste-Catherine Road. An analysis of the
past accident reports for this intersection indicates that the principle cause of the accidents is the fact that drivers who
are turning left from Cote Ste. Catherine onto Mont Royal are not giving the right of way to oncoming traffic, that
are cutting them off and thus causing the accidents. Your Sergeant tells you to observe that intersection between
10:00 and 11:00 tomorrow morning. The next day, working alone, you park your patrol car in a position to be able to
observe the intersection. Ten minutes later, you notice a red Toyota van that cuts off an oncoming car in order to
make a left turn. You decide to chase the van down and pull the driver over. After pulling the driver over, you learn
that it is another police officer from the neighbouring police district. She says that she remembers seeing you around
and hopes you will extend a “professional courtesy” by not issuing her — a fellow officer — a traffic violation (ticket).

What would you do?
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Kohlberg Dilemmas

Dilemma III

In Europe, a woman was near death from a special kind of cancer. There was one

drug that the doctors thought might save her. It was a form of radium that a druggist

in the same town had recently discovered, the drug was expensive to make, but the

druggist was charging ten times what the drug cost him to make. He paid $400 for the

radium and charged $4,000 for a small dose of the drug. The sick woman’s husband,

Heinz, went to everyone he knew to borrow the money and tried every legal means,

but he could only get together about $2,000, which is half ofwhat it cost. He told the

druggist that his wife was dying, and asked him to sell it cheaper or let him pay later.

But the druggist said, “No. I discovered the drug and I’m going to make money from

if.” So, having tried every legal means, Heinz gets desperate and considers breaking

into the man’s store to steal the drug for his wife.

1. Should Heinz steal the drug?

la. Why or why not?

2. Is it actually right or wrong for him to steal the drug?

2a. Why is it right or wrong?

3. Does Heinz have a duty or obligation to steal the drug?

3a. Why or why not?

4. If Heinz doesn’t love his wife, should he steal the drug for her? Does it make a
difference in what Heinz should do whether or not he loves his wife?

4a. Why or why not?

5. Suppose the person dying is not his wife but a stranger. Should Heinz steal the
drug for the stranger?
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5a. Why or why not?

6. Suppose it’s a pet animal he loves, should Heinz steal to save the pet animal?

6a. Why or why not?

7. Is it important for people to do everything they can to save another’s life?

7a. Why or why not?

8. It is against the law for Heinz to steal. Does that make it morally wrong?

8a. Why or why not?

9. In general, should people try to do everything they can to obey the law?

9a. Why or why not?

9b. How does this apply to what Heinz should do?

10. In thinking back over the dilemma, what would you say is the most responsible
thing for Heinz to do?

IOa. Why?

SOURCE: http://www.haverford.edu/psych/ddavis/pl09g/kohlberg.dilemmas.html
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ibet phirp::las of I hh. yieislinrr.’ it•e s to ‘Hp rs undertnnd bo’’ pou: chinL o.5oiit sam]
priibItii’ I)l1iiii r’’’r1 h;vH diIci’in! i’vfrniiir’c ;iht’iit qiiesr.n.s ‘friixJ’[ Cit “.‘rong. TIYTi’ -[Ito

a- ‘L’iflE’ ais’.’.’r tO hClL pioblciti. ill juL w2y tlia. SILk prl’:thriL’ b.f..’ i-igliL .iiwcr%. We
w-jxiid [ike you to t..lJ ü -“[121 you. LLi:ik aI:tTu.1 -uvial pr:AiI’rii ‘liii is.

rciu will be akä t’.’ icad a swi (lu Jii. ku rids. lFtuu yn:i wil I be ;isk:f lo rn;ir’.c y’-jirr

ifl!W(C! CtIi a pnratc ar.swer Sb’2t. 1tOI2 ‘itt21l jI,’_iL Liw Iti dii _hi wi. I l’,I nw. liii! ii i.c

iTipvrn3lt tist vu nfl ni voui answcca on t1t aiui :ita willi r-’ .il. 11It-ui.-ce rn;iku- .i ur

Ibtit ;‘ou: rrij.Tk ror_ipicicly fi][& the lirtlcSsclc, :liIL tI ir-ark 6 daik. irxl Fuii ;uui rr.u’-irri h;pi,
‘,‘irn nvk’i urc corrp[ziol’ cIc’rrj.

The. [c-nt fieariou Nutites al 1i Liii! ryE Liuc ri•-’.c ;I’-tui ir’iv i lreidv lw fille,1 in •.vhri
you irc.i’m y.:ur r_mtrLt. If 3cC you ‘i,’iJl I ti_’i c. -pu iaJ i-..Li uU!Mir; a kuii L Iici”t’ I :“ ill in I hi I
nh nter

1i vu-ri v.ill b .n5Jc.cfj tO Lt!4 £1 ttosy ana 111ev 1cr :L riuirs iifl I he
LTh’M2i ujlt.d. Lii ;rdir In i Iluisimirt hn’,v ‘we v,’ri’i]d iLke yot to do this, :c’I!s.kt Llw Cr ‘I I; iw iruj.; slcry:

FRANK AND 11Th CAR

Fraurk ii iut- ha’- been ihinkiiiy .:.kur biiviit, a cs. He i3 ii:ari cL hr; Iw.i -nm II rhilclreir
aI)i ca-us au 2’.ttc irunirt:. I liv cr he buys ‘.vii[ hr hi! inmi]y’s only eau. c wLl k IbLXL riiiisllv
to ,gc o von: &d drive aioLII town. liv. ‘curiirIiir.s iir “‘ciitior tr5pc nco. In ry_n to dcc id
W1ft1 nrto F:iA Jcnws njli,.a tlia L-wre wcrri1 1 of r-aitbns to :ouj2&s, F’:’i iuLtriu,

chou]d he. bu a lart usd rai cr a ‘-mu er IWV: cir ft-c uhoijt tLe s.nmo atvaia of muuiLy’? t)L1i
qt-rstiorE ‘:uI to him.

We nrtu JiNI I his s nuv rit’ui IJy scdril prob]cLr_ but it will i liu_tia c:tui in—I iiiU ii in’- .ki’i rr
you Lad .1 SL;ry yLiu wilt Ilien tarn In Ihr’incvdrr sbrc lo find the stonthM eOiLtlpnlidk Lw Llit
uLry. B it ii: thy- ‘anuple ir:. -.t’r pre’-aii rhv qul ‘s:ous eJow Won with sca- san4iL
aiinwuis’i. I,se thu nil ir ;inswers v,’jlj be rnnrLrc on the cprirnts anvrcc skin.
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First, en ch..2 answei. slaax let arii .lLlny yz’u will hn i’kn;_ k: irnftaL yiar

ccr wtzt ii F(zr!O( ShoEld JO. It ütt wcid Lu iavin t’iic sLic::i ‘.n ait’Lltci if
vw &‘ ]O eooiplcwly SIILZ•’:I, L1d1C2.tC W1LICil OL11. t r’2U di IILC favc e.aai actiri. citik tc euvk
hy ‘‘Ci! lii Ircit

Sccv:id, r:ad eac:i of the icnis ntinibctt4 ti i 2. [iiisilc cii .iSL chat ch icc-u i
r.iifri IFtFt.:t is irnpoii.rnt ir rriiidri n daisicn or vv or lbD othct, tbcn rtnr rinci-cle
by “nnt.’ ftbnt issue L not inpctl:uIt ordocsct ix&h senDto van. rix.rk “no’ if rhfl iC:4itr

rekvani kit nol ;riticaL snarL ‘lunch,’1 “lonte,” or “fluid” — dDpendLn ‘v ti-ticK 1-nprnl.trcll

ih;i I iss:ir In, li-i yrii:r iypuriir ‘*iiii rr;iy ni;irk irins ;ii “.ti-i’il’ r ny fitier tint I c:i

— fli,n’j is i-in l xe&:l r rrk’wr nE iNtrn’ I Mi rrii,1 hi’ wirk.:l ni ;iriy I iivi lVlf I.

Thud, aftD ycu iav cind vous marL; nJan ILue let hind side f Dileb nt rt 1 ? iIrns,

then at thc ottom yc.u will be ad to chc’mt’ :hct item EF;.F l: :tv iunpr will CcYINv:cfr;ii ‘ri

wt oi a1 tte [ein -trint:! [hrre. Pii Frnn II niur;t lht I ir.ns j-irn’rre:I wen 11 vi in I l!IrIk Ilfl iii)iIL

of tb’s ke:n .rnc’f”zre_i” inupuirlance (Wlhritrirv Ilini pre prrenirdihce. rieL :nie a.i Uit niitI
irnp.7rrlIrIF (rnlnri ic Ilie nL’wrs)? I hn The .;eciiiicl mn’:. iiripn ;ini, i Fin I.. irti l&ir:h tn i-i.

btip’rtnnt

SAMPLE ITENIS and SAMPLE ANSWERS:

_____________

‘i- c L ,

Z -‘ - FikANKANLuTtthCAR&ru,y,sun
Ct v i L

0 w (f? • j ‘,%h,’.i w iImriir ‘i_zs ‘.Y!ii fl oc 51,1:,:: lxk n lit Fnrk i-.r

• i2j 5) (‘ , ‘,‘,-ril,- iii’d car lit WOrZni1c4:lIrriI n nit Ii:fli fl.Tfl Film 1MW

(I) (V • € ‘• Wh,’ri,’ ste rnlcr w;.3 .‘:rJ:. Fe3I!’u :t’:.srlcD zzmla

(1) 0 C•) c: • -1. WlL’i-Lw lh:ct’.iL’k iilt Jjjj1 anua. ejjW. ltj:t 2ifJ.

• (V i) 0 0 i. \¼’ctlc .i .iuvta- t’c Ln...- .hai:-..’_’.xiipi’.L

Cj) (8 ‘) ( • 6. \VliJ.’ liL’. [i’sA xc,nEl:i lici. v.’irt di:Thrunial.

Mr:rrp:irIanr inn aIE23.-.ICkI4n,.tZ

.ie:cnd wtcI irurir:uni C S’T@J ,ijJ iiii

mini mrl iwpin:!uI O.(T 3,Qj tIul JjiI

Pci: JIlL mc.u lFnpccr.a.uI •i $)C:” 5)’Th z)

Note that irs ear sniq[c respcus:s, the first iteni was 2onsidjcd itcIoaitt, the scie:id
item wn censidered us n critic-rI bsms in rmLinga d’xision; tlicthisE itcJi was caDnsidesed of only
mna’&rsle iTrrprIlucc!; 11w tbntu iMri wiis not clenc to rho per9en naspondiii 2C’) ns

-DC rs, sc-it wmi nulL-k01 no”; the ithhiteLt wns ziso o critic-a[Lunort.qtx,e: nmJ the sixth
item ddei’t snake any sense s’ it ‘n rnar,xd “no.’

Note that the luest Lauprant i’ect contc front ne of the items mnrkt’d on the tar left
:id side, in dcridiiw lxrwrci ii’mn * and €5. ii perszcu briild n’rnid in iiem their p”z ca”
of :bem as the t’cosl iriportar:, nri th otter un-n as srrnni. r::.

n
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Hero is zh first star’ fat you eUiisi&iali.;,:i. i{euti hu slccy ;irwi lhn tuTu. t:t Li scfturSiC;
;uluswer .‘u’ii 1* rn;urc ;‘ouur re!orsct Altar fd]L’i IL Lrut ILUF i:uu iii i tiiL ii errs icr (lie si try,

itriuru Iii this :, uk Id iii nsu:i I hr iinxr Otv, Ptctrisc Ltfl2CflbbL lo 1i1 tIi. thy uu viu nnrupittty. uri.k’
d4rc ururks. aru:L ci unuriet:r’-lv c;uce till corections.

fEtNZ AND THE DRL&

In Ejtap. a wfjutui i w2 iutau &aJi 1: uiri asr.c ml ki iii] il’ csruat. i’iient was uru dilJIc
i.ia dor’toxs thu;ht i:iibt s.ncc br. It was a ftcinoliadaaiti LIuda&aist iii tl. Sacit L.:Lvijlud
i::cnt[y&c’:vcroi. Tb drtie was :tpniiv to uti.Lc, [iiitLlitdiugist .Juu’iii 1mM

witribedrugwst o itako Fkpcid 5200 for thc.rudir.ni and chargc S2,000 foma snial thas of
the dr.m, The sk:k wxnar’s husbiin. Hehiz. went ta a’iclyon: 2ic knew t bxsow the money. but
he aou[d only t tz’cbr ebxrt S LX4J_ which is JinX of ac t eos. Be teLc the &aa?.st that his

‘m’ iyiiu. ;ind :mskc’d tnrn cj sell ii cFiuiprr or frt him pay Liter, But ‘tie dmggisl s.aid, ‘No. I
dn’eed the drug u.md imrm gt’i:ig Lm rri.hi :rynev Itcin i:.’ 5’:: iiemi icmLdesperaIe at1ian tu

tlii:ik ab.ut htt.tLmjL’ :111) UIL mimaims ,L;r’ Lii ulcil Llmt’ ciit lw Its v.’rle. S uctujict I li ii,. ‘e;ii ti

dmu?

hs(:i%Pki) PRISDNI1R

A i itami had i:c..mi nismua.I mm rurrmui fln ill ye:mr.; .‘\lirr minn vr;Jr, ho’,’.’rt’er, ht’ ocnicd
froa prLiot, L1JCIYI t’ a. imav’ ara ;: Liii.. ctmamcry. a’s: Lc:i ii: 1i the mum rime rd ihurups’mn. I ‘1ff u4 ihI

Iawoi k.d Lust ii, .mJ gz-c.m..JalIy h,s sa,’euJ ‘mm:m_glm uru:>iey iii hiy his ‘:mv:ru iuisi’ir’.’. I Ii’ ‘su
fair ta JiX custcs:m, av IL; eiiyor’xs LLm ngt•., amuc gs’.s rsL iii r. I uwr prulils I: cIm;mriv.
Then one day, Mrs Jrus. ar_ o]d 0211 hbor. L;2a0p22r_ ht iii 5 [hm ruai whi, ui] tIcLal wi] R:rm
prison eight yaars before, no: wheit the police had bmm !JMki:m S[A:ui:: M—. i m’uies tn iii

Mr. Thorwson to rhe police tin, h2.’ro burn sent back :c’ iu :iih:’

NKWSPAPiPj

Fi:4, a c2nict in Lih sal ui-.}l, ‘.m:iL Lu ;!uJhl it Ii ;.m -m rmrici nowpnp2r for stn&a:s

so chat Lie eccald u.pm s’ i macmy ‘1 11% mqmuruic>lu%. I ci w;mrr’d n ‘;eak out uin3nst the LTh2 of the
mi]it:ry En Lncctnac.nn: disputes •Emcd to speak tAiL aE.aim:[ mm’urici ml: hew lucirul’ s nuiits 1ie the r.u]e
forböiing boys 1° WC& Di

¶%rhcr_ FLoi srjjicd his news)apam. iu iskud lu’ i:rirciwmi icr prruruiscicn. The
u;uiil ii w.:4uld hr ill —i;x if eifzc’ ever,r pubLication FaiJ t’,tmu.ld LLtium mi au his u1 ides fur Lie
pnrch;ul’s :uppr;wni, Fred agreed nix! b:nix! is s01,Q-aI amtiazs liii UlJlrtcal. lhci pIiiuCijLsl
;innwtu till uñhermi .rurJ Ikrd pm.ihlEhcd twt ss-iie.s f 1Lma :uallcu iii aIC uitnJ. Lw.: W5S.

Iluil i hi pri::qcii h;u.:l rd e peered that End’s SItWSpajX .MOLLId s .cvive cu uruuuli
;m:IerHnn, ,Sluuclrrmts weirr Sc eriLe by t:qc paper Ihat they bcan to ornia ssr.::tecs agauum3t [hi
h.dr iml;umhiru .nd ci heir srhtpl ruj1e, AJIgr!.’ r’jnrts objected to F:&s oftJflioiiS. TIILV plmmmm.1
I he prncipiui lel[hu him rhr.t th r_e.’.vspnpor was miIpaLic( 5.flC shDUS EIC & pLJ?klhed. As a
rmeiiu:lu cmi lhci risiri ::ilcimenl, hi prhicip;ul cnJrsr Red to slop puh]LshErg. He gvt nsa reason
ilutu I:rs di ‘:itmrs v.ufrei ::isuupui’e i: I hci nper;um i::rm or li-us srh::.i, Sioiuld the prirripuul step the
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DXTOR S t’ILEMMA

/S l:uIyc;l’; iIi.ii ofcjvxr w*b oc’jid not bc Lrd and .ch liact oii Iv ;d:aiitL •i;c rim nilis
lÀ? lite She w;L% In itfrnhIeIwri hut .‘ir ‘w.rri o wnk1hnca goo dz.o ofpa.w-kiUi like Llflipllicl[
wtILk[ riiak hr CI! si iinitr. SI w;p clr1irii zibrsc c.nzy ith pan, Lit ILu.’ talcij
nuiud•., ,iIi c.etkL 4%L Lw LII i::Icr Iii gi9e Fwr rn:ih in,mhhm lo kill Mr. Sb oid she couldnt
Larn; the pmn aii: ilia: ‘w W;IN iif ll ‘.C die iii a I.w rnrirjlhs Sh.iDd u d’xtr tiv :,cr

‘‘ttt.:[u’;e P1 :narFii :,i II rruil, r htr dir’

WEBSTER

Mr. Vif;’,a.r wi’. lie 1w:wr iii] ruri;i’tr I iITh s ‘.i;i ‘:n. I he v.;intrrl rn iifrr rnnthrr
n:cebEiiLic 1;) ht[fi hiii’i:.. Imat genJ. iJiLChw.tiL wIt Iiiid ii:. huLl. I l’r iriI’’ wrt:ru he Iriul Fw,
SLTXd to he i. :cd itx:briiic was Ms. L.1.D. In hi. ii Lhija.se. Wlvlc Mi. WJi’tai harichi’
didn bav aiiLi aahmt O:iniahs. b Was au aid a’ IIi:L Mi Li acva 111411? il his
LLISLc!frtTh ijictul hike Orient k. I 1% :issioirwrs rni*i like I heir huu&ues elsrvt ,e ii 1r. I . W.V4

wo:kicg the s SLitioli.

WI1L I Mi. La. d .\lt. WJ’—wr ii It CI ILLId :uae .:i cihi, Mr. Wd,s[er ‘[I ui II:;: t Ft
Ji adv [iiiuJ hOLit..lt’Ly J;iu. Hit V/disku rat Iv haLl iiiL h,rttL unym.uiy, he .tii’ he c:MJIcl nil
cLad ac.vbod: whe ‘Mas a ‘mn:.i iieh,ai,i he%IdsMr. late. Nhi’u.:t Mr. Wsh.jrr h:ive hiniid Mr.

srt.l)l.NTrAKrovrR

fl;it:k in [hr 1 9frAs al 1F!rrv!irch Uoivcrsh there was a student ;roap .a1d sit ias
lXiriiicua: S’.i. ;:Si)Xi. NI)X s,uii4in’n e e;mç,iii’;tñm ‘.tirin Vizt Naim ‘.nx1 wet 3saiitlst the
.ii:lr.? Lrairu ii:’: pri>wr.ti-u (k lC !u ku huilztn[ tn st’rsl mci to f5izht in Vt Nasn. Whilo the ‘.‘ac war
sn.L oizi& OL1. rIte SiOS 4LJLCIL. der,aii,Jed JIlL I lirvuni rr: 11w :irrrlr ROTC protrnnt u a
Ui:’:c.ity aOLI$.. Thit’ v’:aJ:t rlltuii diaL I har.;,rcl . lii eni L flll il riot t iwsuy trainb; as ratx of
:lidi :cauSr CLILILe wirk .jr$ nc:i ptii tre,iil hiT it tOWDJdS ±± &grccs.

H1.IcnrdJL0feSt:. g:calJ wiji uw 5135 sai,irnis. The [rniI?S;ors ‘:otcl to ‘r..d tic ROTC’
progjair_ as a nntviscy eew&a. Bitt Llitt I re%iLIiirlI ii ha Iflh’:,ft, took a. iffescat tew: }L
stntd Uns The tnic :ii c:l .III1ILILI ‘.1 a; ci cairp is ic a cswrs.

1 ha S1)N ‘tn:enls frEt I,;?: Ihe Pr5cfrnt of the uaiv.isisy wis nit l’i:i [LI jiav alleiiiio—i

t.) the rCiL ul the hIiiIra::fl;. arKL •.%;is :iiein [ei Oc ROTC ptt.iarn as a cuisa ca cal:Ih:us.
The SOS ,itudtiit. thai, r,nn,r,1 iii [he iinivtrsitvs nd:riu sn&xi bLi]dii, SIJ1 t..:ha ivni’ue eba

L::’ ire: :x.it. I be SaIL1 :wv ware iakintç ,jvr the buiIdini to fos:e Harai & s Ti esidezit tc a: iid
the atiny kGtt. pi t’initiu ‘Ir. 1a1:ipus f::c rrrdi ;isu::ixIr&c

Wi.zc the aLa&iuLs riyht to i;rke liter he ;,:frihiis:rtiott bniLdin?

I’ ttasr n-iakr iire thaI aLl vcor :nysks nrc cara, nJ th2 cIluh.s. WILL Lilac all erasures UTC ilr;n.

TIL’sNK YOU.

4
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EFFNt IUES WFT
IJrt 1)1 Mitirut
Ccipyright. Jirn. Ri
AI 9Içhtt FrhEi, 79

IGEr.:TlFIr.M9Dr PJLJ!RFR

i::r.:
Ii I •‘ I

.i1:::;I::V:iW’

.,

1._ I( ( ,

HEItLL NL1 THE L}HUri: :_rt 1 iCriI LcIr. 1 rit;r.1114
C C) I W,+LIii+i N i:iininiijiiii’+ iH’.v 9111fl3J Ill hN iipIi4rI

I! 2. )NW It rilti IIILlrI Fur u Ii Iri hiJhui Lu b+r*.ii riiuth fr ii wi1.14 i’,ui liuiI LHUI
C::’ (3 1. I! IIIrz lIIinj to rlk ttInçj hat r burjlar or oIn to 311 tar th ch3nr.t tt .tI1n

driI$ II 4IrI 1141)1?

I: 4 /l (HI Ii,., Hmri N H prEiFI4HI*4Illa TJII41(tIIW ir Iiii+ flrUldHrHIIIII IrTIlu.MnI H but1 FIriIr..vf.HulIHI

1I . Whothgr liiInzl IIn1oqhInv.It or cicuInj thIs ‘II to hIp tlIn:n 21!c.
) t. hrth’r Lh druit ri)jhI to hi!. i9fljic.n hT t b. rp’td.

I I 7 ull,,qI uHF I In. wf+II,4,II ii ,,F lii. iiii . nit ,l .41 Ii ill lIIIINHIII9 Ifiuri Illu I niiirinl.+iii ii rI 11114 4lCii(JiII
rd irdiMithIHIIy.

) .l. ;•uu oin t., b th h iti ovrnrn iaw ppIc ,t t’vid. rithc
ui /tiiiitlii+r [1111 nIruIrJ.it iii rciiiig tu hu iIlii .+. it) n rllrr. hrilii,-,rf i . i,rtli,ti 1Hb .iii ii i,iiI

rotr4thH rirh anyhow
(3 .‘ 1 U. Whthr th Iw In thlt lo jrttn In tho Wi oF ThrI naot baIr lIrii 01 Iy mcfnbor

04 Icr

‘!Jliui iHr I Iii+. LlruI1J4iHI tI++”ic+ FIt tTH riihlaur) IIH Iuiii, ti ijrl1iy i’id
WøUId ioIIrq hr 5IJHi C3C1 t!.ifflp4 L(,LuI t,Iul+4 ku III LiIIuJ 1111 11+4 blIHuIH HuuIIHI +It Ilitil.

FA.;1hruuuiluiiLiLiui : :
4Irr.rlItIrnh1nrIur,f:i:i

lliirdi LIIIIUUIILIIIL 4 I —

rnhjrh mtrIn..u1nr ,I

ESGPED PP.IBEWJETI. II[I. lilT I I’) i:i :SIu.IIJ I .1h .‘r.rt liii

I
_c

ii.

11.
:1 : •.iu.• : i.

HHMIIl P.’r TFiiinir bn ad nnouh kur tijr, hop ruu (upro’rc Ii bu.r.uii?
Eir ‘iuu u.nlliHiunlH UIH_HjHCI. Fl1Ir11rll1rMiIF Fir. crirnlf, ckiunt ttlHt just L’n; Irt ru1c1 rirnc
l.’aIjIdr t w bu bcttcr Ott ,‘.uIrIiou ).iFi1.JH 114 44iiit IIi+u IIIIiIeNCtruII 11! ildir IHIJIII H.H141II?

H 11wip-on rrilly pud hl clctit to ai!Ict’
l.i.1,IuIII uuii:iI Ju ii,Ip b*rrct .4r, lThxiirip.rxi iiujId LIrIy ti:pcitt’

l’,’h.I bnrft i.%0IJfti J1(I1II1D L1H HpHni mu ti’hy, p’tihhl fuur H r*iHrit.h mft?
hIc.’. rould Dri1:nc be t tiJI nd h iIu iu C NHIKJ Mr. Thuu:iupu..iiii !itir,wilu7

Wuii,hrJ it h1HirtH &I Ir.rit.incr wha hd our th3lr tull .onronoot ltr1r. Thoriru
181

‘.“,r,. Rii. .101.00 iooi1 trkITI11 Cut Pir, ThlnuuujiHuuru?

Wuu.ddrt it b.! ii cIIcrI!. dut’ to ropolt Jr o1 pc’i IuYuIruruI. ui[ ItuH

ru:II r,uI1tII(u,+III.

HII. h4U1i11i (hIM i.’uihh rir I14I IIHIIcIIH iuitd LI,... piihhir. gnrui h.ej.t be ,.erv’d?
QL olnq to piIoou ito ufl qiiu.uI Fcut Mr. flIIIIIfn..1uII u.r tIrIuluu:I .iIII.?I1i1F.?

Mu..t L.,nt fluui ri) .. r2 ::
.. :::

undmctt4>t.nt
Ihrri mnr. ir -tqr ii l_ 7 _I I iii

FuurLi irt..I ,II(IUrIIIIII I I I I J b (ILl

1C:hciT b1CtC II 1NI tIDE

11111 u-i-

I

787O3

— b . rI.: r•r(.bui.
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a
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a

a

a

a

—

—

a

a

—

a

FiWWE-VPPER. CNIn.iii ;-cr - iD :r’t :i .L 0 .11. ,.L sica il

C: 1. E the prinOirjl moie ropDnsibic t 1uckcd or to prcffntA
1)3:1 HIM uriiii4iwi ‘IIH iTtI. LItTrd 011)1 liii.. i’eal.fuIpIr ::Ii,llj kIN 4I11lT1IIiINIf riir u VJllH tuna, o,
<liii ha jiNi firIIIflH Lii pprsrvii rim IINalI1Iwpar 111144 IIIUJN si H I

iiiiperir it•m ‘i’c. .!.i31 i!’3 2’& :
Sqiiiiid rcKi rç,irI&c i. •. .. :.-:: ‘:
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APPENDIX G

LAWRENCE KOHLBERG’S “THREE LEVELS AND SIX STAGES

OF MORAL DEVELOPMENT”
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APPENDIX H

THE JOHN ABBOTT COLLEGE POLICE TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM’S
TWO AND THREE-YEAR COURSE SEQUENCE CHARTS
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Consult the online venlon of the Cows. Calendar
on our web site for course deicafpthm.

COURSE SEQUENCE CHART
PO1JCE TECHNOLOGY 2-year program

FALL. 2006 OR LATER

TWO-YEAR INTENSIVE PROGRAM PLANNER

S 1st Somestor
310-110 Comnircallan[

310-ill Arsi Rasprnd9r

.310-112 CrlIn1ology & JuIIcaJ
Procass

310-113 &ustecLgaiSyst@n

310-210 Djrnrrsitatlan H

310-211 EstaDisflhig the ‘YirnmIsslofl
c4acilrne

310-212 Qperahers

3B7-21 3 Ir!teracher will Cir4e

3rd Sanester
310-310 irvestqa:len I

310-312 Hgrway Cc’ae

310-510 CrisIs inerventor

310-511 Pensi Qiteoce EvIOenD&

Semester
310-410 Comrriur$caian III

310-412 Penal Matiers

310-610 PrtvabaL

310-611 Cornnunhty hvierventiJri &
ResoUrces

310-512 CoricU’jI ol V104eo11 InMiuals

310-513 irrpaired Dthln&Rapcrts

310-515 PraYenbve WIng

310-612 PlwccaJSKHs

310-613 Aicohel, Drugs, Narcocs

310-615 Accde4i1 Rapcn

310-616 iRsatlon II [CA

1

310-114 Priia
Organlzabarisfruncllctns &
Efrcs

aid Semester

31 0-311

387-313

310-514

310-411

310-413

310-414

310-614

cflni ‘COMrCI

IrieraDlon will Corrnnilbes

YouTh irierventor

Selt-Celense

QueeDVuncipal Lrws

PrAta mrmor&’s’!age

Fire Praverdlor
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I Consuk the onkne version of the Course CLOn&v
on ow web ske fbi course desa$ptlonL

COURSE SEQUENCE CHART

POLICE TECHNOLOGY 3-year program
FALL 2005 OR LATER

i Senestee

310-il’) C.nnunt&ion I
31,3-111 FstPep.r4r
310-112 Cirrixdcgj & JudcL

Fkcess
310-113 Quebec Legai SsLrn

4 2nd Semester

3i0-2i0 Ccrrmiuntadan Ii
310-2i1 EsIab1isJth the Oomnisskn

cia Cñme
310-212 Cçealzcs
367-213 Nilerxhon with CInb4e

3rd Semester

310-310
3i0-3it
367-313

310413

ab Semeaer

310-312 FltiwayCcde
3i0-40 Carrvnuntadan III
310-*q S4[-f4thtse
310412 Perol Matters

WI Semester

310-510

31 0-512
310-513

•
310-610
310-611

310-114 PoiceOrg?siizadciis/
Funcluiiuis& Elics

6ft3-iTh Bxjish
1 9’3-1ft3 Pfiysái Esijcafioii: Li1etfls

63-
34&136

iricLias

Erçjish
Humajiitfra
Phial Ecljcafiuc: 4cthkties
Ccmp4ement Cane

Bsh
Humütiec

Pfwsiai Edjcabon
Cciii Fdemenlay Cane

136-104

tnesIia&n I
Cane Conbzl
Intecxtion with Ccnirnuritie5
Quebecthinidpá Laws

iDiis Inlerventkn
Perni Offence hidence
CcnIic oiW4entlnthiOsls
Irnpai-ed Dthing & flepsls

310—114
6&3-OBW

310-514

310-615

34&0E

3113-613

310-614

310-615

310-616

PDIce Iner&rrsiStage

Eidsh
Frixh

cisth Intertention
PTecec1th Thmnng
Frtrch
Humwiitiec

A)X&& Dma, N3tts
Fire Pisntion
Aoti&Tt epoi1

In’øs’stigatioa

FtPa Law
Carrinunity titenention &
flesciirces

310-612 Fhytic&SkDs



APPENDIX I

CONSENT FORMS FOR THE “ELEMENTS OF POLICE SOCIALIZATION” AND “DIT”
RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS, AND THE “GENERAL VARIABLES” FORM
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CONSENT FORM
Ethics Research Project

(‘Elements of Police Socialization’)

I, the undersigned, understand that I am being asked to participate in a research project
being conducted in a Masters of Education program at the University of Sherbrooke. This
research deals with ethics and how people deal with social problems.

Part of the research concerns a questionnaire regarding police socialization which will be
administered to first year college students. I understand that I am part of a

‘convenience sample’ that is being asked to complete this questionnaire, and I
further understand that I am not obligated to participate in this study if I do

not wish to.

By signing this consent form, I am acknowledging that all data collected will not be
identified to any person in particular, including me. My identity will never be revealed in
any way, ever, even when the results of the research are published. Thus, the
confidentiality of my identity is guaranteed. Even the researcher will not know who
answered which questionnaire.

The intention of this research is to help understand how people think about social
problems. Different people have different opinions about how they feel it best to respond
to certain situations/scenarios/encounters. There are no “right” or “wrong” answers to the
questionnaire I am being asked to complete in the way that math problems have right or
wrong answers. I am being asked to give you my opinion, tell you what I think, about how
I would respond to a situation. I understand that all that is being asked of me is that I be
totally honest in my involvement. I further understand that should I later decide to
withdraw my participation, I simply have to advise the person who is invigilating the test.
In that case, all my input into this research will be removed from the project without any
consequences to me.

Family name (printed):

___________________________________________

Age:

______

First name (printed):

Student number:

College I am attending:

Student’s signature:

Date:
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CONSENT FORM
Ethics Research Project

(DIT)

I, the undersigned, understand that I am being asked to participate in a research project
being conducted in a Masters of Education program at the University of Sherbrooke. This
research deals with ethics and how people deal with social problems.

Part of the research concerns a defining issues test/questionnaire which will be
administered to first year college students. I understand that I am part of a sample
that is being asked to complete the DIT questionnaire, and I further
understand that I am not obligated to participate in this study if I do not wish
to.

By signing this consent form, I am acknowledging that all data collected will not be
identified to any person in particular, including me. My identity will never be revealed in
any way, ever, even when the results of the research are published. Thus, the
confidentiality of my identity is guaranteed. Even the researcher will not know who
answered which questionnaire, the controls being kept confidentially by a third party.

The intention of this research is to help understand how people think about social
problems. Different people have different opinions about questions of right and wrong.
There are no “right” or “wrong” answers to the DIT questionnaire I am being asked to
complete in the way that math problems have right or wrong answers. What is being
sought is y opinion what I think about several problem stories I will be reading. I
understand that all that is being asked of me is that I be totally honest in my
involvement. I further understand that should I later decide to withdraw my
participation, I simply have to advise the person who is invigilating the test. In that case,
all my input into this research will be removed from the project without any
consequences to me. To do so, I need to remember the number in the top right hand
corner of the brown answer sheet.

Family name (printed):

___________________________________________

Age:

______

First name (printed):

Student number:

College I am attending:

Student’s signature: -

Date:

_______________
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General Variables

ETHICS RESEARCH PROJECT
University of Sherbrooke

Do not write in this space

PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS

1.IamaFEMALEEi MALELi

2. 1 am

________

years old.

3. An “urban” environment is one where the population is MORE than 10,000 persons.

I grew up mostly in an URBAN environment. . . YES Li NO Li

4. A “rural” environment is one where the population is LESS than 10,000 persons.

I grew up mostly in an RURAL environment.. .YES Li NO Li

5. My mother tongue is: French Li English Li i am BILINGUAL French & English Li or

‘Other’ Li Please specify:

___________________________________

6. On average, I attend religious services (church, synagogue, etc.) at least:

> Once a week: YES Li NO Li
> Twice a month: YES Li NO Li
> Three times a month: YES Li NO Li
> Less than 10 times a year: YES Li NO Li



APPENDIX J

THE DATA RESEARCH CARD USED TO CODE A SUBJECT’S RESPONSE
TO EACH OF THE THREE “ELEMENTS OF POLICE SOCIALIZATION”

QUESTIONS



I Highlight
Respondent’s

this response
actual age for adding to

______________

] discussion

/\

The respondent’s answer to each of the
three police-oriented dilemma questions in
Research Instrument #1 is added here, and
then coded.
Refer to Appendix D for the questions, and
Appendix K for the coding charts.

-. mrh i: P’IiI OTF7T

\

Used for establishing
communication skills

only
(Reading and writing)

J

66

DATA CARD USED FOR CODING THE
RESPONDENT’S ANSWERS TO

INSTRUMENT #1

Respondent’s ID
Code’AI”to”A-34”
or “B I” to “B22”

Respondent’s answer is coded
according to Kohlberg’s 6-stages
of Moral Development. The stage
identified is then indicated here.
Refer to Appendix K.

//IH\
L.

-iLi E’

ci/ 77[Z4f’E

_______

/

_j.
Respondent’s Locale

of Socialization
recorded here r

For ease of data analysis, blue cards were used for males and yellow cards for females.



APPENDIX K

THE CODING CHARTS FOR DILEMMAS #1,2, AND 3 OF THE
“ELEMENTS OF POLICE SOCIALIZATION” QUESTIONS FOUND IN

RESEARCH INSTRUMENT #1
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MEd. Research Paper: ETHICS OF AN INCOMING COHORT OF STUDENTS IN A THREE-YEAR
PROFESSIONAL POLICE TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM — Coding Chart for Dilemma #1

Lawrence Kholberg’s Stage Sample elements from the students’/subjects’ submitted dilemma CODE
of Moral Development responses which relate to a specific code used Used

“F” = Fear of repercussions (from ‘authority’ tigures). Avoidance of
physical pain. Respect for power and punishment. (Stage I)

- talk to the superior
F

> I will not make trouble for my partner
— I explain the situation to my superior, and decide on a course of action
r bring a lunch to work

. r leave a tip in case it comes against me later (CYA!)
“U” = Utility (doing something and getting something out of it). Satisfying one’s

2 own needs or values by ‘using’ others. Looking out for #1. (Stage 2) LI

C i- not pay because the restaurant gets security because I’m there to eat
- accept the meal because I know the public wants to feel safe while at the

•••••••••. restaurant with their family
“A” = Accommodating (a “tip” or “pay more”). Finding “a way Out of this mess”!

Being a ‘good boy’ or ‘nice girl’. (Stage 3)

pay the meal
> leave a tip to cover the difference

leave a tip that is the equivalent of the meal
leave the money on the table or at the cash counter

> pay when the other P/Os are not present
> pay more than the discounted amount A or

> pay for the lunch without having to offend the other police officers
see the owner: explain personal and/or professional ethical implications

“C” = Peer Conformity: Conforming to society’s or peers’ behavioural
.- expectations. (Stage 3)
tt

accept the gratuity to fit in with the rest of the guys
> take the path of least resistance

U > not pay, but leave a big tip
‘ keep my mouth closed so as not to offend the other P/Os

as a newbie, I would go along with the senior police officers
“R” (“LO”) = Reliance on rules; Law and Order: following the rules to avoid

chaos. Law and order thinking. (Stage 4)

r not lose my job over a fast food meal R

‘ establish my attitude on the first day on the job
“SC” = Social Contract. “The greatest good for the greatest number.” Justice

‘ through democracy. (Stage 5)

‘
r it’s not fair for the rest of the population
- establish my ‘legitimate authority’ (insist on keeping my impartiality) SC

- talk to the owner (set MY rules)
r don’t take ‘bribes’ because then “I owe them”

. “NI” = Moral Reasoning. Relying on universal moral principles. Deciding on basic
moral principles by which you will live your life and relate to everyone
fairly. (Stage 6)

U 6 > it’s my conscience, not theirs M

‘ I would have peace of mind by knowing I abided by my Oath as a P/O
C- > I would feel bad if I didn’t pay for the meal I received

> It’s not because I’m a P/O that I will eat for free

Dilemma #1: Hamburger and Fries
This is your first day on the job as a patrol officer. You are working with a 7 year veteran who is acting as your training officer. Your lunch
break is approaching. After obtaining permission from your dispatcher to have your lunch ‘outside the police station’, your partner says to
go to Yvonne’s Hamburger House — a local restaurant — because it’s a clean, quiet place to eat and it’s a good place to be seen amongst the
community. You order a cheeseburger, fries, and a diet cola. You Sit at a table with your partner and two other patrol officers who are also
on their lunch break. After your meal you reach for your money in your pocket. Your partner tells you: “Ii’s OK. put your money away. We
always eat for free here. Yvonne’s daughter is married to a fellow cop and she likes to see the police in her restaurant because it makes her
feel safe.” You answer that you were taught at John Abbott that accepting a free, or even a discounted, meal was considered a gratuity and
was unethical. You add that it’s even against the provincial ethics code. The other officers tell you that you are now in the ‘real world of
policing’ and not that of the ‘John Abbott School of Theory!”.

What would ‘ou do?

.t008-03- 15
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M.Ed. Research Paper: ETHICS OF AN INCOMING COHORT OF STUDENTS IN A THREE-YEAR
PROFESSIONAL POLICE TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM - Coding Chart for Dilemma #2

Dilemma #2: The Cheater
You have been a patrol officer for 7 years. You have always been fascinated with drug investigations. An information bulletin has been
posted on the police station bulletin board announcing that there will be an exam for two positions in the Drug Squad. The notice states
that the 5 police officers who scored best on the exam will be invited for an interview with the Commanding Officer of the Drug Squad.
The two best results after the interview will get the transfer to the Drug Squad. You write the exam, and when the results are posted, you
leam that you came in third. Constables Smith and Doe came in first and second. During the exam, you saw that Constable Doe had an
electronic dictionary into which he had added notes about the exam. You saw him consult the dictionary when answering some of the
questions. You even heard him tell Constable Smith in the hallway after the exam that his “trick worked” and it helped him “ace the
test”. Two months later you are sitting in front of the Commanding Officer of the Drug Squad for your interview. You haven’t discussed
this cheating with anyone yet.

What would you do?

Lawrence Kholberg’s Stage Sample elements from the students’/subjec’ submitted dilemma CODE
of Moral Development responses which relate to a specific code used Used

“F” = Fear of repercussions (from ‘authority’ figures). Avoidance of physical pain.
Respect for power and punishment (Stage I)
‘ I won’t tell because the rest of the station will refuse to work with me,

I damage my car, etc. F

-
- ff1 tell, no Sergeant or police officers on the drug squad will trust or

protect me if I’m in danger during a drug bust.
. “U” = Utility (doing something and getting something out of it). Satis’ing one’s own

needs or values by ‘using’ others. Looking out for #1. (Stage 2)
2 , If I tell the C.O., he might appreciate my honesty U

- I don’t tell, but he will see in the interview that he is not the best candidate

._

“ If I don’t get the position, then I will tell the CO.
“A” = Accommodating. Finding “a way out of this mess Being a ‘good boy’ or

‘nice girl’. (Stage 3)

)‘ Tell the CO. to check the results closely for cheating
> If the CO. asks me about the cheating, then I will tell him.
> Write an anonymous report to the C.O.

I’d tell the C.O. that I suspected someone of cheating
Keep my mouth shut so as not to create a dilemma
Not tell the CO. because if I do he will think I am saying so just to get the A or

‘ job
3

“C” = Peer Conformity: Conforming to society’s or peers’ behavioural expectations.
(Stage 3)

- > Sell myself without mentioning the cheater.
Slip a word in, but only after the interview.

. > I wouldn’t say anything... it’s none ofmy business.
‘ Won’t say anything; don’t want to be a stool/snitch.

Say nothing because I don’t want to be ‘rewarded’ for stooling.
U Say nothing because I have no proof.

If the CO. doesn’t ask me anything about cheating, I will say nothing.
> Tell, but remain anonymous to keep my relationships w/other officers.

“RJLO” = Reliance on rules; Law and Order: Following the rules to avoid chaos. Law
and order thinking. (Stage 4)

4 — Tell the CO. about the cheating. R
> At least I did it legally.
p Ask to keep me anonymous so as not to start an argument.
> I’d tell because I want the job.

“SC” = Social Contract. “The greatest good for the greatest number.” Justice through
democracy. (Stage 5)
> Not telling during the interview.

5 > I would have a talk with the two officers who cheated. SC
Finish my interview first, then tell the CO.

‘
There is no room for cheaters in the_police.

“M” = Moral Reasoning. Relying on universal moral principles. Deciding on basic
6 moral princtples by which you will live your life and relate to everyone fairly. NI

(Stage 6)

> There’s no need to_report_the cheaters in view of my_getting_a job.

2008-06-25
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M.Ed. Research Paper: ETHICS OF AN INCOMING COHORT OF STUDENTS IN A THREE-YEAR
PROFESSIONAL POLICE TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM — Coding Chart for Dilemma #3

Dilemma #3: The Fellow Officer
There are several traffic accidents at the intersection of Mont Royal and Cote Ste-Catherine Road. An analysis of the past accident reports
for this intersection indicates that the principle cause of the accidents is the fact that drivers who are turning left from Cote Ste. Catherine
onto Mont Royal are not giving the right of way to oncoming traffic, that is that they are cutting them off and thus causing the accidents.
Your Sergeant tells you to observe that intersection between 10:00 and 11:00 tomorrow morning, the hour that most accidents occur. The
next day, working alone, you park your patrol car in a position to be able to observe the intersection. Ten minutes later, you notice a red
Toyota van that cuts off an oncoming car in order to make a left turn. You decide to chase the van down and pull the driver over. After
pulling the driver over, you learn that it is another police officer from the neighbouring police district. She says that she remembers seeing
you around and hopes you will extend a “professional courtesy” by not issuing her — a fellow officer —• a traffic violation (ticket).

What would you do?

Lawrence Kholberg’s Stage Sample elements from the students’/subjects’ submitted dilemma CODE
of Moral Development responses which relate to a specific code used Used

“F” = Fear of repercussions (from ‘authority’ figures). Avoidance of
physical pain. Respect for power and punishment. (Stage I)

CO

> My supervisor told me to give tickets at that intersection, I will do my job.

.

It’s not worth losing your reputation because you didn’t give a ticket or do F

your job.

U = Utility (doing something and getting something Out of it). Satislying one s
2 own needs or values by ‘using’ others. Looking out for #1. (Stage 2) U

-‘ Since I wouldn’t want a fellow police officer to give me a ticket, I won’t
give one in this case.

“A” = Accommodating. Finding “a way Out of this mess”! Being a ‘good boy’ or
‘nice girl’. (Stage 3)

I’d tell her to go her way and say “I didn’t see the infraction”.

. “C” = Peer Conformity: Conforming to society’s or peers’ behavioural

. expectations. (Stage 3)

‘ Not give a ticket.
‘ 3 Issue a [‘verbal’]warning or a warning ticket. A or C

I’dlethergo.
. > Let her off with a warning.

Give her a break.
Give her a chance.

“RJLO” = Reliance on rules; Law and Order: Following the rules to avoid
chaos, Law and order thinking. (Stage 4)

‘
‘ I’d giver her a ticket. R

If I catch her again/Next time.. .give her a ticket.
Issue her a ticket to teach her a lesson.

“SC” = Social Contract. “The greatest good for the greatest number.” Justice
through democracy. (Stage 5)

‘ Explain to her why I am observing this intersection.
Tell her that she should be setting a good example. SC

‘ Make her realize what she did is wrong.
Tell her that what she did is dangerous for other people.

. > You are not above the law and should_lead_by_example.
“M” = Moral Reasoning. Relying on universal moral principles. Deciding on basic

moral principles by which you will live your life and relate to everyone

ç5 fairly. (Stage 6)
6

‘ If I don’t give the ticket, I would inform my Sergeant that I have a M

c- difficulty in this type of situation and ask for guidance because I do want to
be fair.

2008-06-25
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The following bar charts and tables represent a summary description of the

independent variables gathered for the study. Both the number of students and the

percentage is given for each category.
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Figure 9: Distribution of Students by Police Technology Programs
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Figure 11: Distribution: Police Technology by Gender
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Figure 12: H4: Distribution: Police Technology by Age Groups
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APPENDIX M

COMPARISON OF MEANS FOR STAGES OF MORAL

DEVELOPMENT BASED ON RESPONSES TO

ETHICAL DILEMMAS (HYPOTHESES 112 AND H4)



COMPARISON OF DILEMMA QUESTIONS MEANS FOR STAGES OF
MORAL DEVELOPMENT
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Charts and tables related to the comparison of the means of the Stages of Moral

Development calculated for the three questions regarding moral dilemmas.

‘I

a)
E
0.
0
a)
G)

I
0

0
a)
0)
4-

U)

Figure 15: Mean Stage of Moral Development Calculated for Each Question
and the Average Stage of Moral Development for all Questions

Table 5
Table of Mean Stage of Development Calculated for Each Question

One-Sample Statistics - Mean Stage of Moral Development per
Question

Std. Std. Error
N Mean Deviation Mean

Question 1 Stage of MD 56 2.98 301 .040
Question 2 Stage of MD 56 3.43 .499 .067
Question 3 Stage of MD 56 3.21 .414 .055
Average Stage for 3

56 3.2083 .25076 .03351Questions

Question 1 Question 2 Question 3 Average for 3
Questions
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Table 6
Moral Dilemma Questions: Single Sample t-Test Comparing the Question Means

One-Sample t-Test - Mean Stage of Moral Development for Each Question and Total

_____

Test Value = 0
95% Confidence

Interval of the

Sig. Mean Difference

t df (2-tailed) Difference Lower Upper
Question I Stage of MD 74.147 55 .000 2.982 2.90 3.06
Question 2 Stage of MD 51.381 55 .000 3.429 3.29 3.56
Question3StageofMo 58.095 55 .000 3.214 3.10 3.33
AverageStagefor3

95.746 55 .000 3.20833 3.1412 3.2755Questions

Table 7
Moral Dilemma Questions: Paired Samples t-Test Comparing the Questions Means

Paired Samples Test - Qualitative Questions - Stages of Moral Development

Paired_Differences

95% Confidence
Interval of the

Std. Std. Error Difference Sig.
Mean Deviation Mean Lower Upper t df (2-tailed)

Pair 1 Question 1 Stage of MD
- -.446 .537 .072 -.590 -.303 -6.225 55 .000Question 2 Stage of MD

I
Pair 2 Question 2 Stage of MD

- .214 .653 .087 .040 .389 2.457 55 .017Question 3 Stage of MD
I

Pair 3 Question 1 Stage of MD
- I-.232 .504 .067 -.367

j
-.097 -3.445 55 .001Question 3 Stage of MD —
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Hypothesis H2 (First Semester Students Entering the Police Technology Program
Who Were Raised in a Rural Setting Will Have Higher Moral Values Than
Those Raised in an Urban Setting.)
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Figure 16: Stages of Moral Development by Locale of Socialisation

Table 8
Stages of Moral Development by Locale of Socialisation

Mean Stage of Moral Development - Locale of Socialisation

Average
Locale of Question 1 Question 2 Question 3 Stage for 3

Socialisation Stage of MD Stage of MD Stage of MD Questions
Urban Mean 2.98 3.43 3.20 3.2041

N 49 49 49 49
Std. Deviation 322 .500 .407 .25291

Rural Mean 3.00 3.43 3.29 3.2381
N 7 7 7 7
Std. Deviation .000 .535 .488 .25198

Total Mean 2.98 3.43 3.21 3.2083
N 56 56 56 56
Ski. Deviation .301 .499 .414 .25076



Table 9
Independent Sample t-Tests for Hypothesis H2

Independent Samples Test - Locale of Socialisation

Levene’s Test for
Eoi.ialitof Variances 1-test for Equality of Means

95% Confidence Interval

Sig. Mean Std. Error of the Difference

F Sig. 1 df (2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower Upper
Question 1 Equal vanances

.463 .499 -.166 54 .869 -.020 .123 -.266 .226Stage of MD assumed

Equal variances
-.444 48.000 .659 -.020 .046 -.1 13 .072not assumed

Question 2 Equal vanances
.000 1.000 .000 54 1.000 .000 .204 -.408 .408Stage of MD assumed

Equal variances
.000 7,579 1.000 .000 .214 -.499 .499not assumed

Question 3 Equal variances
.752 .390 -.485 54 .630 -.082 .168 -.419 .256Stage of MD assumed

Equal variances
-.422 7.244 .685 -.082 .193 -.536 .373not assumed

AverageStage Equalvariances
.014 .907 .333 54 .740 -.03401 .10215 -.23881 .17078for 3 Questions assumed

Equalvariances
-.334 7831 .747 -.03401 .10186 -.26979 .20176not assumed —

Hypothesis 113 (First Semester Female Students Entering the Police Technology
Program Will Have a Higher Level of Moral Development Than Their Male
Counterparts.)

J 01 Stage of MD
4 Q Stage of MD

03 Stage of MD
J01-Q3 MCan Stage of MD
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Female Male

Gender

Figure 17: Qualitative: Stages of Moral Development by Gender
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Table 10
Stages of Moral Development by Gender

Mean Stage of Moral Development - Gender

Average

Question 1 Question 2 Question 3 Stage for 3

Gender Stage of MD Stage of MD Stage of MD Questions
Female Mean 2.95 3.40 3.25 3.2000

N 20 20 20 20

Std. Deviation .510 .503 .444 .31344

Male Mean 3.00 3.44 3.19 3.2130

N 36 36 36 36

Std. Deviation .000 .504 .401 .21311

Total Mean 2.98 3.43 3.21 3.2083

N 56 56 56 56

Std. Deviation .301 .499 .414 .25076

Table 11
Independent Sample t-Tests for Hypothesis H3

Independent Samples Test Gender

Levenes Test for
Equality of Variances f-test for Equality of Means

95% Confidence Interval

Sig. Mean Std. Error of the Dfference

F Sig. I df (2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower Upper
Question 1 Equal variances

6.302 .015 -.592 54 .556 -.050 .054 -.219 .119Stage of MD assumed

Equalvariances
-.438 19.000 .666 -.050 .114 -.289 .189not assumed

Question 2 Equal variances
6302 .015 -.592 54 .556 -.050 .084 -.219 .119Stage of MD assumed

Equal variances
-.438 19.000 .666 -.050 .114 -.289 .189not assumed

Question 3 Equal variances
.440 .510 -.317 54 .753 -.044 .140 -.326 .237Stage of MD assumed

Equalvariances
-.317 39.467 .753 -.044 .140 -.328 .239not assumed

Average Stage Equal variances
.869 .355 .478 54 .635 .056 .116 -.178 .289for 3 Questions assumed

Equal variances
.464 36.109 .646 .056 .120 -.187 .298not assumed —
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Hypothesis 114 (The Older Students Entering Into the Police Technology
Program Will Have a Higher Level of Moral Development Than the Younger
Students in the Same Program.)
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Figure 18: Stages of Moral Development by Age Groups

Table 12
Stages of Moral Development by Age Groups

Mean Stage of Moral Development - Age Group

Average
Question 1 Question 2 Question 3 Stage for 3

Age Group Stage of MD Stage of MD Stage of MD Questions
18 to 22 Mean 2.97 3.46 3.21 3.2137
years old N 39 39 39 39

Std. Deviation .362 .505 .409 .25918
23 years old Mean 3.00 3.35 3.24 3.1961
and older N 17 17 17 17

Std. Deviation .000 .493 .437 .23743
Total Mean 2.98 3.43 3.21 3.2083

N 56 56 56 56
Std. Deviation .301 .499 .414 .25076



Table 13
Independent Sample t-Tests for Hypothesis H4

Independent Samples Test - Age Group

Levenes Test for
Equality of Variances 1-test for Equp1ay of Means

95% Confidence Interval

Sig. Mean Std. Error of the Difference

F Sig. t df (2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower Upper
Question 1 Stage Equal variances

1.433 .237 -.291 54 .772 -.026 .088 -.202 .151of MD assumed

Equal variances
-.443 38 000 .661 -.026 .058 -.143 .092not assumed

Question 2 Stage Equal variances
2.640 .110 .745 54 .459 .109 .146 -.184 .401of MD assumed

Equal variances
.753 31.258 .457 .109 .144 -.186 .403not assumed

Question 3 Stage Equal vanances
.237 .628 -.249 54 .805 -.030 .121 -.274 .213of MD assumed

Equal vsriances
-.242 28.775 .810 -.030 .125 -.285 .225not assumed

Average Stage for Equal variances
.002 .962 .239 54 .812 .01760 .07351 -.12978 .164973 Questions assumed

Equslvanances
.248 33.171 .806 .01760 .07098 -.12679 .16198not assumed — —

Table 14
Summary of Hypotheses Results

Hypothesis Tested f t p
Police Technology students Urban versus Rural:
H2 (Scenario 1) 0.463 —0.166 0.869
H2 (Scenario 2) 0.000 0.000 1.000
H2 (Scenario 3) 0.752 —0.485 0.630
H2 (Mean for all three Scenarios) 0.014 —0.333 0.740

Police Technology Females versus Males:
H3 (Scenario 1) 6.302 —0.438 0.666
H3 (Scenario 2) 6.302 —0.438 0.666
H3 (Scenario 3) 0.440 —0.317 0.753
H3 (Mean for all three Scenarios) 0.869 0.478 0.635

Police Technology Older students versus younger students
H4 (Scenario 1) 1.433 —0.291 0.722
H4 (Scenario 2) 2.640 0.745 0.459
H4 (Scenario 3) 0.237 —0.249 0.805
H4 (Mean for all three Scenarios) 0.002 0.239 0.812
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APPENDIX N

DEMOGRAPHICS OF TWO COHORTS RESPONDING TO DIT TEST:
SAMPLE OF POLICE TECHNOLOGY STUDENTS AT JOHN ABBOTT

COLLEGE AND SAMPLE OF THE GENERAL POPULATION AT JOHN
ABBOTT COLLEGE
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QUANTITATIVE INDEPENDENT VARIABLES’ DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

The following bar charts and tables represent a summary description of the

quantitative independent variables gathered for the study. Both the number of

students and the percentage is given for each category.
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Figure 19: Distribution of Students by Groups

Table 15
Independent Variable: Groups

Groups

Valid Cumulative
Frequency Percent Percent Percent

Valid Police Technology 68 64.2 64.2 64.2
General Populatioi 38 35.8 35.8 100.0
Total 106 100.0 100.0
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Figure 20: Distribution: Police Technology by Locale of Socialisation

Table 16
Independent Variable: Locale of Socialisation

Locale of Socialisation - Police Technology

Valid Cumulative
Frequency Percent Percent Percent

Valid Rural 12 17.6 17.6 17.6
Urban 56 82.4 82.4 100.0
Total 68 100.0 100.0
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Figure 21: Distribution: Police Technology by Gender
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Table 17
Independent Variable: Gender

Gender - Police Technology

Valid Cumulative
Frequency Percent Percent Percent

Valid Female 18 26.5 26.5 26.5
Male 50 73.5 73.5 100.0
Total 68 100.0 100.0
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Figure 22: H4: Distribution: Police Technology by Age Groups

Table 18
Independent Variable: Age Groups

Age Group - Police Technology

Valid Cumulative
Frequency Percent Percent Percent

Valid 18 to 22 years old 52 76.5 76.5 76.5
23 years old and olde 16 23.5 23.5 100.0
Total 68 100.0 100.0
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COMPARISON OF MEANS SCORES OF DIT TESTS
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Table 19
Mean Scores by Groups

Program PScore N2Score
Police Mean 29.7549 29.7841
Technology N 68 68

Std. Deviation 11.18688 10.07742
General Mean 30.2632 30.4738
Population N 38 38

Std. Deviation 13.43166 14.20504
Total Mean 29.9371 30.0313

N 106 106
Std. Deviation 11.97865 11.66261
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Hypothesis H1 (First Semester Students Entering the Police Technology Program
Will Have a Higher Level of Moral Development Than Students Entering Other
Programs in the College.)
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Figure 23: Mean Scores by Groups
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Table 20
Independent Sample t-Tests for Hypothesis H1 by Groups

Independent Samples t-Test - Groups

189

Levenes Test for
Equality of Variances f-test for Equality of Means

95% Confidence Interval

Sig. Mean Std. Error of the Difference

F Sig. t df (2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower Upper
PScore Equal variances

.791 .376 -.209 104 .835 -.50826 2.43726 -5.34143 4.32492assumed
Equal variances

-.198 65.786 .844 -.50826 2.56671 -5.63317 4.61666not assumed

N2Score Equal variances
4.877 .029 -.291 104 .772 -.68974 2.37249 -5.39447 4.01499assumed

Equal variances
-.264 58.197 .792 -.68974 2.60836 -5.91056 4.53108not assumed — —

Hypothesis H2 (First Semester Students Entering the Police Technology Program
Who Were Raised in a Rural Setting Will Have Higher Moral Values Than
Those Raised in an Urban Setting.)
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Figure 24: Mean Scores by Locale of Socialisation
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Table 21

Mean Scores by Locale of Socialisation

Locale
PScore N2Score

Rural Mean 29.5833 30.5691
N 12 12
Std. Deviation 10.39923 11.25898

Urban Mean 29.7917 29.6158
N 56 56
Std. Deviation 1 1 .4374 1 9.90937

Total Mean 29.7549 29.7841
N 68 68
Std. Deviation 11.18688 10.07742

Table 22
Independent Sample t-Tests for Hypothesis H2 — Locale of Socialisation

Independent Samples t-Test - Locale of Soctalisation

Levenes Test for
Equality of Variances t-test for Equality of Means

95% Confidence Interval
Sig. Mean Std. Error of the flfference

F Sig. t df (2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower Upper
PScore Equal variances

.228 .635 -.058 66 .954 -.20833 3.58536 -7.36674 6.95008assumed

Equal variances
-.062 17.210 .951 -.20833 3.36867 -7.30900 6.89234not assumed

N2Score Equal variances
.381 .539 .295 66 .769 .95328 3.22774 -5.49110 7.39766assumed

Equal varIances
.272 14.873 .790 .95328 3.50959 -6.53280 8.43936not assumed — —
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Hypothesis 113 (First Semester Female Students Entering the Police Technology
Program Will Have a Higher Level of Moral Development Than Their Male
Counterparts.)
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Figure 25: Mean Scores by Gender

Table 23
Mean Scores by Gender

Gender PScore N2Score
Female Mean 29.9074 30.5672

N 18 18
Std. Deviation 12.53065 11.55425

Male Mean 29.7000 29.5021
N 50 50
Std. Deviation 10.79961 9.60402

Total Mean 29.7549 29.7841
N 68 68
Std. Deviation 11.18688 10.07742



Table 24
Independent Sample t-Tests for Hypothesis H3 by Gender

Independent Samples t-Test - Gender
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Levenes Test for
Equality of Variances t-test for Equality of Means

95% Confidence Interval
Sig. Mean Std. Error of the flfference

F Sig. t df (2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower Upper
PScore Equal variances

1.169 .284 .067 66 .947 .20741 3.09808 -5.97811 6.39293assumed

Equal variances
.062 26.646 .951 .20741 3.32503 -6.61922 7.03404not assumed

N2Score Equal variances
2.380 .128 .382 66 .704 1.06509 2.78784 -4.50102 6.63120assumed

Equal variances
.350 25.951 .729 1.06509 3.04326 -5.19100 7.32118not assumed — —

Hypothesis H4 (The Older Students Entering Into the Police Technology
Program Will Have a Higher Level of Moral Development Than the Younger
Students in the Same Program.)
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Figure 26: Mean Scores by Age Groups



Table 25
Mean Scores by Age Groups

Age group PScore N2Score
18to22 Mean 29.8718 30.1412
years old N 52 52

Std. Deviation 10.76004 9.65270
23 years old Mean 29.3750 28.6232
and older N 16 16

Std. Deviation 12.85064 11.61621
Total Mean 29.7549 29.7841

N 68 68
Std. Deviation 11.18688 10.07742

Table 26
Independent Sample t-Tests for Hypothesis H4 by Age Group

Independent samples t-Test - Age Group

Levenes Test for
Equality of Variances t-test for Equality of Means

95% Confidence Interval

Sig. Mean Std. Error of the Difference

F Sig. t df (2-tailed) Difference Difference Lower Upper
Pscore Equal variances

2.129 .149 .154 66 .878 .49679 3.22173 -5.93560 6.92919assumed

Equal variances
.140 21.870 .890 .49679 3.54227 -6.85195 7.84554not assumed

N2Score Equal variances
.983 .325 .524 66 .602 1.51806 2.89672 2.129 .149assumed

Equal variances
.475 21.762 .640 1.51806 3.19771not assumed

Table 27
Summary of Quantitative Hypotheses Results

Hypothesis f t p
H1: Police Technology versus General College Population:
PScore I 0.791 —0.209 0.835
N2Score 4.877 —0.264 0.792
H2: Police Technology students Urban versus Rural:
PScore I 0.228 F_0.058 0.869
N2Score 0.381 0.295 1.000
H3: Police Technology Females versus Males:
PScore 1.169 0.067 0.947
N2Score 2.380 1 0.382 0.704

1-14: Police Technology Older versus Younger students:
PScore I 2.129 0.154 0.878
N2Score 0.983 0.524 0.602
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TEMPLATE FOR THE “A.C.T.” ETHICAL

DECISION-MAKING PROCESS
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Student’s name:

_____________________________________________

Police Organizations/Functions &
Ethics
Student’s number:

____________________

(310-1 14-AB)

________________________

Template for the “A.C.T.” Ethical Decision-Making Process
“AC.T.” Dilemma #:
Central issue in this case:

General
value:

“±“or”-”

1. Alternatives: (Identify all possible choices)

2. Consequences: (Project the outcomes for each of your choices above)

3. TV TEST: Regarding your decision as stated in Part 8 (verso), could you tell your story in front of a
TVnews camera? Could you, and would you feel comfortable defending, your decision? Would the Yes Li
public accept your story in camera? [Remember: although you can’t please everyone, most open-

No LIminded, impartial viewers would accept your explanation and the reasons for your decisionj

Please turn over to complete the process
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H

4. Are there any laws, regulations, policies or procedures, or departmental orders relevant to this situation?

5. Who are the stakeholders (“Parties prenante”/”Détenteurs d’enjeux”) in this case?

6. Pillars of Character Applies? (Y or N) 7. Ethical Policing Applies? (Y or N)

(1) TRUSTWORTHINESS:
Honesty

Integrity
(1) FAIR ACCESS

Promise-keeping

Loyalty

(2) PUBLIC TRUST
(2) RESPECT:

(3) RESPONSIBILITY:
Accountability: (3) SAFETY and SECURITY:

Pursuit of Excellence

SeIf-Restraint
(4) TEAMWORK

(4) JUSTICE and FAIRNESS:..

(5) CARING (5) OBJECTIVITY

(6) CIVIC VIRTUE and
CITIZENSHIP

8. YOUR FINAL DECISION (What will you do?)

Notes:

(2009-04-15) Inspirational Source: Notes from The Train-The-Trainer Course (2007), Institute for Law Enforcement Administration, Center for Law
Enforcement Ethics. Piano, Texas, U.S.A.
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